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Constructive on 2020 set up 
Our Internet coverage group had mixed returns in 2019, up 24% YTD while FANGs were 
up 30% (vs. S&P +27% & NASDAQ +33%).  At an industry level growth was strong, but 
margin pressure, regulatory risk, and out of favor IPOs were key issues.  While revenue 
deceleration is expected in '20 (Street ests. have FANG deceleration from +24% growth 
in ’19 to +20% in ‘20), we are constructive on the FANG group given: 1) positive event 
backdrop, 2) new monetization initiatives, and 3) rebound potential for AMZN/NFLX.   

We have a late cycle macro outlook 
While our economics team does not anticipate a recession in 2020, the US economy is 
likely late cycle, which should favor quality and large caps.  Our top Internet subsector is 
Internet media, which we prefer over eCommerce and Travel, as we think late-cycle 
fundamentals favor advertising spend and our recession screen suggests Alphabet and 
Facebook, would see less downside in a recession.  Ex-recession, we expect 15% growth 
in Global Online Advertising, 19% growth in eCommerce and 8% in Online Travel.   

Top sector themes for 2020 
We outline several sector themes and technology transformations that will impact the 
sector.  Top sector themes: 1) OTT acceleration; 2) Advertising and eCommerce 
Conversion; and 3) 5G rollout driving new services development.  For long-term technology 
trends with big sector implications, we highlight: AI/ML: Internet evolution as the O/S for 
Everyday Life, self-driving autos and robotics. Finally, Airbnb, reported to be listing in 
2020, is our disruptor of the year, and we outline other risk themes below.   

Our top ideas for 2020  
We are staying constructive on large-caps given our late cycle macro outlook and strong 
eCommerce & Internet video time share growth.  Within the FANG, Netflix is our top 
2020 idea (taking over from FB) given de-risked (conservative) 2020 subscriber growth 
expectations, inflection of the cash flow burn curve, overstated Intl. competitive risks, 
and limited regulatory concerns.  Amazon is a longer term favorite on still relatively early 
Cloud penetration and massive data growth expected over next decade, though we think 
Street may have to digest lower retail margin expectations for 2020 early in the year.  
For SMID cap stocks, we prefer Match, Twitter and Wix, which have all pulled back from 
mid-year highs and have opportunity for revenue growth reacceleration in 2020.      

Regulatory pressure and recession downside are top risks  
Key risks for Internet in 2020 are increased regulatory scrutiny as share growth builds, a 
pullback in advertising and cloud spend from VC funded startups given recent IPO 
performance, and an economic downturn given high valuations vs. recession lows.  Our 
coverage group is trading around 16x EBITDA on average vs. 13x in the beginning of 
2019 (and 5x during the recession), while avg. P/E ratios are at 38x vs. the 13x recession 
low.  Our US economics team’s review of historical data suggested a 1 in 3 chance of a 
recession in ’20 (see Everything you need to know about recessions).  There are also 
multiple antitrust investigations and potential court challenges that will impact sector 
sentiment, and given outcome uncertainty we expect valuation overhangs to continue.   
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Introduction 
As we look forward to 2020, we are publishing our 2020 Internet Year-Ahead report that 
includes our list of top Internet themes that will shape the industry, our eCommerce, 
Online advertising and Online travel sector outlooks, stock sentiment and recession 
rankings, and our list of top ideas for 2020.  We hope our report can be a helpful 
reference guide for the New Year.  

2019 was a mixed year for the Internet sector.  At an industry level advertising and 
eCommerce growth was strong (we raised our advertising estimates), but margin 
pressure, regulatory risk and out of favor IPOs were performance headwinds.  Stock 
returns for the Internet group were stronger in 2019, following a mixed year in 2018, but 
were in-line to slightly below stock indexes.  Overall, our Internet universe of stocks was 
up 24% YTD through 12/17, with FANG returning 30% on average vs the NASDAQ at 
33%.  Top performers in our space that were public all year were Carvana (+188%), 
Snapchat (+175%), and MTCH (+65%) and FB (+51%). while GRUB (-41% YTD), Trip 
Advisor (-39% YTD), Trivago (-51% YTD) and Arlo Technologies (-57%) underperformed.  

Chart 1: 2019 Stock Price Performance vs. Estimate Revisions by sector  

 
Source: BofA Global Research, Bloomberg 

Directionally, stock returns outperformed estimate revisions in 2019.  Larger caps were 
+40% YTD while estimate revisions were -3%.  Those with positive revisions, notably, 
FB, EBAY, SNAP, CVNA, and MTCH generally had positive stock performance.  The S&P 
has returned +27% despite earnings estimates revised up +1%. 

Chart 2: 2019 Stock Performance vs. 2019 Estimate Revisions   

 
Source: BofA Global Research, Bloomberg 
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FANG performance 
After a relatively strong start to the year, the second half of 2019 was a period of 
relative weakness for FANG (Facebook Amazon, Netflix, and Google) stocks. Issues for 
the group have included core margin headwinds (Amazon), customer/regulatory risk 
(Facebook), and subscriber misses and new competition concerns (Netflix).   We think the 
group is set up for a solid 2020. 

Chart 3: Equal Weight 2019 FANG performance  

 
Source: BofA Global Research 

FANGs Slightly Less Overweight 
Per the BofA US Equity Strategy team, FANG ownership by large cap active managers 
remains overweight, a risk, but overweight positioning remains down from 2016/2017 
levels.  Netflix is the most overweight (but with a much lower percentage of funds 
owning the stock than other FANGs), while Google, Amazon and Facebook are all well 
owned and clustered around 1.3x to 1.9x overweight 

Chart 4: Large cap active managers’ positioning in FAANG stocks (as of 
11/2019) 

 
Source: BofA Global Research US Equity & US Quant Strategy, FactSet Ownership 

 

 Chart 5: Large cap active managers’ positioning in FAANG stocks (as of 
11/2019) 

 
Source: BofA Global Research US Equity & US Quant Strategy, FactSet Ownership 

 

Stocks not discounting a recession 
While we don’t anticipate a recession in 2020, we think concerns of a recession at some 
point in the next 3 years will remain with the group throughout 2020.   This sentiment is 
important to monitor, as history suggests valuations still have material downside 
potential in a recession scenario.  The average Internet group forward P/E multiple was 
close to 13x at the depth of the 2008 recession (a period of maximum uncertainty), and 
is now around 28x currently, while EV/EBITDA bottomed near 5x and is now close to 17x.    
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Chart 6: Internet Sector Historical 2-Yr Forward Avg. EV/EBTIDA 

 
Source: BofA Global Research, Bloomberg 

 

 Chart 7: Internet Sector Historical 2-Yr Forward Avg. P/E 

 
Source: BofA Global Research, Bloomberg 

 

Large caps are trading at 14.7x EV/EBITDA, with small caps higher at 20.5x. We favor 
large caps in 2020 given the economic backdrop and late cycle stage of the economy.  
Media, trading at 18.2x EV/EBITDA, is higher than its 5-year historical average of ~16.8x.  
However, Facebook and Netflix trade at a discount to 5-yr historical levels with Netflix at 
31.6x vs. a historical 5-year average of 45x.  eCommerce is trading towards the higher 
end of historical levels at 21x, driven by GRUB 36.4x while EBAY ~9x comes in at the 
lower end. Travel (ex Trivago), is valued near the lower-end of its 5-year average, with 
Expedia and Booking trading below historical levels. 

 
Chart 8: Historical Two-Year Forward EV/EBITDA by sector  

 
Source: BofA Global Research, Bloomberg 

 
FANG growth will decelerate, but still far outpace S&P 
A deceleration in economic growth, S&P earnings growth and FANG revenue growth is 
expected in 2020.  Street estimates for FANG imply deceleration from 24% y/y revenue 
growth in ’19 to 20% in ‘20 on higher penetration levels, competition, and a slowing 
economy.  While the deceleration may be a valuation headwind, we note that S&P 500 
growth is also expected to decelerate from 5.8% in 2019 to 5.5% in 2020, and FANG 
growth is still expected to far outpace the market.  
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Table 1: FANG revenue ($mn) and y/y revenue growth trends per Bloomberg consensus 

 2018 2019 2020 2021 
AMZN     
Revenue $232,419 $279,069 $330,396 $385,894 
Y/Y Revenue Growth 31% 20% 18% 17% 
FB     
Revenue $55,300 $70,470 $85,716 $102,280 
Y/Y Revenue Growth 37% 27% 22% 19% 
GOOG     
Revenue $109,531 $132,590 $156,757 $182,747 
Y/Y Revenue Growth 23% 21% 18% 17% 
NFLX     
Revenue $15,814 $20,132 $24,510 $29,102 
Y/Y Revenue Growth 35% 27% 22% 19% 
     
Average Revenue Growth 32% 24% 20% 18% 
Source: BofA Global Research, Bloomberg consensus 

Valuations about to move to 2021 
On a 12-month basis, assuming a recession doesn’t materialize and the market has a 
“risk-on” mentality, Internet stocks could see higher relative appreciation as S&P stock 
valuations frameworks move from 2020 to 2021.  The average earnings for the FANG 
group are expected to increase 27% in 2020, aided by strong growth at Netflix. 

We see Facebook and Google as attractive on 2020 EBITDA valuations, while Amazon 
and Netflix should have strong EPS growth from 2021 to 2023 as they leverage their 
respective 1-Day shipping and Content investments.  We think a positive is that, ex-cash, 
FB is trading at 16x 2021 GAAP EPS, while Alphabet is at 19x 2021 GAAP, approaching 
market multiples (S&P500 at 16x 2021 EPS). 

Table 2: FANG Valuation table  

 2018 2019 2020 2021   2018 2019 2020 2021 
AMZN      AMZN     
GAAP EPS $19.77 $20.59 $27.44 $42.01  EBITDA $33,087 $40,868 $49,793 $62,078 
P/E 89 x 85 x 64 x 42 x  EV/EBITDA 27 x 22 x 18 x 14 x 
FB      FB     
GAAP EPS $7.37 $7.41 $9.08 $10.94  EBITDA $32,970 $39,005 $44,409 $53,661 
P/E 27 x 27 x 22 x 18 x  EV/EBITDA 16 x 14 x 12 x 10 x 
GOOG      GOOG     
GAAP EPS $41.57 $46.81 $54.67 $63.13  EBITDA $50,410 $58,984 $69,101 $79,458 
P/E 32 x 29 x 25 x 21 x  EV/EBITDA 16 x 14 x 12 x 10 x 
NFLX      NFLX     
GAAP EPS $2.63 $3.36 $5.51 $8.30  EBITDA $2,003 $3,149 $4,521 $6,200 
P/E 117 x 91 x 56 x 37 x  EV/EBITDA 72 x 46 x 32 x 23 x 
           
Average P/E 66 x 58 x 42 x 30 x  Average EV/EBITDA 33 x 24 x 18 x 14 x 
Source: BofA Global Research, Bloomberg consensus estimates 
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Sentiment rankings  
We recently updated our summary level sentiment ranking on 29 stocks in our Internet 
coverage universe as of 12/17/2019. We have aggregated six different indicators we 
think are relevant to gauge sentiment and have generated an overall “sentiment score” 
for each company. This sentiment analysis is intended to be informative and should not 
be used to form an investment opinion; for example our sentimental model does not 
factor in valuation or management quality. Of our total coverage universe, we exclude 
four game publisher companies from this analysis as they are not generally comparable 
to internet companies and recent IPOs due to lack of data.   

Our sentiment indicators suggest CDLX, EVER, PINS, and FB have the most positive 
sentiment, while TRIP, TRVG, and GRUB are the most negative.   Facebook ranked better 
than we would have thought, aided by a low short interest and still positive sell-side 
rankings. 

Table 3: Sentiment Changes since Last Quarter 

Ticker Rank Pre 4Q Δ Score  Pre 4Q Δ 
CDLX 1  0 6 0 
EVER 2  5 8 2 
PINS 3  0 10 0 
FB 4  1 11 -1 
AMZN 5  1 11 0 
GOOGL 6  -4 11 -2 
WIX 7  -3 11 0 
QUOT 8  11 12 0 
UBER 9  18 12 7 
ZG 10  14 12 -1 
RDFN 11  4 12 2 
IAC 12  2 13 -1 
NFLX 13  4 13 -2 
BKNG 14  -4 14 1 
FVRR 15  5 15 -1 
SNAP 16  -5 15 -2 
ARLO 17  1 15 4 
TREE 18  4 16 -2 
DBX 19  -7 16 -4 
EXPE 20  -12 17 -1 
CVNA 21  -5 17 1 
EBAY 22  -9 18 -1 
MTCH 23  2 19 1 
RVLV 24  2 20 -1 
TWTR 25  -16 22 -3 
W 26  2 22 0 
TRIP 27  2 22 1 
TRVG 28  -7 22 0 
GRUB 29  -6 25 1 
Source: BofA Global Research, Bloomberg 

Six investor sentiment categories 
We assembled data that measures investor sentiment across six categories. These 
metrics include latest short interest (as a % of float), change in short interest as a % of 
float over the last 90 days, current stock performance over the last 90 days, current 
average sell side ratings, forward-year EPS estimate revisions over last 90 days, and 
expected FY19 revenue growth. While there are no perfect indicators of average investor 
sentiment, we believe these metrics provide a helpful framework of investor sentiment 
in our sector. In our analysis, Cardlytics, Everquote, Pinterest and Facebook have the 
most positive sentiment, while Trip Advisor, Trivago and Grubhub are the most negative.  
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Methodology 
Our methodology consisted of: 1) gathering financial data across six categories that we 
believe are relevant to measuring investor sentiment, 2) ranking companies on each 
attribute using a scale of 1 to 29, with 1 highest and 29 the lowest, and 3) ranking the 
companies based on the overall average score of the six metrics.  

Companies Excluded From Ranking Analysis 
Companies under coverage excluded from this analysis based on the following reasons 
1) incomparable metric with missing data points, 2) restricted names, 3) recent IPOs; 
and 3) Interactive Entertainment publisher companies. 

Score Ranking vs. Investment Rating 
Our sentiment analysis is independent of our investment rating system: it is intended to 
be informative and should not be used to form an investment opinion. This ranking 
includes only data currently up to the last 90 days, whereas our investment rating 
opinion takes into consideration potential stock price fluctuations, attractiveness for 
investment relative to other stocks with in our Coverage Cluster, business model quality, 
and valuation.  Please see our Fundamental Equity Rating Opinion Key at the end of the 
report for more details.  

 
Table 4: Overall Sentiment Ranking—Past 90 Days  

Company 
Short 

Interest % 
float 

Δ short 
interest % 

of float 
Performance 

90 days 
Sell Side 
Ranking 

EPS 
Estimate 

Revisions 

Expected 
FY20 Rev. 

Growth 
Ranking 

CDLX 20 3 1 6 2 5 1  
EVER 22 10 2 1 4 10 2  
PINS 11 2 29 13 1 4 3  
FB 3 13 11 5 17 14 4  
AMZN 1 12 12 2 21 15 5  
GOOGL 2 14 10 3 22 16 6  
WIX 6 15 14 8 13 11 7  
QUOT 7 8 4 10 18 22 8  
UBER 8 1 19 9 26 6 9  
ZG 16 19 3 24 6 1 10  
RDFN 21 7 6 20 10 7 11  
IAC 14 21 15 4 3 21 12  
NFLX 13 20 9 13 11 13 13  
BKNG 4 11 13 16 16 26 14  
FVRR 25 26 7 17 5 8 15  
SNAP 17 23 17 22 7 3 16  
ARLO 10 9 8 23 19 23 17  
TREE 23 5 20 15 12 18 18  
DBX 15 22 22 11 8 19 19  
EXPE 12 6 21 12 23 25 20  
CVNA 27 25 5 19 25 2 21  
EBAY 5 16 18 25 14 29 22  
MTCH 28 28 16 18 9 17 23  
RVLV 29 29 26 6 15 12 24  
TWTR 9 18 25 28 29 20 25  
W 26 27 27 21 24 9 26  
TRIP 18 17 24 27 20 28 27  
TRVG 19 4 28 29 27 27 28  
GRUB 24 24 23 26 28 24 29  
Source: BofA Global Research, Bloomberg 
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Top 2020 US Internet Themes 
Our theme list below highlights many of the top sector drivers that will shape the 
competitive and growth profile of the sector, as well as stock performance in 2020.  On 
a macro level, early 2020 performance may be driven by the China trade outlook & 
regulatory backdrop (possible Uber suits in California, FTC vs FB), and then the election 
outlook will be a bigger focus as the primaries heat up.  The table below summarizes top 
themes and companies that have exposure to each, such as the integration of voice 
query and AI/ML into more wearable technology and smart home devices.  

Exhibit 1: 2020 U.S. Internet Top Themes 

  
Source: BofA Global Research 
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Macro Outlook: Slowing, but still growing in ‘20  
Consumer entering 2020 in good shape….. 
We think the outlook for the US and global consumer spending remains a key driver for 
consumer Internet sentiment and stock performance in a given year.  Per our US 
economics team, the US consumer remains healthy heading into 2020, underscored by 
the strong November jobs report & low unemployment rate. In November, Nonfarm 
payrolls growth came in better than expected at 266k, bringing the 3-month moving 
average to 205k.  Also, the unemployment rate ticked lower to 3.5% (unrounded: 
3.535%), and the underemployment rate ("the U-6 measure") dropped to a cyclical low of 
6.9% suggesting that there is very limited slack in the labor market. Finally, average 
hourly earnings is increasing, reaching 3.1% yoy growth in November with October also 
revised higher.  Meanwhile, despite the strong consumer, inflation remains low at 1.8% 
for 3Q’19, and 1.8% projected for FY19 (see table below). 

Table 5: Key Metrics & BofA estimates for US Consumer statistics  

  
Metric 1Q 19 2Q 19 3Q 19 4Q 19 1Q 20 2Q 20 3Q 20 4Q 20   2018 2019 2020 2021 
Nonfarm Payrolls (Avg  change, 000s) 174 152 193 175 125 130 130 135  223 173 130 143 
Civilian Unemployment Rate (%) 3.9 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.7  3.9 3.7 3.6 3.7 
Civilian Participation Rate (%) 63.1 62.9 63.1 63.3 63.3 63.3 63.3 63.4  62.9 63.1 63.3 63.4 
                      
CPI, Consumer Prices (% SAAR) 0.9 2.9 1.8 2.5 2 2.1 2.2 1.8  2.4 1.8 2.2 2 
CPI ex Food & Energy ( % SAAR) 2.3 1.8 3 2.3 2.6 2.2 2.5 2.4  2.1 2.2 2.5 2.4 
 Shaded regions represent BofA US Economics Research forecast 
Source: BofA US Economics Research 

Looking out, our US economics team projects the labor market to cool in 2020, with avg. 
monthly payroll growth declining from 173k in 2019 to 130k in 2020, which could reduce 
enthusiasm on the US economy.  The unemployment rate is expected to tick up 
modestly to 3.7% by 4Q’20, but remain relatively stable.  Overall US GDP growth is 
expected at 1.7%, down from 2.3% in 2019 but still positive.  

…but developed market growth expected to slow 
Our economics team is not calling for a recession in 2020, but recently indicated that 
chances of a recession were elevated and as high as one in three in the next 12 months.  
Global GDP growth is expected at 3.2% in 2020, flattish vs 2019 driven by emerging 
markets, though all major developed markets are expected to see a deceleration in 
growth.  For the US specifically, growth is expected to decelerate and the probability of 
a recession is elevated driven by: 1) the economy returning to full capacity with no more 
"easy growth"; 2) monetary policy tools becoming increasingly limited; and, 3) external 
shocks (trade war, Hong Kong) driving uncertainty.  Our US Economics team expects 
growth to slow to 1.7% in 2020, and our Asia Economics team is below consensus for 
China next year, forecasting growth of just 5.6%.   

Table 6:  BofA global economic forecasts 

              
 GDP growth, % CPI inflation, % Short term interest rates, % 
  2019 2020 2019 2020 2019 2020 
  Old New Old New Old New Old New Old New Old New 
Global 3.6 3.1 3.7 3.2 3.0 3.1 3.0 3.1 4.19 3.18 4.25 2.96 
Developed Markets 2.0 1.6 1.7 1.3 1.6 1.4 1.7 1.6 1.66 0.65 1.81 0.60 

US 2.7 2.3 1.9 1.7 1.9 1.8 2.1 2.2 3.38 1.63 3.38 1.63 
Euro Area 1.4 1.2 1.5 1.0 1.6 1.2 1.3 1.2 0.00 -0.50 0.25 -0.50 
Japan 1.4 0.9 0.6 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.8 0.5 -0.10 -0.10 -0.05 -0.10 

Emerging Markets 4.6 4.1 4.9 4.4 4.0 4.1 3.9 4.1 5.89 4.88 5.83 4.50 
China 6.1 6.1 6.2 5.6 1.6 2.8 2.2 2.9 4.35 4.35 4.35 4.10 
Brazil 3.5 1.0 3.0 2.4 4.1 3.6 4.1 3.2 7.00 4.50 8.00 4.00 
India 7.3 5.3 7.6 6.8 5.0 3.4 5.0 4.2 6.50 4.90 6.50 4.75 

Source: BofA Global Research 
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Growth in the US, Japan and China is expected to decelerate, while growth in Brazil, India 
and Russia is expected to accelerate.   Western Europe is mixed, also with some 
deceleration expected.  
 
Exhibit 2: Change in growth forecasts from 2019 to 2020 

 
Source: BofA Global Research 

Our economics team also outlined upside and downside drivers for the global economy 
in 2020, and highlighted that downside risks are likely greater than upside drivers. The 
primary hinge will be the US-China trade war, with a ceasefire and eventual rollback in 
tariffs being the biggest upside driver and the greatest risk being a broad deal fails to 
materialize (see our comments on Trade deal impact in the next section).   

Our economics team base case scenario was that the US-China preliminary trade deal 
would be reached by year-end.  Now that the deal has been reached, the based case 
assumes no re-escalation next year.  Potential upside drivers from the base case include: 
1) the uncertainty shock from the trade war could be either smaller or quicker to fade 
than expected, and 2) policy easing could be more effective than expected (better "bang 
for buck" from global monetary easing). Other than the trade war, downside drivers also 
include an escalating tech-war, weakness in global investment starts to filter through to 
consumer demand, and the potential for emerging economies to continue to struggle 
after a soft 2019 (see table of upside & downside drivers below).  

Table 7: Downside risks & upside drivers in 2020 

     
2020 Downside Risks  2020 Upside Drivers 
1 Broad trade deal fails to materialize after Phase 1, and/or the tech war 

gets substantially worse, as President Trump has threatened additional 
tariffs if talks fall apart.  

 1 Trade war could de-escalate more than expected, given mounting pain in 
the US and China and the looming US election.  

2 Weakness in global investment filters through to consumer demand. In 
2019, firms reacted to the trade war by cutting investment rather than 
jobs; a trend that could reverse in 2020.  

 2 Uncertainty shock from trade war could be either smaller or quicker to 
fade than expected, as models of the trade war uncertainty shock rely 
primarily on the 2018-19 period (standard error is high). 

3 Emerging economies that have struggled this year will fail to pick up as 
expected, leading to sub-3% global GDP growth in 2020. 

 3 Policy easing could be more effective than we expect, as economists 
have assumed that the "bang for buck" from global monetary easing is 
less than it was in the past 

Source: BofA Global Research 
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Trade Deal with China  
The Trade tensions with China (and the possibility of a broader China trade agreement) 
may continue to impact broader consumer, and Internet sector sentiment in the coming 
year.  The trade war escalated when President Trump imposed a 15% tariff on an 
additional $112B of Chinese goods (that went into effect on Sep. 1st, 2019).  While the 
imposition of an additional 15% tariff on $160bn of China imports starting Dec. 15th 
2019 has been rescinded as part of a Phase 1 trade deal, more than 2/3 of consumer 
goods imported to the US from China are now subject to higher tariffs.  In our coverage 
universe, eCommerce has the most tariff risk due to the impact on product pricing.  
Given very competitive pricing strategies, eCommerce companies are likely to follow 
traditional retailers and potentially pass along costs to higher prices. 

eCommerce companies have been generally opposed to tariffs on imports from China, 
though none have quantified a potential financial impact (see our tariff scenario analysis 
for tariff impact estimates for Amazon and Wayfair).   As a result of its marketplace 
model, Wayfair has been among the most impacted by tariffs related price increases—a 
position that would also give the company a possible lift should a substantive Trade 
Agreement materialize. In 3Q’19 the company disclosed that more than 90% of its 
suppliers subjected to the China tariffs have raised wholesale prices since the beginning 
of the year, resulting in increased retail prices.  Wayfair observed that customer 
consideration cycle has been “disrupted and is effectively lengthened” as a result of the 
fluctuating retail prices on the site.  A broader Trade Agreement with China in 2020 that 
rolls back or halts tariffs could represent a notable tailwind to select eCommerce 
companies, including Wayfair and possibly provide a small benefit to Amazon and 
Revolve.  However, re-escalation of trade tensions could have a negative impact on 
consumer sentiment that could be felt across the sector. 

Valuation history suggest stocks are stuck-in-the-middle  
Valuations (Sales, EBITDA, EPS) suggest Internet stocks are near the middle of their 
historical valuation ranges, with significant downside (roughly 50%) to the November 
2008 valuation trough, suggesting Internet stock valuations are not anticipating a 
recession.  The group is currently trading at 28x 2020E EPS vs an average of 23x (since 
’07), a high of 33x, and a trough of 10x.  Though valuations over 50% higher than 2008 
trough, we think it is unlikely that stocks revisit those bottoms given the severity of the 
downturn (plus investors may remember the rapid recovery).  However, the historical 
valuation range suggests to us that the macro outlook will have a significant impact on 
overall Internet sector returns over the next two years.  

 

Chart 9:  Historical 2-Year Forward Large-Cap Group EV/EBITDA 

 
Source: BofA Global Research, Bloomberg 

 

 Chart 10: Historical 2-Year Forward Large-Cap Group P/E   

 
Source: BofA Global Research, Bloomberg 
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Recession Stock Screen 
We screened for stocks in our Internet coverage group based on attributes that could be relevant for stock stability in a downturn, including market cap, cash as % of 
market cap., potential opex and capex flexibility, expected rev. growth deceleration (or acceleration), valuation downside to trough, and quality (ROE, ROC).  In our view, this 
provides a framework on stocks that could perform best if there is another downturn. The table below ranks our stocks by quintile across each attribute. Based on our 
rankings, stocks with the best attributes for a near-term recession could be GOOGL, FB, TWTR, BKNG, and EBAY, while those with most risk could be CVNA, CDLX, RVLV, 
and CHWY.  Google and Facebook have by far the highest ranking because both companies: 1) Have size with a high cash level & low debt/capital; 2) Score relatively well 
on quality metrics, 3) Street already anticipating a deceleration in rev. growth in 2020, without significant margin leverage (hard to achieve acceleration w/ leverage in 
recession); 4) Have high projected Capex (can pull back on Capex in recession) and 5) Have less downside to trough P/S valuations.  We note that the rankings below do not 
match our stock ratings as recession risk is only one factor in our ratings framework. 

Table 8: Recession Stock Screen 

Company 
Mkt 
Cap 

2020 Rev. 
Growth Chg. 

2020E Capex 
% of Revenue 

2020E EBITDA 
margin 

Leverage 

2020E 
EBITDA 
margin  

Cash % 
of Mkt 
Cap 

% Downside to 
Trough TEV/Rev Debt/Capital ROE ROC Beta EPS Variability 

Average 
Score 

GOOGL 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 3 2 1 2 1.5 
FB 1 2 1 1 1 3 2 1 2 2 2 2 1.7 
TWTR 3 4 1 1 2 1 3 2 2 2 1 5 2.3 
BKNG 2 4 3 1 2 2 5 4 1 1 2 1 2.3 
EBAY 2 4 2 1 2 1 3 4 2 2 5 4 2.7 
ZG 3 1 4 1 5 2 NA NA N/A N/A NA NA 2.7 
TRIP 4 5 3 1 2 1 1 1 4 4 4 2 2.7 
EXPE 3 4 2 1 3 1 3 4 3 N/A 4 2 2.7 
MTCH 3 3 4 1 2 5 5 5 1 1 1 2 2.8 
AMZN 1 3 2 1 3 4 4 4 2 3 4 3 2.8 
GRUB 4 1 3 1 4 3 1 2 5 5 5 2 3.0 
SNAP 3 1 3 5 4 3 3 NA 3 N/A 4 2 3.1 
WIX 3 3 4 3 3 2 4 NA N/A N/A 4 2 3.1 
NFLX 1 2 4 3 3 4 5 4 2 4 4 2 3.2 
IAC 3 4 3 2 2 2 5 4 3 4 1 5 3.2 
W 3 2 3 2 5 3 1 5 N/A 5 5 1 3.2 
QUOT 5 4 4 3 3 1 NA NA N/A N/A NA NA 3.3 
TREE 3 1 4 2 3 5 NA 3 4 4 5 3 3.4 
REAL 4 1 2 5 5 4 NA 1 N/A N/A 5 NA 3.4 
UBER 2 5 3 5 5 1 NA 2 N/A N/A NA 5 3.5 
CHWY 3 1 4 3 5 5 NA NA N/A N/A NA NA 3.5 
RVLV 4 4 4 2 3 4 NA NA N/A N/A NA NA 3.5 
CDLX 4 2 3 5 4 4 NA NA N/A N/A NA NA 3.7 
CVNA 4 1 3 4 5 5 NA 5 5 5 5 2 4.0 
Note: This screen is not a recommended list either individually or as a group of stocks. Investors should consider the fundamentals of the companies and their own individual circumstances/objectives before making any investment decisions. 
Source: BofA Global Research, Bloomberg 
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 Table 9: Underlying Data 

Company Mkt Cap 

2020 Rev. 
Growth 

Chg. 
2020E Capex 
% of Revenue 

2020E EBITDA 
margin 

Leverage 

2020E 
EBITDA 
margin  

Cash % 
of Mkt 
Cap 

Debt / 
Capital ROE ROC Beta EPS Variability 

2020 TEV / Rev 
Valuation 

Trough TEV 
/ Rev 

Multiple 

% Downside to 
Trough TEV / 

Rev 
GOOGL $960,084  -2.9 18.4% -0.4% 44.1% 13% 7% 17.9 17.1 0.9 0.5 5.4x 4.4x -18% 
FB $572,671  -5.8 21.2% -3.4% 51.7% 8% 8% 20.7 19.7 1.2 0.6 6.1x 4.6x -25% 
TWTR $23,701  -0.4 14.1% -0.5% 35.0% 28% 22% 21.6 16.9 0.9 49.5 5.0x 2.4x -51% 
BKNG $81,818  4.1 2.5% -0.1% 38.8% 14% 57% 54.6 26.6 1.0 0.4 4.9x 0.9x -82% 
EBAY $30,406  1.2 5.8% 0.4% 34.1% 21% 70% 39.2 15.6 1.4 2.8 3.0x 1.6x -49% 
ZG $7,973  -18.9 1.7% -1.2% -0.8% 18% N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 1.6x 1.6x 0% 
TRIP $4,002  7.4 4.9% 0.5% 28.3% 24% 8% 7.6 7.3 1.3 0.6 1.9x 2.5x 36% 
EXPE $15,159  0.5 7.0% -0.2% 17.3% 32% 52% 11.8 N/A 1.3 0.6 1.1x 0.6x -44% 
MTCH $20,200  -1.8 1.8% 0.0% 37.6% 1% 88% 119.7 27.5 0.5 0.6 8.9x 1.6x -82% 
AMZN $890,059  -1.6 5.2% 0.4% 15.1% 5% 51% 23.7 11.6 1.3 1.4 2.7x 0.7x -75% 
GRUB $3,897  -16.3 4.5% -5.7% 8.1% 10% 29% 0.3 0.2 1.4 0.7 2.7x 2.9x 10% 
SNAP $19,948  -10.1 2.6% 17.6% 4.7% 6% N/A 11.8 N/A 1.3 0.6 8.0x 3.6x -55% 
WIX $5,972  -1.5 2.5% 2.5% 15.4% 14% N/A N/A N/A 1.3 0.6 5.8x 1.8x -69% 
NFLX $138,817  -5.6 1.0% 2.8% 18.4% 4% 66% 23.8 8.4 1.3 0.6 5.9x 0.7x -88% 
IAC $19,542  1.7 2.6% 0.6% 21.4% 17% 53% 19.0 8.3 0.7 4.9 3.4x 0.4x -89% 
W $7,528  -8.0 2.7% 1.0% -4.4% 9% 144% N/A -89.4 1.6 0.4 0.7x 0.5x -20% 
QUOT $203  4.2 2.1% 2.9% 13.1% NM N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 1.2x NA NA 
TREE $5,372  -26.1 1.2% 1.0% 19.2% 1% 42% 10.0 5.9 1.6 1.4 4.3x NA NA 
REAL $1,588  -16.7 8.3% 7.7% -15.8% 4% 0% N/A N/A 18.3 N/A 4.5x NA NA 
UBER $52,984  9.4 3.7% 10.0% -11.9% 22% 33% N/A N/A N/A 3.8 2.8x NA NA 
CHWY $9,418  -30.6 2.0% 2.0% -0.1% 2% N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 1.5x NA NA 
RVLV $1,133  1.2 1.8% 1.5% 10.5% 4% N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 1.5x NA NA 
CDLX $1,323  -2.1 3.3% 5.2% 4.0% 2% N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 5.0x NA NA 
CVNA $4,257  -46.6 3.4% 4.0% -1.3% 1% 89% -114.5 -12.8 1.8 0.6 0.8x NA NA 
Source: BofA Global Research, Bloomberg 
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Big Event Year – Elections and Olympics 
2020 US Election Campaign focus on big-tech regulation  
The election cycle and rhetoric on potential for regulatory policy change could be an 
important Internet sector driver in 2020, as tech company regulatory policy features 
prominently in the 2020 US presidential election debates.  There is a sector risk that 
FANG stocks underperform as presidential candidates outline, and regulators try to enact 
policy changes.  The outcome of presidential election may have an important impact on 
FANG sentiment, and we see the following scenarios:  

Republican (Trump) Win- Sentiment Neutral  
We think that if Mr. Trump wins the election, there will be ongoing concerns on new 
regulations on content monitoring / policing costs, and no change to ongoing DOJ 
investigations on data usage and anti-competitive business practices. In August, 
President Trump was reportedly drafting an executive order on social media platforms 
like Twitter and Google to combat the bias against conservatives, according to Politico.  
President Trump also indicated interest in potentially pursuing an antitrust case against 
tech companies similar to the probe in Europe, stating “we should be doing that”.  While 
content policing and anti-trust investigations are not positive for the sector, they are not 
new and, therefore, we would consider data that suggests Trump can win the election as 
Neutral for sector sentiment.   On a side note, given Trump’s heavy use of Twitter, data 
suggesting he could win the election could be beneficial for Twitter, while data 
suggesting a Trump loss could be negative. 

Left Leaning Democratic Win - Sentiment Negative  
We see this scenario as potentially most disruptive, and therefore driving the most 
uncertainty for the Internet media sector.   Democratic candidate Elizabeth Warren 
announced a plan for the breakup of Alphabet, Facebook and Amazon, including 
unwinding acquisitions like Instagram & WhatsApp by Facebook, Wholefoods & Zappos 
by Amazon, and Waze, Nest & DoubleClick by Google. Her proposal would also put 
companies with over $25bn in revenues in a special tier to be regulated as “platform 
utilities”. She would look to regulate Amazon’s participation in its online marketplace; 
potentially separating its 1P owned products from 3rd party products. Ms. Warren has 
also expressed that her administration would “appoint regulators committed to reversing 
illegal and anti-competitive tech mergers”.  We see a left leaning candidate win as 
creating the most uncertainty for the group, and therefore being the most negative. 

Centrist Democratic Win - Sentiment Positive  
We think that a centrist Democratic win as represented by the campaign objectives of 
Mr. Biden and Mr. Buttigieg would be the best for the Internet sector sentiment, as 
hopes could emerge on a return to Obama era policy in which government and big tech 
had a less combative relationship toward Internet sector regulation & taxation.  
Democratic Candidate Joe Biden appears to have a more tech-friendly campaign focus, 
as his campaign has refrained from taking strong anti-trust stances pertaining to tech 
and, as far as we know, he has yet to comment on tech-relevant regulations like 
California’s Gig worker bill (AB5). However, in June 2019, Mr. Biden expressed concerns 
that the new corporate tax laws are too lenient on top American companies like Amazon. 
Although corporate tax restructuring remains a point of contention between parties, as it 
pertains to tech, we think preserving the status quo for tech regulation seems most 
likely under the more centrist strategy represented by Mr. Biden’s campaign. Pete 
Buttigeig is another leading Democratic candidate whose campaign platform seemingly 
expresses concerns around anti-competitive practices but focuses more on taxation and 
data privacy rather than a tech breakup.  
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Election-effect modest positive for social platform usage… 
We have analyzed usage data for social media platforms in the 2016 presidential 
election year in order to determine the impact on platforms like Twitter and Facebook. 
We think the engagement trends in 2016, particularly those that emerged in the latter 
half of the year, could be indicative of what is reasonable to expect for 2020. Per Sensor 
Tower data, Twitter downloads saw significant improvement YoY in 3Q’16 and 4Q’16. 
Given the timing of the boost, we think that the increase in downloads were driven by 
the Summer Olympics (3Q’16) and the Presidential election (4Q’16). We highlight this 
trend the chart below (Chart 14). 

Chart 11: Twitter downloads YoY change 

 
Source: BofA Global Research, Sensor Tower 

We also analyzed FB’s user engagement in 2016 and found that average minutes per 
visit also peaked in November.  In the second half of 2016, Facebook saw a significant 
uptick in user engagement in the United States, with users spending nearly 2 additional 
minutes per visit to the platform.  From the period of September 2016-December 2016, 
FB saw an increase in unique visitors from 205,449 to 209,121 in the United States.   

Chart 12: FB Total Unique Visitors (U.S.)  

 
Source: BofA Global Research, ComScore 

 

 
 
 

 

Chart 13: FB Average minutes per visit (U.S.) 

 
Source: BofA Global Research, ComScore 

 

Overall, we think this data suggests that the election in November ’16 helped increase 
user engagement across FB and TWTR, particularly in average minutes per visit.  
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….but political ad benefit limited 
According to eMarketer, US political campaign ad spend in the 2020 Election is expected 
to reach $6bn—20% and $1.2bn is expected to be spent online (about 1% of total sector 
revenue).  Of the estimated $1.2bn online spending, Display and Video are expected to 
make up 40% and 56% respectively.  In our coverage universe, political ad revenue has 
historically accounted for a very small portion of total revenue for Twitter as the 
company generated only $3mn from 2018 midterms, or roughly 0.1% of total revenue. 
Similarly, Facebook disclosed that political ad revenue is expected to contribute less 
than 1% of total revenue in 2020 (was an estimated $284mn in 2018 out of $55bn total 
per Recode).  Given 2016 election meddling, we expect heavy scrutiny on Social ad policy 
in 2020, and we expect a less than 1% revenue benefit to the sector and companies 
under coverage.  We note Facebook and Twitter have different approaches toward 
political advertising. 

Twitter: Has banned all political ads in the upcoming elections, citing “new challenges 
to civic discourse” that are difficult to monitor as the main reason for the ban. Twitter 
has historically been perceived as the more active ground for political expression and 
consequently, campaigning. However, total political ad revenue historically accounted for 
a very small portion of total revenue.  We think that the ban on political ads will have 
limited impact on Twitter revenues, though usage on the platform will benefit as Twitter 
remains a key venue for politicians to reach voters.  

Facebook: Has decided to keep political ads, citing “freedom of speech” as grounds. 
However, Facebook implemented 2 factor authentication and much more stringent 
requirements for candidates to gain authorization to run political ads on FB, including 
requiring US Gov. issued ID, a mailing address, and linking accounts for verification.  
Additionally, FB now maintains an Ad library that allows anyone to see data for all ads on 
social issues, elections or politics (active & inactive).  Facebook indicated that Political 
Ad revenue is expected to contribute less than 1% of total ad revenue in 2020. 

2020 Japan Olympics 
The 2020 Japan Olympics (July 24th–August 9th) represents a major live event catalyst for 
Internet media platforms, both from a usage and ad spend perspective. Data suggests 
that the 2018 Winter Olympics (Feb.9th-Feb. 25th) contributed to user engagement on 
major social platforms, and in 2020 we expect to see a similar uptick in engagement 
from July through September on various platforms.  We think the 2020 Olympics driven 
Ad Spend could be most impactful for Twitter, with Facebook and Snapchat also seeing 
a modest benefit. We analyze each platform below:  

• Twitter: Twitter did not indicate any meaningful impact from the 2016 summer 
Olympics or the 2018 Winter Olympics.  Management stated in Q3’16 earnings 
that: “there were less than 100,000 DAU over that 17-day time period” 
attributable to the Olympics. However, looking ahead to the 2020 Olympics, we 
have reasons to be more positive: 1) Twitter has rolled out a major update that 
simplifies the photos/video integration process since the last Olympics in 
February of 2018, 2) Japan is the second largest market for Twitter, 3) Twitter 
is partnering up with NBC for live coverage (Snap benefitted from an NBC deal 
in 2018, see below) and 4) Twitter advertising spend is the most “event driven” 
in the sector. Given these factors, we think the impact of the 2020 Olympics is 
likely to be much more visible. Additionally, we analyzed the user engagement 
metrics on Twitter and found a noticeable increase in worldwide user 
engagement during the 2018 Winter Olympics:  
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Chart 14: Twitter Total Views Worldwide  

 
Source: BofA Global Research, ComScore 

 

 Chart 15: Twitter Total Visits Worldwide 

 
Source: BofA Global Research, ComScore 

 

As shown in the charts above, we see an increase in total views that started in 
February and peaked in March (representing a 62% increase in views) before an 
equally large decrease. Given the timing of the changes, we think it would be 
reasonable to assume that this is partially attributable to the Winter Olympics. 
Twitter also saw a noticeable increase in total visits (an increase of 31% in 
visits) to the site around the same time frame.  

• Facebook: We think that FB could see a benefit in engagement and Ad Revenue 
from the 2020 Olympics event given its broad user base worldwide and FB’s 
convenient live streaming/news feed abilities. As noted in the charts below, 
although it is harder to separate unique visitor growth attributable to the 
Olympics, the rate of user growth was higher from February to March. 
Additionally, Facebook total views worldwide showed a temporary uptick similar 
to SNAP & TWTR. We think that the upcoming 2020 Japan Olympics will likely 
boost user engagement.  

Chart 16: Facebook Total views (Worldwide) 

 
Source: BofA Global Research, ComScore 

 

 

 
 

Chart 17: Facebook Total Unique Viewers (Worldwide)  

 
Source: BofA Global Research, ComScore 
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• Snapchat: Snap’s Discover page coverage of the 2018 Winter Olympics (Feb 9th 
– Feb 25th) had 81 million viewers was a successful driver of engagement (see 
data below).  Management disclosed in its 1Q 2018 earnings call that “over 
10mn people on average tuned in every day of the games” in the United States 
alone. The high engagement was driven by the event and Snapchat’s 
partnership with NBC for coverage. The company disclosed that the quarterly 
revenue benefit from the Olympics was “less than 10% of total revenues for 
the quarter”, so we estimate between 5-10% or $12-23mn.  Looking ahead to 
the 2020 Japan Olympics, we are not aware of a similar deal for TV coverage at 
this point for Snap (Twitter has an NBC deal), and we expect a smaller benefit 
as percent of revenue than in 2016 as Snap’s advertising platform is more 
established.   

As indicated in the Chart below, Snap saw an 18% increase from 48,416 to 
57,208 in worldwide total minutes spent on the platform from January through 
March.  The 2018 Snap visit data is outlined below, and we note that declines in 
visits post Olympics was due to changes in Snap’s app that received negative 
feedback from users.    

Chart 18: SNAP total Minutes in 2018 (Worldwide) 

 
Source: BofA Global Research, ComScore 

 

 Chart 19: SNAP Total Visits in 2018 (Worldwide) 

 
Source: BofA Global Research, ComScore 

 

Potential Ad spend for Internet Media Sector 
Per Zenith, Olympic ad spending was estimated at $2bn during the 2016 Summer 
Olympics in Rio, of which $1.2bn was spent through NBC Universal (TV, online streaming 
& media partnerships), representing a 20% increase from NBC Universal’s ad spending 
on 2012 Summer Olympics in London.  We anticipate heavy use of online video 
streaming, particularly on social media sites like FB, TWTR and SNAP where new live 
streaming capabilities are widely used. We notice an increasing trend in hours streamed 
online for Olympics since 2010 (see chart below) and estimate that the total number of 
hours of online videos consumed could reach over 100mn hours for the 2020 Olympics 
(100% y/y growth).  Assuming a 20% increase in total ad spend on 2020 Summer 
Olympics, we estimate $2.4bn in total ad spending with roughly 30% Online, which 
suggests roughly $720mn of incremental Online ad spending (about 0.5% boost to total 
ad spend for the industry in 2020).  

Table 10: Olympics video streaming  
    2010 2014 2018 2008 2012 2016 2020E 
    Winter Winter  Winter  Summer Summer Summer Summer 
    Olympics Olympics Olympics  Olympics Olympics Olympics Olympics 
Available # of hours of live streaming video         400       1,000  2400      2,200       3,500       4,500  5400 
 %Change    150% 140%  59% 29% 20% 
# of hours of video consumed (mn)          4.4  NA           9.9         20.4         55.0  110 
 %Change       106% 170% 100% 

Source: BofA Global Research, NBC Universal  
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OTT Becomes the New Mainstream 
Major new service launches will make 2020 a banner year for over-the-top video 
streaming, where legacy-linear media players finally enter in force and drive an uptick in 
consumer adoption, as measured by engagement and cord-cutting.  Magna Global 
estimates that 44% of U.S. weekly video time will be viewed via internet-delivered 
(over-the-top) channels, up from 41% in 2018.   

Key Takeaways: 

• The combination of: 1) more professional content moving online, 2) the connected 
TV rising in dominance in the home and 3) device and technology ecosystem 
changes are likely to have a multiplier effect OTT video consumption growth, which 
may be understated in industry estimates.  

• We see 2020 as likely representing peak competition fears for subscription video on 
demand as new entrants pile up.  With our survey data suggesting consumers only 
want to subscribe to 3 services think it will become increasing clear to investors 
throughout the year that NFLX, DIS and HBO are well positioned, with structural 
growth trends intact.  We think other content players may remain regional/niche and 
struggle to compete as budget gaps widen.  

• We see professionally produced AVOD (advertising video on demand) TV content 
having a breakout in 2020 or 2021 as some consumers max out on subscriptions 
and inevitably seek free content. CMCSA, AMZN, GOOG, ROKU, DIS and VIAB are 
playing in this space. We suspect AVOD will become growth driver for some 
companies as audience-targeted ads begin to be served atop traditional TV content.  

• We anticipate increasing demand for social video advertising, as consumers are 
harder to reach with linear TV. 

Time shift from traditional TV to OTT 
Data suggests digital video growth is expected to continue erode TV time. Live TV is 
expected to be 56% of weekly video time in 2019 while connected TV (mostly 
subscription OTT, some YouTube and ad supported TV) is 16% of video time.  With 
incremental OTT launches and content spend by OTT incumbents, connected TV is 
expected to increasingly replace linear TV time over the next 5 years. 

Chart 20: Percent of Weekly Video Time,  U.S. Adults 18-49 

 
Source: Magna Global  
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Competition in the headlines may be overstated 
A host of new entrants to OTT SVOD are spurring headlines and a wall of worry on 
competition. Yet, our view is that investors will increasingly appreciate the content scale 
of Netflix, Amazon, Disney that will enable these companies to dominate the race for 
global streaming subscribers.  We think it will be increasingly clear throughout ‘20 that 
Netflix is well positioned overseas (Disney+ will ramp but room for many). 

We think outside of these three key players, the vast majority of remaining media 
competitors are too subscale to keep pace globally.  We think Netflix’s rapid content 
spending growth will be especially beneficial overseas where: 1) Disney+ is launching at 
a staggered pace; 2) doesn’t benefit from Hulu bundling, as Hulu is not launched 
overseas and; 3) will have a smaller catalog of local-content and local originals vs. 
Netflix.  We also note healthy Netflix app download data since Dis+ launch and a 
Bloomberg report suggesting that cancellations did not increase post-launch.  

Chart 21: Netflix, Amazon amortized programming expenses ($ bn) 

 
Source: SNL Kagan  

 

 Exhibit 3: Comparison of global availability 

 
Source: SNL Kagan  

 

Exhibit 4: Disney+ International Launch is staggered 

 
Source: 2019 Investor Presentation 
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We estimate Netflix will reach 228mn subscribers in 2021, up from 166mn in 2019 with 
annual paid additions rising modestly vs 2019 (which saw elevated churn from price 
increases).   For Disney, we used Bloomberg MODL consensus, which already looks 
conservative with the service recording 10mn subscriber additions one full day after its 
U.S. launch. Global SVOD viewers may rise at a 13% CAGR through 2023 outpacing 
digital video viewers at a 4.5% CAGR, as subscription services draw more viewers away 
from cable and broadcast TV.  

Chart 22: Global Digital Video Viewers vs Subscription OTT Viewers 

 
Source: eMarketer  

 

 Chart 23: Major OTT Subscribers for 2018 – 2021 (Subscribers in mn) 

 
Source: BofA Global Research estimates, Bloomberg, Visible Alpha 
Amazon Prime Video subscribers are assumed to be 60% of Amazon Prime members 
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HBO Max 
HBO Max, from AT&T’s Time Warner is planned for May 2020 at a retail price of 
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demand) version of HBO Max in 2021, with a longer-term goal to introduce live, 
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WarnerMedia expects to introduce 31 HBO Max original series by 2020 and an additional 
19 in 2021 with a focus on young adult dramas. New content includes acquiring the 
Sesame Street brand library and related for 4 new seasons, a Gossip Girl reboot, and 5-
10 movie exclusives per year, and library content like Friends, South Park (including new 
seasons), and The Big Bang Theory. 

We expect HBO Max will see healthy adoption in the U.S. though will be slower to scale 
internationally, with deployment likely taking some time, similar to Disney+. We see HBO 
Max as an expanded version of HBO Now, with more content and originals, slotting in 
with Hulu and potentially Netflix as a streaming service appealing to adult viewers. 

Peacock 
NBCUniversal's (NBCU) new streaming service, Peacock, is set to launch in April 2020. 
The advertising supported video on demand (AVOD) service will launch with more than 
15,000 hours (including 3,000 hours from Telemundo) of TV and feature film content, 
adding programming from the 2020 Summer Olympics shortly after launch. In 2021, The 
Office will be added exclusively to the platform. There is the potential for further 
exclusive titles to be added, as the company's recent agreement with Hulu enables 
exclusivity of content currently on that platform shortly after launch and NBCU's output 
deal with HBO ends in 2021. In addition to library titles, Peacock will offer a slate of 
original programming, including a mix of scripted drama, comedy and unscripted titles, 
beginning after the 2020 Summer Games. 

Apple 
Apple launched its Apple TV+ on November 1st, ahead of the November 12th debut for 
Disney+. The service is free for one year with the purchase of a new Apple device and 
offers a $4.99 monthly price with a seven day free trial generally. The launch was 
worldwide into over 100 countries and up to six family members could take advantage of 
the subscription with Apple’s Family Sharing. Apple TV+ features only originals and 
launched with 9 titles, dwarfed by what we counted as over 400 original series titles 
available on Netflix today, many with multiple seasons (does not count movies). We see 
Apple TV+ as likely to be hit-driven in the near term, with subscribers turning it on and 
off based on whether a series gains mainstream appeal. Until Apple’s content library 
gains scale to compare to Netflix or Amazon, it is likely as a nice-to-have for Apple 
device users/buyers and no substitute for Netflix’s large catalog of licensed content and 
originals.  

Quibi 
Quibi is an upcoming video platform focused on mobile and short form content. The 
company was founded by Jeffrey Katzenberg and has Meg Whitman as CEO. The 
company is planning to spend over $1 billion on original content in the first year.  

We see Quibi’s short form content as marginally competitive with Netflix in the U.S., to 
the extent it draws away millennial engagement.  We generally see Quibi as more 
competitive to Snap, which relies on engagement for ad sales growth and has a 
competitive offering in its Discover feature, and YouTube.  The service is set to launch in 
April, 2020. 
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Advertising video on demand: the next big thing? 
We see AVOD as the fastest-growing revenue category for streaming video in 2020 with 
a number of key launches and the rise of connected TV penetration. We think with more 
OTT streaming occurring on connected TVs and inside the walled gardens of channel-like 
SVOD/AVOD services, both content distributors and advertisers are more confident in 
digital video ROIs, measurement and brand safety. While Connected TV advertising may 
only account for 21% of overall digital video advertising, based on eMarketer forecasts, 
the mix is likely to go higher as more AVOD launches draw consumers who seek free 
content and subscription products test demand elasticity.  

Chart 24: US Digital video advertising forecast ($bn) 

 
Source: eMarketer 

 

 Chart 25: US Linear TV ad spending forecast 

 
Source: eMarketer 

 

YouTube is by far the largest AVOD player and we think it makes up the vast majority of 
ad-supported streaming hours on connected TVs, based on Roku disclosure. EMarketer 
suggests YouTube accounts for 40% of 2019 connected TV ad spending, while Roku and 
Hulu account for 30%.  

Chart 26: Estimated mix of Roku streaming hours 

 
Source: BofA Global Research, company  disclosure  
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Yet, aside from YouTube TV (digitally delivered linear TV), YouTube largely lacks long-
form, on-demand, major studio-produced TV and film content supported by advertising. 
Several players are fighting to gain traction in the category, including Amazon (IMDB 
TV), Roku (Roku Channel and advertiser solutions), Comcast (Peacock), ViacomCBS (Pluto 
TV) and Disney (Hulu with ads). We also think it is likely that others will enter as growth 
begins to show up and some, like Google and Facebook may also have an opportunity to 
benefit from their audience data via ad networks and targeting. 

 

Table 11: 3Q19 monthly active user growth vs 3Q17 for select OTT apps (Those with some ad-
support in bold) 
Pluto TV  1811% 
FuboTV  168% 
Tubi  53% 
Hulu  47% 
YouTube TV 18% 
Source: Apptopia 

Finally, we think that ad-supported on-demand OTT TV content will proliferate as 
consumers max out on subscriptions. The vast majority of our 4Q19 Streaming Survey 
respondents said they would not pay for more than 3 services for content. We think this 
creates an opportunity for ad-supported players with good content to look for other 
forms of monetization. There is also a revenue opportunity among the 24% who 
indicated they wouldn’t pay for streaming subscriptions at all.  
 
Chart 27: What is the maximum number of Netflix-like streaming TV services you would subscribe to 
(Assuming a $10-15 monthly price for each)? 

 
Source: BofA Global Research 4Q19 Streaming Survey, N=1078  
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Chart 28: Netflix subscribers are approaching U.S. linear video subs 
(Assumes linear sub losses of 1.5mn/quarter) 

 
Source: Company disclosure 

 

 Chart 29: Cord cutters likely shifting to connected TV 

 
Source: BofA Global Research 

 

Sports programs and streaming 
A key swing factor for AVOD and SVOD players will be sports programming as linear 
contracts expire and are modernized for the streaming era in the years ahead. We note 
Amazon’s distribution of Thursday Night Football and Premier League (that led to record 
single-day Prime subscription sign ups in the U.K.).  FuboTV is another player, offering an 
OTT subscription for live sports, as well as Hulu. Major sports leagues could also elect to 
go direct with streaming packages.  

Exhibit 5: Key U.S. OTT sports launches 

 
Source: SNL Kagan  
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TV ad dollar shift a positive tailwind for Online media sector 
We think linear TV ad dollars will naturally migrate to other video ad formats with usage 
growth, and we see Google's YouTube, Facebook Watch and Snap Discover as well positioned 
to capture these dollars.  Zenith estimates Global Media spend on TV in 2018 was $184bn 
and TV accounted for close to 60% of total viewing time (Magna Global estimate). Per Magna 
Global's estimate, TV will account for only 40% of total viewing time by 2024 or 2/3rds of 
2018 levels. If we assume ad dollars will follow the eyeballs we could potentially see 
an incremental $61bn in TV ad dollars flowing online by 2024.    

To help capture this dollar shift, Online media companies are increasingly investing in video 
content. 

YouTube 
YouTube is the incumbent leader in most areas on digital video streaming, and is staying 
aggressive in the face of rising Online content competitive pressures. We see a couple 
of strategic initiatives for YouTube in 2020 as it looks to expand its total addressable 
market (TAM) and maintain its status as a leader in streaming platform innovation: 

1) YouTube Premium generally available with ads 
YouTube has offered a premium video subscription product with monthly fees at $11.99 
which includes ad-free video and music, the ability to save and watch videos offline, and 
access to all YouTube originals. In 2020, Google plans to make its YouTube originals free 
to watch, although content will have advertisements. YouTube is referring to this new 
strategy of making its original content free as “Single Slate” as it’s unifying its Premium 
Originals and ad-supported initiatives into a single programming effort that, by 2020, 
will provide free “windows” for all YouTube’s nearly 2 billion monthly users across its 
slate.  

For now, YouTube claims that the ad-free subscription plan and the free, ad-supported 
models will run concurrently, although some industry analysts speculate that the monthly 
subscription service won’t last too much longer.  Premium subscribers will have ad free 
viewing, access to all the available episodes in a series right when they premiere, and 
they’ll be able to download videos for offline viewing. There will also continue to be 
some exclusive subscriber-only content, in the form of things like director’s cuts and 
extra scenes from YouTube Originals.   

2) More YouTube content 
YouTube has announced the following slate of new content in 2020, and we expect more 
content to come: 

Table 12: YouTube Original Content Slated for 2020 

Show Genre Status 
Kevin Hart: What The Fit Comedy Season 3 due to premier in 2020 
Cobra Kai Action dramedy Season 3 due to premiere in 2020 

Glad You Asked Education 
Five additional episodes due to premiere on January 8, 
2020 

Yoshiki-Life Of A Japanese Rock Star Documentary March 2020 

(Untitled) Beauty Competition Series 
Beauty 
Competition Spring 2020 

(Untitled) Paris Hilton documentary Documentary 2020 
(Untitled) Top Secret Justin Bieber 
Project Music 2020 
Source: BofA Global Research 

Facebook: Watch and professional content 
Watch is a video platform within core Facebook focused on streaming more series-
oriented video content. Less than two years since its U.S. debut, Facebook Watch has 
amassed a global daily user base of 140 million, who spend an average of 26 minutes 
per day watching video, according to Variety.  On a monthly basis, according to 
Facebook, 720 million people now view Facebook Watch.  
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In 2019, Facebook also has been working with media partners to bring original content 
to Watch, including the reboot of MTV’s “The Real World.  Those include The Players’ 
Tribune’s “Generations” featuring Megan Rapinoe and Lindsey Horan (June 11); Whistle 
Sports’ “Globetrotter Gauntlet” with the Harlem Globetrotters (June 24); Tastemade’s 
“Sundays at Nonna’s” featuring Ian Hecox of Smosh fame (June 30); Studio71’s “Fetch 
Me a Date” with Jonathan Bennett and Dorothy Wang (Aug. 2); and BuzzFeed’s “Mi 
Quinceañera Come True” featuring Pero Like (Oct. 5). 

In addition, Facebook has cut deals with global publishers in entertainment, news and 
sports.  For example, Germany’s ProSiebenSat.1 plans to launch digital-first content on 
Facebook Watch — an important early deal for European programming — including “The 
Voice Germany,” “Germany’s Next Top Model – by Heidi Klum,” “Galileo” and “Late Night 
Berlin.” In addition, Australia’s Seven Studios will launch sports-related shows on 
Facebook Watch following the country’s National Rugby League, Australian Football 
League and Cricket Australia. The International Cricket Council will make match 
previews, highlights, and commentary from every ICC Cricket World Cup match available 
in Watch. 

Meanwhile, ahead of the 2019 TV upfronts, Facebook introduced Facebook Showcase, a 
new premium video-ad program that lets U.S. ad buyers lock in advertising at preset 
rates and with guaranteed ad impressions for up to a year in advance.  

Exhibit 6: Facebook Watch 

 
Source: Facebook 

Facebook has also introduced subscriptions for influencers (or creators). Creators that 
pass certain audience metrics can now charge a subscription fee of $4.99 a month for 
exclusive content or a fan badge. Creators keep 70% of the fees, while mobile platforms 
like Android and iOS take the remainder for the first year. During the second year, 
Facebook takes a 15% cut as the mobile platform share drops to 15%. 

Facebook is also testing a similar subscription fee structure for more premium content. 
Motor Trend, CollegeHumor’s Dropout, BritBox and Tastemade+ are currently testing 
this feature. 
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Snap: Discover 
Earlier this year, Snap announced its new slate of ten Snap Originals, mobile shows 
created exclusively for Snapchat’s audience and made available through Snapchat’s 
Discover Page. For example, BuzzFeed’s new daily afternoon show was launched this 
Spring.  Snap also provided some metrics suggesting positive engagement for shows, 
such as Endless Summer had 28 million unique viewers during its season, and Dead Girls 
Detective Agency where over 40% of the viewers that completed the first episode went 
on to watch the entire first season. The discover page has an opportunity to improve 
engagement, converting Snap communication users to viewers, while also increasing 
monetization. 

Table 13: New Slate of Snap Originals, Premium Mobile Shows Created Exclusively for Snapchat 

Show Premier Description 

Tekashi69 VS The World Fall 2019 
This up-to-the-minute docuseries traces the rise and fall of controversial rapper Tekashi 
6ix9ine, from his earliest days growing up in Brooklyn, through his chart-topping career and 
star-studded collaborations, to his trouble with the FBI and eventual incarceration.  

Nikita Unfiltered Winter 2020 
This up close and personal docuseries follows transgender beauty mogul Nikita Dragun as 
she reveals a vulnerable new side to herself that her millions of fans haven’t yet seen as 
she starts to date as a woman for the first time.  

The Honeybeez Winter 2020 
The Honeybeez, Alabama State’s plus-size dance squad, is here to prove that dance is for 
everyone. These young, inspiring HBCU dancers let the haters be their motivators as they 
showcase their remarkable talents on the biggest collegiate stages. 

Driven Winter 2020 
This entourage of young entrepreneurs at PTG365 deliver flashy, custom cars to their high 
roller clients using nothing but their phones and a whole lot of hustle. The high end, exotic 
car industry will never be the same. Docuseries premieres Winter 2020. 

Mind Yourself Winter 2020 

In this anthology series, each episode paints an honest and intimate portrait of a young 
person suffering or recovering from a mental health issue. From OCD and body 
dysmorphia through depression and PTSD, the series gives a human face - and hope - to 
young people facing similar issues. Unscripted series premieres Winter 2020. 

Everything’s Fine Spring 2020 

Gemma is a college junior with big plans to kill it in the music industry while coping with a 
brand new bipolar diagnosis. Everything’s Fine is a comedy with an unflinching point of 
view on what it takes to manage a mental health condition (sometimes well, sometimes 
disastrously) while striving to be an overachiever.  

Players  Fall 2019 

Nash Brooks, son of famed NBA player Oscar Brooks and a rising star himself, relocates 
from Indiana to LA when his Dad is traded. No longer a big fish in a small pond, he has to 
prove his worth at a fancy west LA private school where he's not even guaranteed a 
starting spot on the basketball team. 

Save Me Winter 2020 

When his online classmate and crush goes missing, isolated homeschooler Jason takes it 
upon himself to find and save her. But when his search leads him to an off-the-grid 
"conscious community" that promotes human connection over digital devices, Jason’s 
character is tested in real life. 

Source: Snap 

The ad ramp up on Discover will be an important incremental revenue driver over the 
next 24-months.  Based on our social media survey, roughly 68% of Snap users watch 
content on Discover with 31% indicating increasing usage over the past 6 months.  
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Convergence of eCommerce & advertising 
In recent years, as various eCommerce platforms such as Amazon and eBay have 
achieved scale, they have increasingly targeted high-margin advertising revenue.  So far, 
the biggest source of new revenues have come in the form of sponsored listings, where 
1st and 3rd party sellers can bid to have their products elevated in eCommerce platform 
search results.  Other forms of advertising include branded display ads at the top of 
listings, or product placements around checkout.  eCommerce advertisers have 
increasingly grown ad revenues and boosted margins from new ad revenues and, looking 
forward, we expect Online media companies to improve their advertising efficiencies by 
adding checkout capabilities, competing more directly with eCommerce companies.    

Amazon Advertising kicked off the convergence 
The Amazon Marketing Services Group launched in 2012, and there have been a number 
of changes to Amazon’s ad platform since then, including the elimination of Product Ads 
in 2015, with a greater focus on ads that kept shoppers on the Amazon platform rather 
than directing traffic off the marketplace (eBay undertaking a similar initiative, which 
started in 2017).  Currently Amazon’s featured ad products are: 1) Sponsored Products, 
which improves visibility of individual products with ads that appear in search results 
and on product pages (per Merkle, Sponsored Products generates 85% of Amazon 
Advertising revenue); 2) Sponsored Brands, formerly Headline Search Ads, which displays 
brands/logos & customized headlines in ads at top of search results; 3) Sponsored 
Display, formerly Product Display Ads, which reaches audiences on and off of Amazon’s 
platform; and, 4) Amazon Stores. 

Exhibit 7: Amazon Sponsored Product 

 
Source: Company data 

Advertising has become a bigger part of Amazon growth over the last two years, and has 
likely contributed to higher overall retail margins for the company.  Based on Amazon’s 
segment results and historical credit card revenues, we estimate that gross Advertising 
revenue will grow 43% y/y in 2019 to $11.9bn (see Chart below). We estimate gross 
advertising revenue will represent 3.0% of GMV in 2019, up from 2.4% in ‘18.  Assuming 
40% advertising GAAP operating margins, we estimate advertising could contribute 
$7.4bn in operating income in 2020.   

Chart 30: Amazon Advertising Revenue 

 
Source: BofA Global Research estimates 
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Competitive ad network Product relaunched in September: Sponsored Display 
In September, Amazon relaunched a new product, Sponsored Display, which is a self-
service tool for reaching targeted audiences on and off of its platform (the legacy 
Product Display ad product was rolled into Sponsored Display).  With Sponsored Display, 
advertisers can: 1) Select a targeting strategy (audience or product); 2) Set a bid and 
daily ad budget; 3) Choose products to promote; and 4) Automatically generate 
advertisements that appear on or off Amazon, depending on the targeting strategy.   
This product has similar characteristics with the Facebook Audience Network or Google’s 
ad network products. 

Ad creatives are automatically generated with product images, pricing, badging, star 
rating, and a Shop now button, and Sponsored Display can automatically promote the 
most relevant product from a list of products based on the customer’s shopping history.  
Sponsored Display ads are bought on a cost-per-click basis, whereby ads are displayed at 
no charge and sellers are charged when customers click the ad.  Using Amazon 
Sponsored Display, sellers can target specific audiences based on products or categories 
that they have viewed, or by targeting specific products/categories that are similar to 
the promoted product (see table below for description of targeting capabilities). 

Table 14: New Amazon Sponsored Display Audience Targeting  

   
Audiences or product targeting  Ad placement Description 
Customer’s Product Views Off of Amazon (on 3P sites/apps) Target audiences who viewed detail pages of advertised products or similar products within 

the last 30 days but haven’t yet purchased. 
Customer Shopping Activities & 
Interests 

On Amazon product pages & search results Target audiences whose shopping activities on Amazon demonstrate an interest in product 
categories related to the promoted product. 

Product Targeting On Amazon product pages Target specific products on Amazon that are similar or complementary to the  promoted 
product. 

Category Targeting On Amazon product pages Target a range of product categories on Amazon that are similar or complementary to the 
promoted product. 

   
Source: Company website 

We think Amazon may have the best online customer shopping data given the billions of 
transactions it has completed in its history, as well as the large number of searches on 
the site and robust artificial intelligence and data analytics tools. As the largest 
eCommerce platform, Amazon may also have better insight into return on ad spend vs. 
other digital advertising platforms since more final purchases occur on the site, whereas 
Google and Facebook may require partnerships with their advertisers to capture 
conversion data.  Amazon notes that the company provides advertisers data on total 
purchases, units sold based on ad exposure, return on advertising spend (ROAS), and 
conversion rate relative to others, which are unique metrics to Amazon.  

The top question we get from investors is if Amazon advertising is a competitive risk for 
Google.  While we do think Amazon is a competitive risk if more people go directly to 
Amazon to search for goods, we don’t expect Amazon’s ad revenues to be pulled from 
Google as Google advertising spend is based on ROI calculations, which aren’t impacted 
by Amazon’s advertising programs.  Instead, we think much of Amazon’s sponsored ad 
spend will come from manufacturer and seller profits on the site.  
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eBay Advertising: $1 billion revenue opportunity 
In 2017 eBay first announced its intention to offer first-party advertising instead of 
relying solely on third-party advertisers, a similar shift to Amazon’s ad strategy.  eBay’s 
Promoted Listings product has been growing since then, generating $103mn in revenue 
in Q3’19 (up 120% y/y ex-FX) as over 1 million sellers using the ads to promote over 
300mn listings.   eBay ads are likely to continue to drive higher revenue take rates as 
management anticipates a $1bn revenue opportunity (relative to $700mn in ad revenue 
today), and there could be more room for ad growth beyond $1bn given eBay’s $90bn in 
annual GMV (eBay targeting 1.1% projected advertising take rate vs Amazon at well over 
2%).   

eBay’s ads business is differentiated from Amazon’s in that its Promoted Listings 
operate on a Cost Per Sale model (whereby sellers only pay for ads that convert to sales) 
and eBay operates as a pure marketplace with no inventory of its own (avoiding a 
potential conflict of interest when 3P sellers pay to advertise against 1P products).  The 
challenge for eBay is that sellers may be less sophisticated than those on Amazon, and 
there may be less opportunity in certain verticals (like consumer packaged goods).  
Overall, given recent traction for the business, we expect ads to generate improved 
monetization of eBay GMV. 

Wayfair Advertising: Opportunity in unique audience  
We view the advertising opportunity as a long-term potential gross margin and profit 
driver for Wayfair, as management has identified it as an area of “high potential 
benefit”.  However, its advertising business remains in early stage and will be limited in 
its direct impact on near-term financials.  Wayfair recently opened up its sponsored 
product offering to all sellers through the Wayfair Media Solutions platform, which is a 
self-service tool for brands to bid for promotions of SKUs for specific categories 
(charges on a pay-per-click basis).  Management noted its ability to place ads may differ 
from other eCommerce companies given its browse-oriented shopping experience and 
unique audience demographic (>39mn monthly unique visitors with 68% female and 
31% having $85k+ household income).  Wayfair’s advertising product offers in-house 
developed features like campaign management and proprietary bidding algorithms, and 
its sponsored product CPMs are between $3 and $4 (per Digiday). Although Wayfair’s ad 
business remain small in scale when compared to Amazon, its highly targeted website 
and ability to connect advertising to sales may make Wayfair an attractive option for 
brands.  We note that 1% advertising penetration of 2020 Direct Revenue (GMV) would 
imply roughly $117mn in incremental, high margin revenue.   
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Online media companies not sitting still 
In the face of new competition from eCommerce advertising, advertising companies 
have recently launched new eCommerce capabilities and advertising tools to improve 
conversion.  These features include Google Checkout in Google Shopping, Facebook’s 
addition of in-app checkout capabilities for News Feed ads, Instagram’s new Checkout 
service, and Pinterest’s Shop the Look & Complete the Look tools.  We think these 
eCommerce capabilities start to impact sector revenues in 2020, with a bigger impact in 
2021. 

Google as a shopping destination 
Google is an important destination for eCommerce shoppers, and changes to Google 
search results can be disruptive for the eCommerce sector.  Our user survey data 
suggests 25% of searches originate on Google, while comScore source data estimates 
that over 20% of Global eCommerce traffic originates from Google.  

Chart 31: Which website do you search first when you want to buy 
something online? (2019) 

 Chart 32:  % of traffic coming from Google  

 

 

 

Source: BofA Global Research, n=1111 
 

Source: comScore  

 

In most years, Google makes ongoing incremental changes to search and Google 
shopping results, but in 2019, Google has launched a completely redesigned Shopping 
destination with new functionality. The new site will enable users to browse products 
and checkout directly from Google shopping (for store pick up or delivery). Google will 
manage the transactions and provide a guarantee on returns and customer support.  
Importantly, Google will also rollout shopping functionality on YouTube and Google 
Images.  

Compared to Amazon, Google’s immersive shopping rollout is somewhat similar to 
Amazon’s 3P marketplace, but on a more local level.  Google has mapped over 2bn 
products to local retailers and will focus on personalizing recommendations based on 
customers’ shopping/search history and lists. The new Shopping interface also allows 
users to checkout directly using their stored credit card and address in their Google 
account with returns and customer service. Google’s high traffic volume and large 
marketplace is likely to drive seller participation.   
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Exhibit 8: Google shopping interface 

 
Source: Google  

To start, we see a $4bn incremental revenue opportunity for Google from Shopping 
functionality.  From a top-down basis, we estimate the 2021 Global (ex-China) 
eCommerce GMV to be $1.6tn. Using comScore source data we estimate 20% of Global 
eCommerce traffic originates from Google, putting Google’s 2021 eCommerce traffic 
sourced sales opportunity at $320bn.  We assume Google Shopping is able to drive 10% 
incremental uptick Google driven eCommerce sales as new sellers participate in Google 
marketplaces and conversion rates on certain items increase (with no change in existing 
traffic).  We then apply a 12.5% incremental commission rate to arrive at an incremental 
revenue opportunity of $4bn. 

Exhibit 9: Google Shopping – Incremental shopping analysis 

 
Source: BofA Global Research  

 

 Exhibit 10: Incremental revenue sensitivity analysis 

 
Source: BofA Global Research  

 

  

Google Shopping Opportunity ($bns)
Total 2021 eCommerce opportunity (Global ex-China) $1,601
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Social advertisers targeting eCommerce 
Facebook & Pinterest are innovating with their direct response advertising formats, and 
seem to be increasingly focused on adding checkout functionality as another tool to 
drive advertising conversion.   

Facebook & Instagram launching in-app checkout 
While Facebook has downplayed the impact of shopping ads near-term, continued 
initiatives in the category suggest a sizeable long-term opportunity, which includes 
purchasing capabilities (and commissions for FB) in Facebook marketplaces and 
Instagram ads. On Sep. 9, Facebook announced two changes to their ad platform to 
improve eCommerce functionality: 1) The addition of in-app checkout capabilities for 
certain dynamic Facebook News Feed ads; 2) A new feature whereby advertisers turn 
organic shopping posts into ads on Instagram, with purchasing functionality.   

Exhibit 11: Checkout with Instagram 

 
Source: BofA Global Research 

Instagram is increasingly focused on its opportunity in eCommerce driven by designer 
brand & top influencers comfort with its platform & brand (a high end category of 
eCommerce that Amazon has historically struggled to attract). In March, Instagram 
announced a partnership with more than 20 designer brands to offer direct in-app 
purchasing, whereby users can click on products featured in designer’s posts and either 
check out directly in-app (PayPal will be powering the Instagram Checkout service) or be 
directed to a separate page for checkout. Instagram applies a selling fee for items 
purchased using the functionality but has not disclosed the fee structure (we think 15%+ 
is possible given high designer margins). Instagram disclosed in March ’19 that the 
company had 130mn users tapping to view product tags per month, up from 90mn in 
September ’18. 

In our view, Social Networking’s increasingly visual nature (especially on Instagram) 
blends well with shopping and we see an opportunity to improve user monetization in 
the eCommerce vertical (less purchasing friction = fewer abandoned shopping carts). 
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Quantifying the potential monetization uptick from shopping functionality within ads 
(and even within organic posts) is difficult without transaction data, but if we assume 
20% of Facebook’s ads are eCommerce related, we get to $20bn in 2021 eCommerce 
related ad revenue. Using $20bn in revenues as a basis for eCommerce traffic, we 
estimate Facebook could capture $2.0bn in incremental revenue for each 10% increase 
in eCommerce ad conversion rates. Given the opportunity, we think any signs of traction 
for Instagram / Facebook shopping could be potential catalyst for FB in 2020. 

Exhibit 12: Facebook eCommerce Monetization Opportunity 

 
Source: BofA Global Research  

Pinterest “Complete the Look” and “Shop the Look”  
Pinterest made a step toward eCommerce with “Shop the Look”, a tool that was 
introduced in 2017 whereby users can click on products they see in images, and then 
purchase directly from Pinterest’s eCommerce partners. In June, Pinterest announced 
“Complete the Look”, a tool that complements “Shop the Look” by using visual search to 
recommend new products to users based on their tastes, leveraging data to understand 
search parameters like outfit style, body type, season &  indoor vs. outdoor, overall 
aesthetics, as well as various furniture styles & room types.  

Exhibit 13: Pinterest “Shop the Look” 

 
Source: BofA Global Research 

In Q2’19, Pinterest indicated that products offered by retailers on the site grew by 50% 
q/q, driven by improvements in inventory acquisition, and on the 3Q call Pinterest 
indicated product catalogs increased by 75% q/q.   Management is also looking at 
partnerships with companies like Shopify to build the shopping ecosystem with more 
inventories. In the future, as the product catalog grows, we would expect Pinterest to 
enable users to open their own accounts on Pinterest and checkout directly on the site, 
and we believe visibility on this initiative will continue to grow in 2020. 

 

Facebook eCommerce Opportunity ($bns)
Total 2021 Facebook advertising revenues $101
Percent eCommerce related 20%
eCommerce revenues $20
Conversion uptick from purchasing capabilities 10%
Incremental shopping opportunity $2.0
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5G as Internet Ecosystem Enabler 
5G capabilities to benefit the Internet ecosystem 
The next iteration of telecom standards, 5G (5th generation wireless service), will have 
several positive implications for Internet companies, given connection speed increases 
on mobile devices of 10x or more.  Latency times are also expected to be reduced, 
enabling new user applications and experiences for the mobile Internet of Things (IoT).  
In 2019 we have already started seeing 5G’s rollout as catalyst for Cloud, video/media 
content and Autonomous Vehicles development partnerships that will offer better 
consumer and business services.  Given the accelerating rollout and development of 5G 
enabled devices & applications, we expect 5G to bring a usage and innovation boost to 
Internet sector over the next several years, and we think positive street sentiment on 5G 
implications for the Internet could start to build in 2020.  

Table 15: 5G wireless speeds will give better than fiber level service 

  Wireless Fixed Line 
Technology  2G 3G 4G 5G Dial up DSL Cable Fiber 
Typical Speed 0.1 8 12 200* 0.056 1.5 25 50 
Max Speed 0.3 25 100 10000 0.056 7 100 1000 
Source: BofA Global Research 

In 2018, Verizon launched a variant of 5G as a home Internet service, and in 2019 the 
company has been expanding its mobile coverage in select metropolitan areas.  
Samsung, AT&T, and Sprint have also launched 5G smartphone services in 1H’19.  More 
recently, Verizon announced a 5G partnership with Snapchat on AR developments as well 
as preloading the Snapchat app on select 5G phones.  The fiber-like data speeds and 
capacity will enable use cases such as high-quality over the top television (OTT) video 
streaming, augmented and virtual reality, and instant download applications.  Overall, a 
positive boost to the mobile Internet ecosystem.   

We expect the 5G investment evolution to come in three phases, first infrastructure, 
then devices and then applications.  We recently raised our BofA Securities global 
forecast of 5G phone shipment units for 2020/2021/2022 from 130mn/327mn/535mn 
to 194mn/446mn/617mn, respectively.  As device adoption builds, we expect the 
benefits to the Internet sector to become more apparent.  As shown in the exhibit below, 
BofA Global Research estimates an outsized increase for 5G enabled phones as a 
percentage of total smartphones in the coming years. From 2019 to 2020 alone, we 
estimate the percentage of 5G smartphones shipped as a percentage of total 
smartphone shipments to increase from 1.6% to 12.6%.   

Exhibit 14: 2019-2024 estimated 5G mobile penetration 

 
Source: BofA Global Research estimates, BofA Global Research Smartphone Team 

Our smartphone team estimates that global penetration of 5G will surpass 50% in 2023, 
with China expected to cross the 50% penetration threshold in 2021 and the U.S. 
following in 2023 (See exhibit below).  
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Exhibit 15: 5G penetration by country—China to cross over in 2021 

 
Source: BofA Global Research estimates 

Early signs of 5G opportunities 
AWS Partners with Verizon 5G for better mobile cloud performance  
Amazon recently rolled out “WaveLength”—a new AWS service that utilizes 5G to help 
businesses download data from the cloud at a faster rate.  In this case, 5G enables 
AWS’s full suite of services to reach customers at faster speed in addition to covering 
more geographical regions for enterprises with local offices. Amazon is also working 
with other global telecomm companies like Vodafone, KDDI etc. on 5G services. We think 
that the broader adoption of 5G technology by device makers, carriers and cable 
companies in 2020 could represent a big opportunity for AWS to act as backbone for the 
IoT and a beneficiary from a massive influx of IoT related data that will be enable by 5G.  

Facebook & Snapchat’s 5G VR/AR initiatives 
Facebook announced its partnership with Japan’s KDDI telecom to rollout a real time 
sales system that runs on the 5G mobile networks which will be launched in March of 
2020. Customers will be able to use computer-generated images to “try on” cosmetics 
or clothes before making a purchase. Similarly, Snapchat is also teaming up with Verizon 
which will start preloading Snapchat onto some of its 5G phones. Snapchat plans to use 
5G for Augmented reality which will unlock experiences like sharing an AR version of a 
concert’s backstage real time. Verizon’s 5G network is currently available in about 20 
cities in the U.S. and coverage is expected to reach 30+ cities by the end of 2019.  

Exhibit 16: Customer “trying on” cosmetics using FB app  

 
Source: BofA Global Research, Nikkei Asian Review  

 

 

 

Exhibit 17: Snapchat’s 5G enabled AR filter  

 
Source: BofA Global Research, Business Insider  
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Google is well positioned to benefit from a faster mobile Internet  
While all Internet media, mobile gaming and social networking stocks should benefit 
from better mobile experiences, we see Google as a big beneficiary with multiple 
products that can benefit from increased 5G upload/download speeds and larger data 
caps (carriers also increased data caps from 3G to 4G).  Benefits include expanded high 
speed internet access and more search activity, more real-time data collection from 
devices, higher quality video from YouTube, and high speed ad delivery.  In home 
subscriptions to 5G access could drive more cord cutting and demand for YouTube TV. 
Also, while Netflix is the largest consumer of fixed line bandwidth in the North America, 
on mobile YouTube is the largest bandwidth usage outstripping Netflix by 3x.  Many 4G 
networks do not stream video in high definition, and 5G networks open up multiple 
possibilities for YouTube including consistent 4K/HD video streaming, high fidelity 
virtual reality video streaming, and high fidelity real time live sports streaming. In 
addition, 5G networks could enable consistent live streaming capabilities across a range 
of devices including direct to television or auto without a WiFi network.    

Other impact areas 
High speed wireless networks will benefit Amazon and Google’s IoT devices due to low 
latency, high speed connections.  VR/AR headsets like Facebook’s Oculus and Google 
DayDream could benefit from processing in the cloud, removing the need for high end 
computers and bulky headsets. Mobile publishers, while already starting to offer AAA 
titles on mobile like Call of Duty, could more easily provide subscription streaming of 
high-end games. More reliable 5G coverage will also lead reduced reaction time for 
autonomous vehicles by reducing latency, further limiting potential accidents. Other 
Internet media companies with significant video content and ad revenue exposure 
include Facebook, Twitter and Snap which all likely would see 5G driven user 
engagement growth.  
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Millennials driving new usage/spending trends 
“Digital-natives” 35% of global gross income and growing 
Today Millennials (age 25-38) and Gen Zers (age 8-24) make up 46% of the world’s 
population and these “digital-natives” account for a growing share of income and 
consumption. The earning power of the 8 to 38 age group worldwide is expected to rise 
to $62 trillion in 2030 from $21 trillion in 2015 and they account for 35% of global 
gross income today. We believe sectors with high “digital-native” exposure (social 
media, streaming, eCommerce, and ridesharing) should continue to see a tailwind as 
these digital natives grow into their peak earning years. In 2020, Millennials are forecast 
to comprise half of the American workforce. Looking forward, by 2025, 75% of 
global workforce is expected to be Millennials who expect seamless, digital 
delivery of content. We expect this to benefit companies in our coverage universe that 
are helping drive digital transformation trends in media, eCommerce and tech, including 
FB (especially Instagram), SNAP, AMZN, GOOG, UBER, and NFLX.  

Within the United States we note a significant expected change in two demographics: 1) 
the population between ages 35-49 expected to grow 12% through 2030; 2) ages 65+ 
expected to grow 34% through 2030.  All other age demographics are expected to be 
flat (<20, 20-34) or down (50-65 down 7%) over the next decade.  

Chart 33: US population age 35-49 (000s) 

 
Source: Euromonitor  

 

 Chart 34: US population age 65+ (000s) 

 
Source: Euromonitor 

 

Over the next decade Millennials will be entering their prime spending years, which 
should be a continued tailwind to applications with high Millennial engagement. 
Meanwhile, Baby Boomers, who currently spend more than the population average, could 
reduce discretionary spending as they enter retirement and have to navigate increasing 
life expectancy and rising healthcare / other costs of living.  
 

Over 96% smartphone/92% SNS penetration in Gen Y cohort 
According to GlobalWebIndex, 96% of Millennials own a smartphone and eMarketer cites 
92% of millennials use at least one social networking site (SNS). This high level of 
penetration highlights how Millennials are “digital natives:” they perceive social 
networking, smartphones, and other digital/mobile platforms as normal utilities rather 
than new innovation.  
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Chart 35: Millennial device ownership 

 
Source: GlobalWebIndex  

 

 Chart 36: U.S. social network penetration 

 
Source: eMarketer  

 

 

What do Millennials do on their phones all day?  Consume Media 
Millennials consume vast amounts of media through their mobile devices, Expedia Group 
Media Solutions notes that more than half use their smartphones for 5+ hours a day. Per 
comScore, the average mobile user under 35 uses their phone for over 4 hours a day. 
When Millennials look at their phones, they spend 14% of their time streaming video on 
YouTube, 7% on Snapchat, 6% on Instagram, 5% on Facebook, 4% on Netflix. In social 
media, Millennials account for 87% of the total mobile time spent on Snapchat, 58% on 
Instagram, 56% on YouTube, 49% on Twitter and 30% on Facebook.  

Chart 37: Average monthly minutes per user 

 
Source: comScore  

 

 Chart 38: Share of total App time 

 
Source: comScore 
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Social Media: Millennials’ number one mobile pastime 
Of the major companies we follow, social media and messaging dominate the time 
Millennials spend on their phones. Per Globalwebindex, Millennials spend an average of 2 
hours and 44 minutes daily browsing social media. With older Digital Natives quickly 
approaching their peak earning years this presents a big opportunity for Social media 
apps to take advantage of their reach and growing Millennial consumer spend (US $10tn 
in global annual consumer spend).  

Chart 39: BofA Global Research Social User Survey (those at least likely, 
all ages) 
How likely are you to buy a product on social media? 

 
Source: SurveyMonkey, BofA Global Research  

 

 Chart 40: 3Q19 BofA Global Research Social User Survey (those at least 
likely to buy) 
How likely are you to buy a product on social media? 

 
Source: SurveyMonkey, BofA Global Research  

 

Online advertising companies have recently launched new eCommerce capabilities and 
advertising tools to improve conversion. These features include Google Checkout in 
Google Shopping, Facebook's addition of in-app checkout capabilities for News Feed 
ads, Instagram's new Checkout service, and Pinterest's Shop the Look & Complete the 
Look tools. We see these capabilities as well positioned to take advantage of the 
increasing purchasing power of the millennial generation. Our semi-annual social user 
survey shows that US consumers of all ages are becoming more willing to buy products 
on social media (from 13% at least likely in 4Q’15 to 42% in 3Q’19). When we look 
further into the data we see that Digital Natives are more willing to buy products on 
social media 47% of those under 30 vs 34% of those over 60. 

Streaming: Millennials to consumers of streaming media 
Millennials are also driving the demand for mobile streaming.  Per comScore, Millennials 
account for most of the traffic across the lead streaming platforms (e.g. 70% on Spotify, 
58% on Netflix, and 56% on YouTube). After social media, streaming video and music is 
the largest pastime for millennials on their mobile devices, and the four leading 
streaming platforms alone accounted for 25% of Millennial mobile time spent (YouTube, 
Pandora, Spotify and Netflix). As Millennials grow income, increase consumer spend, and 
form their own households streaming services (subscriptions and advertising) are likely 
key beneficiaries. 
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Chart 41: Millennial penetration 

 
Source: BofA Global Research, SurveyMonkey  

 

 Chart 42: % of users who share accounts with another household 

 
Source: SurveyMonkey  

 

While many streaming services are approaching saturation amongst Millennials we 
would expect to see these users move off of shared subscriptions and onto their own 
subscriptions as they grow their income and form individual household. Moving to the 
other end of the spectrum, Baby Boomers were the latest of all generations to adapt to 
mobile technologies. Smartphone penetration amongst Baby Boomers sits at 66% (up 
from 53% in 2015), compared to Millennials at 96% penetration (up from 92% in 2015) 
suggesting Boomers are still working up the adoption curve. We also note connected TV 
penetration amongst Boomers and Millennials at 36% and 56% respectively also 
presents opportunities to grow streaming services adoption in the US. While we do not 
believe Boomers will adopt connected devices and streaming services at the same levels 
as Digital Native generations, we do believe these services could see a tailwind of 
Boomer adoption as legacy TV and phone devices are phased out of the marketplace for 
newer drives (i.e. smart TVs & phones with pre-installed streaming services, and voice 
activated remotes). 

Chart 43: US penetration rates 
Netflix and Cable TV penetration based on sub 30 / over 59 penetration from our 4Q’19 streaming survey 

 
Source: BofA Global Research, SurveyMonkey  
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Millennials and eCommerce: Early adopters in action 
In the eCommerce space, we believe the data reflect how Millennials pioneer new 
eCommerce channels. For example, in newer, more niche eCommerce companies like 
GrubHub, AirBnB, and Revolve, Millennials account for nearly half of the mobile traffic. 
However, Millennials only account for a little under a third of the mobile traffic on 
Amazon, a larger, more established company. Millennials’ high adoption rates of new 
platforms show how they are “digital natives” that grew up with mobile phones as a 
central point of their activities, vs older “digital immigrants.” Below we outline three 
companies, which we see as well positioned for the Millennial generation (Grub, AirBnB, 
Revolve) who all have a portion of their user base comprised of Digital Natives. We also 
outline two eCommerce companies which have a consumer base which spans multiple 
generations.  

Chart 44: Active users by demographic (skews younger) 

 
Source: comScore  

 

 Chart 45: Active users by demographic (older/evenly distributed) 

 
Source: comScore  

 

Gaming: Gen Y drives eSports, streaming, and digital shift 
In gaming, we see several areas where Millennials are driving new kinds of consumption 
and innovation. In game streaming, Millennial viewers watch over 66% of the total video 
streamed on Twitch.tv (owned by Amazon). We also see similar trends with e-Sports 
viewership, per Nielsen, 71% of viewers are aged 13 to 34 (Millennials and Gen Z). In our 
view, these game streaming platforms, at the very least, serve as free advertising to 
game publishers for AAA titles in key demographics. Overall, we think eSports and 
streaming could be significant engagement drivers going forward for AAA franchises. 

Chart 46: Twitch viewership by age 

 
Source: comscore  
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Ridesharing 
Millennials have grown up in a digitally connected on-demand world and based on 
ridesharing data it appears Millennials are embracing transportation as an on-demand 
service. Our BofA Global Research rideshare survey indicated that 62% of 18-29 year 
olds use a ridesharing app vs just 24% for those over 60. Per GlobalWebIndex 65% of 
U.S. Uber users aged 16-64 are under 35. 

Chart 47: U.S. Uber user split (Uber users aged 16-64) 

 
Source: GlobalWebIndex 

 

 Chart 48: Ridesharing usage by age 

 
Source: BofA Global Research   

 

For generations car ownership was a staple of American culture, however when we look 
at U.S. Driver License data from the Department of Transportation it becomes evident 
that getting your license is no longer the “rite of passage” it once was for young adults 
in America. While ridesharing apps are likely a contributor to this decrease many factors 
may have contributed (high student debt levels, urbanization, environmental concerns), 
however we do know that many Millennials are willing to spend north of $100 a month 
for ride-sharing (Empower). As Millennial income & purchasing power increases we see a 
continued tailwind for the ridesharing economy.  

According to Department of Transportation data 27% of licensed drivers in the U.S. are 
over the age of 60 and our ridesharing survey suggests only 24% of that demographic 
has used a ridesharing application. As these users age and require mobility assistance 
we see an opportunity for ridesharing applications like Uber to grow penetration in the 
elderly demographics. While it may prove a difficult task to get the elderly population 
onto ridesharing applications today the next wave of Americans needing mobility 
assistance has likely had much higher levels of digital exposure (raising digital natives). 
On a more near term basis we see higher adoption of voice assistants in elderly 
households as a potential catalyst “Hey Google, can you get me a ride to the grocery 
store”.  
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Chart 49: Licensed drivers by age as percentage of total drivers 1970-2017 

 
Source: US Department of Transportation, BofA Global Research 
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Internet IPOs: Renewed focus on path to profitability 
It was a big year for Internet IPOs, and we added 8 companies to our coverage group.  
The performance of many of these IPOs since pricing has been negative, with investors 
seemingly increasing their focus on margins and profitability.  In this section we will look 
at 1) 2019 IPO performance; 2) changes in recent IPO expense growth trajectory 2020; 
3) consensus timelines to Free Cash Flow profitability; and 4) potential implications on 
online advertising spend from reduced marketing spend from VC funded started ups. 

2019 IPO performance 
When looking at the 8 IPOs in our coverage group this year, plus Lyft, the average 
performance from IPO pricing through December 13th (equally weighted) is down 7%.  
Volatility was prevalent in 2019 with the stocks currently averaging 35% off their highs 
(vs S&P at all time high) with each stock off their highs by double digits.  

Chart 50: 2019 IPO performance 

 
Source: Bloomberg, BofA Global Research  

 

 Chart 51: 2019 IPO performance since high 

 
Source: Bloomberg, BofA Global Research 

 

From investment in growth to expense rationalization 
Several companies in the sector have pulled in their outlook for expense growth, and 
when we look at 8 US Internet IPOs in 2019 we see a noticeable step down in expected 
Opex growth in 2020.  In 2019 non-GAAP expense growth of 34% is 170bps lower than 
2019 revenue growth.  Looking forward to 2020, Street estimates are projecting Opex 
growth to fall to 17%, and revenue growth to exceed opex growth by 1,390bps.  

Chart 52: Consensus Revenue / non-GAAP Opex growth 

 
Source: Visible Alpha  
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In total, these eight 2019 Internet IPOs are expected to see a combined 7 points of 
operating leverage in 2020.  We note that Uber is expected to see significant Operating 
leverage in 2020 (10pts) as adjusted net revenue is expected to accelerate on reduced 
driver incentives. 

Exhibit 18: Consensus Revenue / non-GAAP Opex 

 
Source: Visible Alpha, BofA Global Research  

Timeline to profitability 
Of the eight internet IPOs in 2019 two are expected to be Free Cash Flow positive in 
2019 (Chewy, Revolve). In 2020 the Street expects Pinterest to reach positive free cash 
flow, which could be a potential sentiment catalyst.  Looking out further into 2021 Lyft 
is expected to reach positive free cash flow while Uber, Fiverr, Peloton, and The RealReal 
are all expected to remain free cash flow negative, though Uber, Fiverr, and The RealReal 
are all expected to see their first positive FCF quarter in ’21 (not a likely sentiment 
catalyst in 20).  

Exhibit 19: Consensus Free Cash Flow estimates 

 
Source: Visible Alpha, BofA Global Research 

 

Uber 2017A 2018A 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E 2023E FVRR 2017A 2018A 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E 2023E
Revenue 7,932 11,270 14,167 18,548 23,345 28,258 34,463 Revenue 52 76 106 136 168 205 244

YoY Growth 42% 26% 31% 26% 21% 22% YoY Growth 45% 41% 28% 24% 22% 19%
Total Opex 5,836 7,524 9,785 10,902 11,982 13,531 15,398 Total Opex 56 82 105 126 144 162 179

YoY Growth 29% 30% 11% 10% 13% 14% YoY Growth 46% 28% 20% 15% 13% 10%
As % of rev 74% 67% 69% 59% 51% 48% 45% As % of rev 108% 109% 98% 93% 86% 79% 73%

CHWY 2017A 2018A 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E 2023E PTON 2017A 2018A 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E 2023E
Revenue 2,104 3,533 4,837 6,094 7,455 8,763 10,164 Revenue 219 435 915 1,485 2,178 3,120 4,207

YoY Growth 68% 37% 26% 22% 18% 16% YoY Growth 99% 110% 62% 47% 43% 35%
Total Opex 169 223 278 333 399 455 518 Total Opex 132 226 491 824 1,063 1,349 1,651

YoY Growth 32% 25% 20% 20% 14% 14% YoY Growth 71% 117% 68% 29% 27% 22%
As % of rev 8% 6% 6% 5% 5% 5% 5% As % of rev 61% 52% 54% 55% 49% 43% 39%

Lyft 2017A 2018A 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E 2023E REAL 2017A 2018A 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E 2023E
Revenue 1,060 2,157 3,583 4,623 5,716 6,891 8,200 Revenue 134 207 312 413 532 675 831

YoY Growth 103% 66% 29% 24% 21% 19% YoY Growth 55% 50% 32% 29% 27% 23%
Total Opex 1,100 1,883 2,589 3,166 3,613 4,007 4,449 Total Opex 138 207 289 349 408 468 530

YoY Growth 71% 38% 22% 14% 11% 11% YoY Growth 51% 39% 21% 17% 15% 13%
As % of rev 104% 87% 72% 68% 63% 58% 54% As % of rev 103% 100% 93% 85% 77% 69% 64%

PINS 2017A 2018A 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E 2023E RVLV 2017A 2018A 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E 2023E
Revenue 473 756 1,112 1,499 1,946 2,431 3,009 Revenue 400 499 605 735 891 1,074 1,236

YoY Growth 60% 47% 35% 30% 25% 24% YoY Growth 25% 21% 21% 21% 20% 15%
Total Opex 404 574 823 1,047 1,236 1,438 1,659 Total Opex 169 223 278 333 399 455 518

YoY Growth 42% 43% 27% 18% 16% 15% YoY Growth 32% 25% 20% 20% 14% 14%
As % of rev 85% 76% 74% 70% 64% 59% 55% As % of rev 42% 45% 46% 45% 45% 42% 42%

Total 2017A 2018A 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E 2023E
Revenue 12,373 18,932 25,636 33,533 42,232 51,417 62,354

YoY Growth 53% 35.41% 30.80% 26% 22% 21%
Total Opex 8,528 11,687 15,619 18,262 20,647 23,459 26,665

YoY Growth 37% 33.65% 16.92% 13% 14% 14%
As % of rev 69% 62% 61% 54% 49% 46% 43%

Dec-19 Mar-20 Jun-20 Sep-20 Dec-20 Mar-21 Jun-21 Sep-21 Dec-21
UBER (246) (684) (937) (421) (223) (593) (89) (44) 58
FVRR (6) (4) (1) (1) (5) (4) 4 3 (5)
PINS (21) 43 (71) 27 4 86 (59) 68 48
PTON (99) (59) (184) (160) (93) (29) (81) (6) (37)
CHWY 79 55 11 24 (11) 99 49 53 (77)
RVLV (5) 25 11 9 (5) 34 17 18 (6)
LYFT (84) (103) (43) 1 (40) 10 23 79 44
REAL (7) (33) (29) (16) (5) (25) (38) (5) 1
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Exhibit 20: Consensus Free Cash Flow estimates (PTON FY20 ends June quarter) 

 
Source: Visible Alpha, BofA Global Research 

Given late-cycle positioning by fund managers, there is potential for a valuation 
overhang on those stocks not expecting to reach profitability until after FY20, though we 
think companies could reduce investments (PTON) or accelerate divestitures (UBER) if 
capital markets become more risk averse.  

Reduced marketing spend investment a possible headwind to Online Advertising 
There is risk that pressure on IPO performance in 2019 could change investment levels 
for loss making public companies and VC funded technology start-ups, reducing ad 
spend on Online media companies including Facebook and Google.  When we aggregated 
non-GAAP sales & marketing spend for recent internet IPOs (Uber, Revolve, Pinterest, 
RealReal, Peloton, Chewy, Fiverr, and Lyft), we note S&M growth at 31% in 2019 is 
expected to decelerate to 15% growth in 2020. If this deceleration in ad spend is 
reflective of start-up sector, Facebook and Google could see pressure on ad spend in 
2020.  The Financial Times highlighted a report that estimated VC funded companies 
could generate up to 10% of total ad spend for the Internet sector, so a significant 
cutback could drive a few points of deceleration for the sector. 

 

Exhibit 21: Total revenue / S&M growth 
UBER, FVRR, CHWY, PTON, LYFT, REAL, PINS, RVLV 

 
Source: Visible Alpha, BofA Global Research 

 

 Chart 53: S&M y/y growth & as a % of revenue 
UBER, FVRR, CHWY, PTON, LYFT, REAL, PINS, RVLV 

 
Source: Visible Alpha, BofA Global Research 
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Total 2017A 2018A 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E 2023E
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YoY Growth 53% 35% 31% 26% 22% 21%
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Disruptor of the year: Airbnb 
Airbnb has changed the nature of travel, opening residential inventory as a viable paid 
accommodation option.  Today, the company is diversifying into traditional vacation 
rentals, luxury, corporate bookings, and trip experiences, and the acquisition of Luxury 
Retreats in 2017and HotelTonight in 2019 (last minute hotel bookings) suggests 
ambitions beyond residences.  Airbnb’s scale still trails OTA, but has become quite large, 
per press reports, Airbnb operates in 191 countries and 100k cities, has served 500 
million guest arrivals since its inception in 2009, boasts 7mn unique listings and has an 
average of 2mn people staying on Airbnb per night.  

We think a listing of Airbnb could have a significant impact on the Online Travel sector 
in 2020.  Below we outline public information on Airbnb, and the potential impact on our 
coverage universe—namely, 1) An overview of data available on Airbnb; 2) 
valuation/ownership considerations for Expedia and Booking if there is a new comp in 
the capital markets; 3) an overview of competition in alternative accommodations and 
online travel amid Airbnb’s rise.  

Details on potential public listing 
Timing: 
In September, Airbnb indicated in a press release stating that it plans to become a public 
company in 2020. The exact timing remains unclear and news sources suggested that 
Airbnb is considering a direct listing.  

Market share: 
Our online travel bookings market share estimates, based on publicly reported and 
industry data are outlined below.  Our estimates suggest that Airbnb is growing share of 
alternative accommodations bookings (~24%E in 2019) vs. Booking (12.6%E) and VRBO 
(10.2%E, incl. offline portion).  In context of the broader adjusted addressable 
accommodations market, Airbnb still likely trails Booking and Expedia, given their 
stronghold in hotel bookings, but is gaining ground.  

Chart 54: Booking, Expedia and Airbnb Share of Adjusted Addressable 
Global Accommodation Markets 

 
Source: Company reports, Phocuswright, press sources 

 

 Chart 55: Booking, VRBO and Airbnb Share of Vacation and Primary 
Residence Rental Markets 

 
Source: Company reports, Phocuswright, press sources  
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Table 16: Booking, Expedia & Airbnb Vacation Rental and Primary Residence Market Share: 

        
 2015E 2016E 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E    
Booking Alternative Accommodations Bookings $7.5  $10.8  $14.1  $18.0  $20.8  $24.2  $27.6  $30.9     
   y/y growth 65% 43% 32% 27% 16% 16% 14% 12%    
   y/y change in market share 2.36% 1.99% 1.77% 1.50% 0.52% 0.55% 0.43% 0.33%    
   Booking Market Share of vacation rental and primary residence markets 6.8% 8.8% 10.6% 12.1% 12.6% 13.2% 13.6% 13.9%    
            
VRBO (Expedia) Bookings (including offline portion) $15.0  $15.5  $16.0  $16.5  $16.8  $17.1  $17.5  $17.8     
   y/y growth 20% 3% 3% 3% 2% 2% 2% 2%    
   y/y change in market share 1.35% -0.91% -0.73% -0.89% -0.92% -0.83% -0.71% -0.58%    
   VRBO Market Share of vacation rental and primary residence markets 13.6% 12.7% 12.0% 11.1% 10.2% 9.3% 8.6% 8.0%    
            
Airbnb Bookings $8.0  $15.0  $22.4  $30.1  $39.5  $49.4  $60.3  $71.1     
   y/y growth 100% 88% 49% 34% 31% 25% 22% 18%    
   y/y change in market share 3.34% 5.03% 4.47% 3.46% 3.68% 2.99% 2.83% 2.36%    
Airbnb Market Share of vacation rental and primary residence markets 7.3% 12.3% 16.8% 20.2% 23.9% 26.9% 29.7% 32.1%    
            
Global Vacation Rental Bookings $101.4  $105.0  $108.7  $114.1  $119.8  $125.8  $132.1  $138.7     
Global Primary Residence Bookings $8.8  $17.1  $25.0  $34.6  $45.5  $58.0  $70.7  $83.1     
Total Vacation Rental and Primary Residence Bookings $110.2  $122.0  $133.6  $148.7  $165.4  $183.7  $202.8  $221.8     
Source: Phocuswright, Euromonitor, Press Sources, Skift 

Financials: 
Quarterly revenue and booking figures for Airbnb below are based on press reports.  We 
note that 2018 revenue of $3.5bn (based on growth rates reported by Reuters) 
compares to $11bn for Expedia and $14.5bn for Booking. We see this mostly as a 
function of lower bookings and take rates – although Airbnb is growing faster. Press 
sources suggested Airbnb grew revenue 40% in 2018. 

Table 17: Airbnb Quarterly Bookings, Revenue 

 2017 2018         2019         
 17A Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 18A Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 19 
Bookings (bn) $22.4  $7.2  $7.6  $7.8  $7.5  $30.1  $9.4  $10.1  $10.3  $9.7  $39.5  
    y/y growth        34% 31% 33% 32% 29% 31% 
Revenue (bn) $2.6  $0.6  $0.9  $1.1  $0.9  $3.5  $0.8  $1.2  $1.4  $1.2  $4.7  
    y/y growth       40% 31% 34.1% 36.2% 33.3% 33.9% 
Take Rate 11.6% 8.9% 12.2% 13.5% 12.0% 11.7% 8.9% 12.3% 13.8% 12.4% 11.9% 
Source: Press sources including CNBC, The Information and Reuters. 

Valuation & Funding 
Airbnb’s most recent funding-related private market valuation was at $31 billion in 2017 
according to Crunchbase. More recent press reports from CNBC suggest Airbnb is 
privately valued by investors and in secondary markets at $47 billion.  To date the 
company has taken in $4.4 billion in funding. 

Chart 56: Reported cumulative private market funding history (mn) 

 
Source: Pitchbook, Crunchbase, C.B. Insights  

 

 Chart 57: Reported private market valuation history (mn) 

 
Source: Pitchbook, Crunchbase, C.B. Insights 
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The state of competition in alternative accommodations 
Recognizing strong consumer interest in alternative accommodations (via the 
emergence of Airbnb), Booking and Expedia have been building their presence in the 
market to help capture the opportunity.  While Booking has built its inventory organically, 
Expedia acquired HomeAway (now branded VRBO) in late 2015 to establish a bigger 
presence in the sector, and has spent the past four years transitioning the business from 
a listings-oriented site to an online bookings platform built on Expedia’s tech stack.  
Prior to 2019, the OTAs showed traction in alternative accommodations, with Expedia’s 
VRBO posting 31% online bookings growth in 2017 and 29% in 2018, while Booking 
disclosed in 4Q18 that its alternative accommodations business was growing faster than 
its hotel business and represented nearly 20% of ‘18 revenue at $2.8 billion. Since then 
Expedia’s alternative accommodation growth has materially slowed on rebranding from 
HomeAway. 

The most prominent company in the sector remains Airbnb, and we continue to believe 
Airbnb’s private residences accommodation traction has been expanding the online 
travel market. However, looking forward, we expect Airbnb to increasingly compete more 
directly vs the OTAs.  Airbnb is now large enough to have an impact on the overall 
bookings market, and has made several steps that suggest an expanding focus from 
primary residences and into vacation rentals, corporate bookings, hotels and luxury.  The 
changes we have noted include: 

• February, 2018: Airbnb launched Plus, an offering of editorially curated and 
verified inventory that is marketed as standardized lodging experience 
compared to Airbnb’s traditional home-sharing offerings. In the same 
announcement, Airbnb began officially recognizing hotel listings on its 
platform, primarily boutiques.  

• August, 2018: Airbnb rebranded its corporate offering as “Airbnb for Work” 
and noted that bookings had grown 3x from 2015 to 2016 and 3x again from 
2016 to 2017, with 700k companies booking to date. Airbnb also has taken 
steps to enable corporate bookings, integrating its inventory into corporate 
travel management tools like SAP Concur.  

• March, 2019: Airbnb announced the acquisition of HotelTonight, a last minute 
hotel booking service catering to boutique hotels. Airbnb’s press release noted 
a focus on adding boutique hotel inventory to and new guests onto its 
platform. 

• May, 2019: Airbnb made guest fees optional for many property managers and 
hotels on its platform. Hotels in Europe, APAC, the Middle East and Africa now 
have the option to be charged a 14% host-only fee, as opposed Airbnb’s 3-5% 
host fee/up to 20% guest fees.  This move is likely aimed at making its 
inventory more price competitive for consumers in these markets, many of 
which feature Booking as the largest OTA incumbent.  

• June, 2019: Airbnb launched Luxe, a high end offering ($1,000/night+) in 300 
markets with an initial inventory of 2000 units. The move likely was supported 
by the 2017 acquisition of Luxury Retreats.  

Airbnb growth is outpacing the market 
While Airbnb’s financials are not publically available, data points in the press suggest the 
company’s growth is outpacing the online travel industry.  For 1Q’19, the WSJ reported 
$9.4bn in bookings, growing 31% y/y, and 91mn booked room nights.  We estimate 
Airbnb bookings at $39.5 billion for 2019 (including HotelTonight acquisition), growing 
31%, vs. Expedia’s VRBO at $12 billion online (online growing 4%, potential total 
bookings including Offline at $16.8bn), and Booking at $20.8 billion, growing 16%.  
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We see these trends as tempering investor enthusiasm for Booking and Expedia’s 
alternative accommodations efforts, with Airbnb growing faster and likely at double their 
scale. Expedia’s VRBO business in particular may be showing symptoms of competition, 
with the parent company making an effort in 1Q to reposition its leading brand from 
HomeAway to VRBO and showing 1Q online gross bookings slumping to a 6% growth 
rate, from 46% in 1Q18.  

We have less clarity in our read on the growth underlying Booking’s alternative 
accommodations business, but we note that the company reported $2.8 billion in 2018 
sales and 5.7 million year end listings (vs. Airbnb’s >6 million as of March). Assuming a 
15% revenue take rate, we derive a back-of-the-envelope $18.6 billion in 2018 
alternative accommodations booking for Booking Holdings. Diving deeper, we see a few 
interesting comparisons for this estimate, with $18.6 billion implying bookings/listing of 
$3,263. For Airbnb, this could be $5,016 in bookings per listing, using 6 million listings 
and assuming $30.1 billion in 2018 bookings. This data suggests that Airbnb’s listings 
see either higher booking velocity or ADRs.  

As of September, Airbnb disclosed that it has over 7 million listings, up 2.5 million from 
February, 2018.  Booking.com, meanwhile, reached 6.2 million alternative 
accommodation listings as of 3Q, up 1 million from 1Q18.  Expedia’s VRBO trails both by 
a wide margin, with 2.1 million listings as of 3Q.  

Listing metrics may not be apples to apples, as Airbnb includes boutique hotels and bed 
and breakfasts, while Booking.com defines listings as “homes, apartments and other 
unique places to stay”.  It’s also important to note that 100% of Booking’s listings are 
instantly bookable, while only 70% of Airbnb’s were as of most recent disclosure (July) – 
suggesting Booking has a lead in instantly bookable properties.  

Chart 58:VRBO, Booking.com alternative accommodation listings (mn) 

 
Source: BofA Global Research, Company Disclosure 

 

 Chart 59: Airbnb listings (mn) 

 
Source: BofA Global Research, Company Website 

 

The financial models for each company are quite different. Airbnb typically charges hosts 
3% and guests as much as 20% fees (typically lower). The company in May launched a 
14% take rate model for select boutique hotels and property managers, according to 
Skift. We see a take rate of around 12.3% overall, with $4.9 billion in 2019 revenue and 
$39.5 billion in gross bookings.  

News sources and management commentary suggest that Booking’s alternative 
accommodations business charges a 15% take rate to hosts and no guest fees. For 
VRBO/HomeAway host fees are 5% and guest fees run from 5-15%, driving a blended 
take rate of 10.2% for 2018.  Both sites also add credit card fees for hosts.  
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Airbnb’s brand advantage and appeal among younger demographics  
We see Airbnb’s brand as a potential advantage in the category.  In our U.S. 3Q19 online 
travel survey highlighted that Airbnb had the largest percentage of young users 
indicating they use the site as their primary search tool for accommodations (19%), 
while percentages for traditional OTA sites like Expedia (11%), Booking (9%), and 
Hotels.com (8%) were lower.  Survey data on willingness to use Airbnb accommodations 
shows an uptrend, with the overall mix of users indicating that they were extremely likely 
to use Airbnb to book their next vacation rising from 5% in 4Q15 to 17% in 3Q19. 
However, the pool of users suggesting they were extremely unlikely to use Airbnb 
remained significant, at 34% in 3Q19, as we suspect some users remain uncomfortable 
staying in another person’s home/non hotel accommodations.  

Chart 60: Which website do you use most often to search for hotels or 
accommodation? 

 
Source: BofA Global Research, SurveyMonkey 

 

 Chart 61: On a scale of 1 to 5, how likely are you to use of the following 
to book your next vacation? (Airbnb) 

 
Source: BofA Global Research, SurveyMonkey 

 

We asked our 3Q19 survey pool a question about how their usage of Airbnb has changed 
relative to the OTAs. While many said No Change (28%) or that they didn’t use Airbnb 
(41%), 15% of respondents said that they were using Airbnb more and the OTAs less. 
This compares to 5% that said they were using Airbnb less and the OTAs more. This 
lends credence to the view that Airbnb is gaining some market share relative to OTAs.  
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Chart 62: How has your usage of Airbnb changed over the last year 
compared to OTAs? (Booking.com, Expedia etc.)? 

 
Source: BofA Global Research, SurveyMonkey 

 

 Chart 63: How has your usage of the following sites changed over 
the last 6 months? (% of users reporting increased uses) 

 
Source: BofA Global Research, SurveyMonkey 

 

 
We see survey respondents consistently reporting increased use of Airbnb in our 
historical survey data. In 3Q19, 38% of respondents reported increased use of Airbnb, vs.  
24% for Booking.com and 17% for Expedia’s HomeAway/VRBO alternative 
accommodation brands (down from 29% in 4Q17). 

SimilarWeb data on Google traffic to travel companies 
Below we show SimilarWeb data presented at the Phocuswright conference. The data is 
desktop-only and shows the mix of site traffic sources (first chart) and within search, the 
mix from various Google search channels, including search-engine optimized (free), pay-
per click (basic Google ad links) and Google Hotels. We think it shows the power of 
Airbnb’s brand, given how SEO traffic has grown  

Chart 64: U.S. desktop traffic mix by source, October 2019 

 
Source: SimilarWeb  

Per SimilarWeb data,  Expedia.com’s free SEO traffic from Google declined ~15% y/y 
while paid traffic grew 35% y/y in 3Q19, matching Expedia’s assertion that it saw SEO 
headwinds and bought more paid traffic from Google in the quarter. The data suggests 
that roughly 39% of Expedia’s desktop search traffic was paid, vs. 29% a year ago.  

Airbnb, meanwhile, saw its SEO traffic grow. SimilarWeb’s presentation attributed this to 
best-in-class branding manifesting in a higher mix of direct traffic. 61% of Airbnb’s 
traffic came from direct channels, vs. 28% from search.  
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SimilarWeb’s U.S. desktop data also shows an SEO impact for Booking.com, with 3Q19 
traffic down 10% y/y. Booking also shows more mix towards Google Hotels with visits 
from this channel representing 35% of paid traffic vs. Expedia’s 12% in 3Q data. Around 
42% of Booking.com’s U.S. desktop search traffic was paid vs. 33% in 3Q18. 

Chart 65: Brand Expedia (visits, mn) 

 
Source: SimilarWeb, Note: U.S. desktop-only 

 

 Chart 66: Airbnb (visits, mn) 

 
Source: SimilarWeb, Note: U.S. desktop-only  

 

 Chart 67: Booking.com (visits, mn) 

 
Source: SimilarWeb, Note: U.S. desktop-only 

 

 

Other data comparisons 
We also looked at Google Trends data for website searches as a barometer for consumer 
interest, comparing Airbnb to other prominent online booking brands. On a global basis, 
Airbnb is more popular on Google Trends than Expedia and has converged with 
Booking.com, while in the US, Airbnb website searches has topped both Expedia and 
Booking. We think this data highlights that Airbnb is extremely popular with younger 
travelers, who are also more likely to use Google search for travel needs. 

Chart 68:  U.S. Google Trends Index Data: Website Searches 

 
Source: BofA Global Research, Google Trends 

 

 Chart 69: Worldwide Google Trends Index Data: Website Searches 

 
Source: BofA Global Research, Google Trends 
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Chart 70: Cumulative downloads, 2012-present (millions, Android & iOS) 

 
Source: BofA Global Research, Sensor Tower 

Yet, we still see a big opportunity for OTAs to reinvigorate their alternative 
accommodations growth. Across their various brands, both Expedia and Booking 
continue to command meaningful web visitor traffic volumes, which likely remain well 
suited for cross selling alternative accommodations bookings. ComScore traffic data 
shows both Booking and Expedia’s web portfolio (traffic to all owned brands) 
outstripping Airbnb by more than 2:1 as recently as September.  Also, summing all of 
Booking and Expedia’s brands, Booking’s aggregate app downloads lead Airbnb’s, while 
Expedia is keeping pace.  

Chart 71: ComScore worldwide monthly visitor data (mobile + desktop, millions) 

 
Source: BofA Global Research, ComScore 
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Chart 72: Sensor Tower mobile app downloads (global, Android + IOS, mn) 

 
Source: BofA Global Research, ComScore 

Looking forward, we expect alternative accommodations to help drive growth for all 
three leading sites. We estimate Booking’s combined hotel room nights will grow 
~9/7.5% in in ‘20/21, and alternative accommodations will boost BKNG’s overall 
accommodations bookings growth by over 200bps.  For Expedia, there is more 
uncertainty given VRBO rebranding, but comps do ease in 2H’19 and there is opportunity 
for acceleration based on industry growth trends. 

Potential impact of an Airbnb public listing on the OTAs 
We note that significantly more mutual funds own Booking Holdings compared to 
Expedia Group, with 35% of active managers owning the stock according to data from 
BofA Equity Strategy Team, vs 6% for Expedia.  We also note that hedge funds own a 
higher share of Expedia’s outstanding equity, according to Bloomberg.  We suspect that 
Booking is regarded as the more stable market share leader and a value asset while 
Expedia has more active tactical trading.  Airbnb’s fast growth rates, which lead the 
OTAs (based on press reports) would likely lead to some repositioning among investors 
seeking exposure to online travel when it enters public markets. Yet, we see Booking’s 
base as more value oriented and suspect limited selling pressure (although on a 
fundamental basis we anticipate more Airbnb competition).  Data suggests to us that 
Expedia could be subject to more pair trading given high hedge fund ownership.    

Chart 73: Booking active manager exposure  

 
Source: BofA Global Research  

 

 Chart 74: Expedia active manager exposure   

 
Source: BofA Global Research 
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Chart 75: Hedge fund ownership % 

 
Source: Bloomberg   

Previously, we had thought Airbnb coming public may positively impact Booking and 
Expedia as the market may reconsider the valuation of their alternative accommodations 
businesses with a new high-multiple comp. Yet, we see Expedia’s 2H19 selloff as at 
least partially driven by VRBO’s deceleration in growth (although Google product 
changes are a significant headwind for Expedia).  We think investors are likely to 
increasingly see online bookings as more of a zero sum game as hotel bookings, vacation 
rentals and shared accommodation increasingly are transacted through the same 
channels and see feature overlap.  Unless Booking and Expedia can illustrate a path to 
competing more effectively for alternative accommodation share, we think the Airbnb 
listing could highlight increasing potential competition for hotel bookings, and possibly 
be a sentiment headwind for publicly traded travel companies.  

Chart 76: Publicly traded, reported equity valuation (12/12/2019) 

 
Source: Bloomberg, press sources  
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Growing regulatory intensity 
We see regulatory risk as the biggest potential uncertainty for Internet sector 
performance relative to the broader market in 2020. On a long-term basis, we think 
consumers have strong demand for the services offered by internet companies, and 
market forces favor an open and robust Internet. However, on a medium term basis 
(which can be 2-3 years), regulatory changes can drive business model uncertainty, a 
higher cost of doing business, and multiple contraction.   

Our view: There is potential for regulatory & tax related overhang for all FANGs in 2020 if 
election rhetoric escalates, but our expert calls suggested the chance of FANGs being forced 
to divest businesses/segments is low. Over time, we think the FANGs will change some of 
their policies to mitigate regulatory issues if needed (such as Google opening up PLAs for 
bidding, political ad fact checking, or Amazon ceding more of the retail business to 3rd 
parties).  Given Facebook's strong performance in 2019 despite strong regulatory and press 
pushback, we think fundamentals will continue to matter more in 2020. 

Additional regulation has financial model risk and valuation compression risk as the 
financial uncertainty is difficult to quantify. These risks include: 

1. Revenue model pressure: Laws that restrict the use of consumer data (such 
as Cookies or purchasing history) for advertising or eCommerce targeting could 
impact revenues. 

2. Increasing operating costs: Such as requirements around content monitoring 
that will increase personnel costs and lower operating margins. 

3. Financial Penalties: Such as fines for poor data protection policies that lead 
to data breaches, or anti-competitive behavior (Since 2017 Alphabet has been 
forced to pay nearly $10bn in fines and Facebook nearly $5.2bn) 

4. Anti-trust legislation: Including limits on potential acquisitions that could be 
approved, or requirements that media-cap companies divest some of their 
operating units to increase industry competition 

We list the ongoing US regulatory inquires on Amazon, Facebook and Google, many of 
which were outlined by the NY Times in a recent article, below: 

Facebook 
Facebook has had the most controversy in the Internet group, in our view, with 
regulatory activity including: 

• Federal Trade Commission reportedly looking into some of Facebook’s large 
acquisitions (WhatsApp, Instagram) as part of an antitrust probe. Per press 
reports, the FTC is considering seeking a preliminary injunction against 
Facebook (which could be filed in January), preventing product integration 
within Facebook’s apps and possibly changing how the apps operate with 
competitors.  

• A group of State Attorneys General are investigating Facebook for antitrust 
violations and “whether Facebook’s actions may have endangered consumer 
data, reduce the quality of consumers’ choices, or increased the price of 
advertising.” 

• Facebook and its acquisitions are subject to the House Judiciary 
Committee’s broad investigation into antitrust violations. 

• Calibra facing ongoing scrutiny from the House Financial Services 
Committee & Senate Banking Committee over its plans for a 
cryptocurrency.  
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Alphabet 
• Department of Justice has requested documents about Alphabet’s prior 

antitrust investigations, signaling the company is a target of the agency’s probe 
into big tech companies.  

• A group of State Attorneys General launched an antitrust probe over whether 
Google’s online dominance stifles competition. 

• House Judiciary Committee has launched an antitrust probe pertaining to 
Google’s large share of the internet search market 

Amazon 
• House Judiciary Committee has an antitrust probe pertaining to how Amazon 

competes with third-party sellers on its marketplace. 

• Federal Trade Commission indicated interest in studying Amazon’s 
competition with third-party sellers 

• Federal Trade Commission has broadened its antitrust investigation on 
Amazon to include AWS, as regulators have started questioning software 
companies on AWS practices. 

• Department of Justice has an investigation into how Amazon had 
accumulated market power and whether they have acted to reduce competition.  

Our views on potential breakup of Alphabet, Amazon, and Facebook 
While issues surrounding big tech and antitrust have come front and center on the 
political debate stage, behind closed doors anti-trust investigations from the Federal 
Trade Commission, and Department of Justice are currently underway. Our views on a 
potential breakup of Alphabet, Amazon, and Facebook are as follows: 

• Alphabet potential breakup—Despite complications, could create value: 
Given the high level of investor frustration on GOOG’s disclosure practices, and the 
Alphabet corporate structure that obfuscates individual business results, we think a 
partial breakup of Alphabet (including spin of YouTube or Waymo) could be value 
enhancing, if it were to occur. A breakup would be distracting for management, add 
G&A expenses, and potentially impact the long-term valuation creation by Alphabet 
companies that would be more focused on medium-term results, but we see the 
following potential benefits: 1) Greater sense of urgency to monetize platforms, 2) 
better allocation of capital, and 3) more operational transparency that would support 
sum-of-parts valuations (vs P/E) which could be value creating for the stock (core at 
12x GAAP P/E, see next page).   While management may argue that search and 
YouTube ads are sold together, we think each platform has enough scale to capture 
vast advertiser interest as separate entities. Unlike FB, Alphabet’s platforms 
generally don’t compete directly, so we see less risk of new competitive margin 
pressure.   

• Amazon potential breakup—Both positives and negatives: We see a breakup 
of Amazon as somewhat neutral for the stock, since segment disclosure is better 
than Google’s, and we believe investors are generally comfortable with their 
estimates in sum of parts valuations. Key negatives of an Amazon and AWS split 
would be management distraction, additional costs (data center split could be quite 
complex), and less ability to use cloud profits to support retail investment initiatives.  
Key positive could be benefit to Amazon Web Services for capturing customers in 
the retail, media and tech categories given competition fears with Amazon’s retail 
business.  Mrs. Warren’s proposal to separate Amazon’s marketplace is, perhaps, 
more concerning given potential disruption (despite high consumer satisfaction with 
Amazon’s offering), while President Trump has also focused on Amazon from 
Republican side. 
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• Facebook potential breakup—Added competition, less platform synergies: 
We think a breakup of Facebook could be most concerning for investors given that 
separate Instagram and Whatsapp platforms would likely compete directly with 
Facebook for usage and advertisers, raising concerns on increased competition (and 
margins). There is also risk that less cross platform content sharing, messaging 
interoperability, and data sharing could impact usage, ad targeting and/or ad spend 
for those that advertise on multiple platforms. On the positive side, a potential split 
could lead to an acceleration of messaging monetization, and with core Facebook 
possibly trading around 15x CY20 EPS, also drive a higher valuation for the 
company.  

Data regulation 
The European Union implemented GDPR in May of 2018, which requires greater consent 
of data usage.  While we have not noticed a significant slowdown of revenue growth for 
Facebook and Alphabet from GDP implementation in Europe, without global standards 
for data privacy regulation new privacy laws could arise in certain geographies which 
could impact ad targeting. We see a risk from fragmented data privacy regulation as 
implementing, tracking, and complying with different regulatory standards could raise 
costs and increase likelihood for non-compliance penalties. In our worst case scenario in 
which governments required the deletion of all user data and did not allow tracking of 
user activity, we would anticipate a significant reduction in the value of internet 
advertising (Since Apple launched Intelligent Tracking Prevention in 2017, which 
removes the ability for advertisers to target based on their browsing habits with cookies, 
the cost of reaching Safari users has fallen over 60%). We think this scenario is highly 
unlikely, but new GDPR frameworks, like the one being implemented in California are 
worth watching.  

California Consumer Privacy Act 
On January 1st 2020 the California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA) will take effect giving 
Californians the right to see, delete, and stop the sale of personal information that 
companies have compiled on them. The law will apply to businesses operating in 
California, though many companies (including Microsoft) have agreed to implement the 
regulation for customers nationwide. The CCPA is not as expansive as Europe’s GDPR 
and we do not anticipate any substantial financial implications from the Bill, however the 
Bill will give the State’s Attorney General more authority to fine companies who are not 
in compliance.  

Content regulation 
According to a Facebook testimony at a Senate Judiciary panel in 2017, as many as 126 
million American Facebook users were exposed to Russian-backed content during the 
2016 presidential election. As we look forward to 2020, social media companies and 
regulators will continue to look for solutions to curb “inauthentic campaigns” and other 
potentially harmful social media content. Section 230 of the Communications Decency 
Act states that “No provider or user of an interactive computer service shall be treated 
as the publisher or speaker of any information provided by another information content 
provider”.  However, lawmakers may be looking to push-back on the liability shield 
provided in this Act, which could open social media platforms to liability for policing 
content on their platform.  We believe there will be ongoing concerns that new 
regulations could impact content monitoring / policing costs going forward.  

While it is difficult to predict future regulatory changes we have already seen a financial 
impact with Google, Facebook, and Twitter, who have announced measures to address 
content moderation. In 2017 Google announced they aim to have more than 10,000 
people “working to address content that might violate our policies”. Similarly news 
reports suggest Facebook has more than 30,000 employees working on safety and 
security (about half of whom are content moderators) and Twitter has cited that they 
are working with machine learning models to remove harmful content and “bad actors” 
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on the platform.  Higher monitoring costs and uncertainty on content liability are 
potential overhangs to Facebook, Google, and Twitter. 

Facebook back to business as usual 
Despite a relentless flow of negative press and investigations, investors, advertisers, and 
users seem to be going about business as usual. Facebook, which had the most 
controversy in the group with the Cambridge Analytica disclosures and fines, is up 51% 
YTD, outperforming the S&P 500 by 24%, grew 3Q MAUs q/q in all geographies, and 
accelerated advertising revenues in 2019.  While regulatory changes can drive business 
model uncertainty and pressure sentiment on a near to medium term basis (0-3 years), 
long-term, we continue to believe users and advertisers have strong demand for the 
value proposition these companies provide.  

Chart 77: YTD Internet big-tech stock performance vs S&P 500 
Mega-cap tech stocks in the regulatory crosshairs are up an average of 33% outperforming the S&P by 6% 

 
Source: Bloomberg  
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Long-Term Tech Trends to Watch 
1) AI/ML:  Internet as the Everyday Life O.S. 
Artificial Intelligence has been a technology theme for several years and will be a 
continued driver of Internet company performance in 2020 and future years.  AI/ML’s 
contribution to search and eCommerce rankings is well documented, and its role in voice 
related technology has seen rapid progress in recent years.  Voice-based device sales 
(smart speakers) continue to increase penetration (Chart1), and we see voice queries as 
one of the most important transitions for the Internet since mobile. The appeal is clear 
in both ease of use (natural language) and speed (speaking vs typing), and signs of a 
transition are evident.  We think that the fast expansion of use cases supported by: 1) 
open source development, 2) decreasing error-rates and 3) rapid integration by 
consumer electronics will move the AI/ML goal post from enhancing search to becoming 
the Operating System of everyday life.  We’ve seen significant ecosystem progress that 
suggests a potential transformation including: 

• Penetration increasing:  Household penetration is expected to surpass 40% in 
2020, and we see estimates for 2020 and 2021 as conservative given strong device 
sales this holiday. 

  Chart 78: Voice Digital Assistant Penetration  

 
Source: BofA Global Research, eMarketer 

• Amazon, Google taking the lead and becoming more ubiquitous: In previous 
years, the smart homes market was led by a combination of Amazon, Google, Apple 
and Samsung.  More recently, it seems that Amazon and Google are establishing a 
lead.  For example, While Apple lists ~450 compatible HomeKit devices on its 
website from 3P device makers, Amazon’s Alexa works with 85,000 smart-home 
products from 9,500 manufacturers with “tens of millions of home devices” linked 
to Alexa by consumers.  Google’s home platform also works with more than 10,000 
devices from 1,000 brands.  

• Early signs of consolidation. Apple brought the concept of digital assistants to 
the mainstream in 2011 with the launch of Siri on iPhone 4S. Since then the 
ecosystem has evolved to include Amazon’s Alexa, Google Assistant, Microsoft’s 
Cortana, and Samsung’s Bixby.  However, Microsoft announced in 2019 that Cortana 
is no longer a competitor to Alexa and has instead entered into a partnership where 
Cortana is a skill for Alexa users to call. 
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• Next up-- Ubiquitous Ambient Computing: the technical difficulties of 
contextual reasoning and tonal sensitivity are some of the most challenging aspects 
of making smart assistants ubiquitous. By 2018, Amazon and Google’s speech 
emotion recognition could already enable smart assistants like Alexa to “monitor 
users’ emotions” through voice and respond correspondingly. More recently, Amazon 
has started developing a wrist-worn device named “Dylan” that can monitor the 
user’s mental state based on their voice alone.  

• Amazon in the lead.  As shown in the charts below, Echo device’s penetration as 
% of US Population is expect to reach 15% in 2019. Google is expected to second 
place reached 7% penetration (see charts below).  

Chart 79: Amazon Echo Penetration U.S. 

 
Source: BofA Global Research, eMarketer 

 

 Chart 80: Google Home Penetration U.S. 

 
Source: BofA Global Research, eMarketer 
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AI/Voice impact on eCommerce, Travel and Media 
eCommerce: the possibility of deeper shopper profile with dynamic targeting  
With Amazon’s Alexa and Echo ecosystem and Google’s Home product line and 
partnership with Walmart, voice control could become the next consumer user interface 
(UI) battleground in eCommerce. The company with the device that captures the most 
market share could, in theory, leverage its position to funnel more orders directly to its 
eCommerce operations or to its advertising partners. Per McKinsey, 35% of Amazon’s 
sales are generated through its recommendation engine (and 75% of what Netflix users 
watch is recommended with its engine). The same recommendations can be generated 
through voice enabled devices that more accurately meets consumer needs by following 
a person’s state of mind. The enormous potential in personalized, dynamic targeting 
through voice digital assistants could be the next big opportunity in eCommerce. 

As eCommerce through voice devices gains traction, Amazon’s device leadership could 
drive share gains, and be an incremental threat to search activity on Google.  Since the 
Google’s launch of its own home smart speaker in 2016, the change in Google Home app 
vs Alexa app downloads are reflected in as below (Chart 4). During each of the holiday 
season for the past 3 years, the adoption of AMZN Alexa has increased far more rapidly 
than that of Google Home.   

Chart 81: Google Home vs Amazon Alexa Downloads  (U.S.) 

 
Source: BofA Global Research, Sensor Tower 
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2) Self-Driving Vehicle Race  
Autonomous vehicles are the next battle ground for transportation as transportation network companies, tech companies and automakers team up to build next-generation 
technology and vehicles.  However, the concept may take years before becoming a reality as autonomous vehicles still must overcome three significant hurdles before 
becoming Level 5 (Fully autonomous). These challenges are: 1) the failure rate of AVs’ perception system is still far too high; 2) building a system capable of making 
“reasonable” decisions similar to human is proving to be a difficult challenge; and 3) the vehicles are far from being cost effective.    

Despite industry hype, some press reports suggest that fully autonomous vehicles are still likely a decade away (BofA Securities Auto analyst John Murphy estimates 
2025E or beyond).  While there are numerous issues still to solve, self-driving autos & ride share services have potential to have a profound impact on the auto, 
transportation, insurance and even health care industries.  In the US alone, and excluding used auto sales, we estimate $1.8tn is spent annually on new autos, gas, 
insurance and parking ($0.55/mile), and a small shift in this spend could create a big opportunity for ride service companies.  There are also potential social benefits, with 
35,000+ accident fatalities and traffic congestion costing U.S. drivers 42 hours annually.  We detail a small snippet of the current AV partnership landscape as it pertains to 
our transportation network coverage universe below: 

Exhibit 22:Autonomous Vehicle Development Race  

 
Source: BofA Global Research 
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AV an opportunity for Uber  
In our view, Uber ATG will have the scale and network necessary to build a 
commercialized self-driving service, but Uber anticipates a long hybrid period of human 
and autonomous vehicles together on the road, especially as ATG will be more costly 
than human-driving during its multi-year launch period.  In the long-term, self-driving 
vehicles will likely be safer and cheaper than traditional transportation—there are 40k 
automobile fatalities in the U.S. annually, and humans are responsible for 9/10 crashes. 
Currently, ATG creates proprietary cameras, wiring harnesses, and top-mounted lasers 
for its self-driving Volvos.  ATG could either partner with an OEM player to provide 
autonomous driving software, or partner with another developer to introduce a full-stack 
solution to create a hybrid human & autonomous network. In this hybrid environment, 
simpler routes will be handled by autonomous vehicles, while complex routes handled by 
human drivers.    

We expect self-driving technology to continue to launched in individual cities with 
limited scope, for simple routes, and under normal weather conditions (no inclement 
weather). This is referred to as Level 4 deployment, rather than Level 5 deployment, 
which accelerates commercialization.  Like Alphabet’s Waymo, we believe that Uber will 
commercialize autonomous vehicles in a single-digit number of markets within a 3-5 
year time frame. The main hurdles to the rollout of autonomous vehicles are: 1) 
Finalizing technology development, which is still underway and competition for 
engineering talent is intense; 2) Working through regulations in different markets, which 
is still in early stages; and, 3) rationalizing the economics with scale, as autonomous 
vehicles may cost between $100k-$200k each. 

One AV opportunity for Uber reducing its reliance on human drivers.  California, and 
other states in the US, are potentially adopting legislation that would mandate that 
drivers are considered employees, which could raise costs and reduce demand for 
services as these costs are passed through to consumers.  We would expect automated 
vehicle investment to accelerate if more legislation mandates that drivers are classified 
as employees. 

Waymo could be a $50bn+ 15-year revenue opportunity for Google 
While Alphabet’s Waymo service has rolled out to fewer cities that we would have 
expected at this point, Waymo has made progress in 2019.  The Waymo app is now 
available on IOS after a year of trial service in the Phoenix area. The company recently 
shared that it had 1,500+ monthly active riders which represented a 3x increase since 
January of 2019.  Waymo has now served 100,000+ rides and driven 10mn+ autonomous 
miles compared to 8mn+ miles driven last year.   We estimate a scenario in which 
Waymo deploys 500-600k autos by 2030, captures roughly 1.4% of the 3.2 trillion total 
miles driven in the US, and generates $50bn+ in revenues.  Our bottoms-up build, where 
we estimate auto costs, fuel, maintenance, insurance, etc., suggests long-term margins 
could reach 25%.  Added competition in the evolving landscape (as shown in exhibit 1) 
further intensifies the race to build out the first operational level-5 AV business. 

Exhibit 23: Waymo progress since last year  

 
Source: BofA Global Research, company reports  
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Long-term impact to the Internet Sector  
Google has high exposure to the evolution of driverless vehicles since it’s directly 
involved in the sector with Waymo and Android.  Additionally, we see Amazon as well 
positioned to benefit given its logistics network that could benefit from lower delivery 
cost (as should GrubHub and others).  Uber and Lyft have significant exposure to this 
trend and their competitive cost structures may be dependent on their ability to 
implement this technology into their current service.  From a media perspective, the 
evolution of driverless cars may provide a slight tailwind to the increasing time spend on 
digital media, though we expect the impact will be somewhat limited since most 
commuters already consume some sort of media when en route.   

3) Delivery robotics bring potential cost savings at scale 
In 2019, companies like Amazon, UPS and Meituan have begun testing deliveries in 
select geographical regions and achieved some success in both operation and regulatory 
approval.  Meituan achieved cost and time savings in its trial phase (see commentary 
below), while UPS’s drone delivery service received approval from the Federal Aviation 
Administration in October 2019 to operate a drone airline.  The approval allows UPS to 
fly at night and carry cargo over 55 IBs.  Amazon Alphabet’s Wing Aviation is also 
developing self-flying drones for delivery.  In our coverage Universe, we see Amazon as 
best positioned to capture the cost savings from large scale drone deliveries, though 
Google is also testing robotic eCommerce delivery fulfillment which it could offer to 
Amazon’s eCommerce competitors.  We analyze some delivery programs below:  

• Amazon Prime Air Drone Delivery: On June 5th 2019, at Amazon’s Re:MARS 
conference in Las Vegas, Amazon consumer worldwide CEO Jeff Wilke introduced 
the latest version of the Prime Air unmanned aerial vehicle (this version can take-off 
and land vertically). Amazon also announced it wants to launch the Amazon Prime 
Air delivery service in “the coming months”.  Amazon Prime Air will deliver packages 
up to five pounds in 30 minutes or less using drones. The drones use thermal 
cameras, depth cameras, sonar, machine learning models, and onboard computers to 
navigate autonomously. Amazon also announced that 75% to 90% of units sold are 
under the five pound weight limit for the drone prototypes. Amazon Prime Air 
delivery was first announced in 2013, but the program ran into regulatory 
headwinds, and the drones have now been redesigned with approval in mind, using 
FAA-approved parts. We would expect more, but still limited, testing in certain 
markets in 2020.  

Exhibit 24: Amazon Prime Air Drone #1 

 
Source: BofA Global Research 

 

 Exhibit 25: Amazon Scout delivery bot 

 
Source: BofA Global Research, company report 
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• Amazon Scout Delivery: In August 2019, Amazon started testing its self-driving 
electronic robot delivery unit in Southern California. While autonomous delivery 
vehicles are still not ready to hit the road, similar technology applied on large 
freezer sized bots for delivery are yielding positive results in trial. Amazon 
developed Scout for last-mile delivery purposes: delivery from the local distribution 
center to the customer.  With the heavy investments in one day shipping logistics, 
we expect Scout to play a larger role in 2020 as robot deliveries will help cut both 
cost and delivery time.  

• Uber Eats delivery drone: Uber currently has an air drone delivery program that 
will go into trial mode in the summer months of 2020. The drone can carry up to 
one meal for two people, vertically take-off and land, and travel a maximum of eight 
minutes. The drone has a total flight range of 18 miles with a round-trip delivery 
range of 12 miles. We think that given Uber’s investments in Autonomous vehicle 
developments, a drone delivery program that utilizes much of the same technology 
could be the next step for Uber Eats. 

• Alphabet/Google: Google’s Wing delivery drone started partnering with Fedex and 
Walgreens in September this year.  Wing has now completed over 80,000 test 
flights and thousands of deliveries in Australia and the US.  The current model 
reportedly has the ability to take off vertically and make a round-trip flight of about 
6 miles at around 60 miles per hour with ~3Ibs of payload.  

Although Amazon has yet to disclose the unit economics impact of delivery by robotics, 
the Chinese food delivery/eCommerce company Meituan has reported success from the 
early trial. According to CNBC, Meituan’s trial robotic deliveries in big Chinese 
metropolitan areas save about 5-7 minutes per delivery and around $0.14-$0.28 per trip. 
We think that the preliminary trial success in busy Chinese metropolitan areas (heavy 
traffic, complex road obstacles) could imply similar cost savings for similar use cases of 
Uber/Grubhub and Amazon.  
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Online media sector overview 
Online advertising growth again exceeded expectations in 2019, with Global revenues 
tracking up close to $298bn (+16% y/y) vs our prior forecast for $288bn.  Relative to our 
prior model, the US tracked better on strength in social media (26% y/y) and video (30% 
y/y), with Facebook’s newsfeed growth performing better than expected, and Google’s 
search growth remaining strong.  By International region, China and Latin America 
growth trends were also modestly better, with Asia (ex-China) and Europe were mostly 
in-line.  

Optimism on the Global Economy has been rising in recent weeks, with a Phase 1 US-
China trade deal and signs of bottoming out in some manufacturing indicators. However, 
BOFA GLOBAL RESEARCH economists do not expect much improvement in the global 
outlook until next spring. A partial US-China deal should somewhat ease concerns about 
the trade war, but academic research suggests that the impact of the uncertainty shock 
from escalation earlier this year will be lagged.   

Looking forward to 2020, the BofA Global Research macro-economic outlook expects 
global GDP to grow 3.2% versus 3.1% in 2019.  However, in developed markets with 
biggest contribution to advertising, such as the US and Euro area, we expect 
deceleration in growth in 2020, with US real GDP growth expected to fall to 1.7% in 
2020 from 2.3% in 2019.  We note that between 2012 and 2020E, Global Online 
advertising industry growth and global GDP have a 0.83 correlation. 

While GDP deceleration in developed markets should provide a modest headwind for ad 
growth (we expect 15% growth in 2020 vs 16% in 2019), there are several other drivers 
that that could impact Online advertising sentiment and stock performance including:   

• Online video content onslaught.  Digital video remains one of the fastest 
growing areas of media consumption. Major OTT and new content initiatives from 
Facebook and Snap could accelerate the time shift Online, which could fuel further 
dollar shift in 2020.  

• New ad formats & product initiatives.  Multiple new ad formats, improved 
targeting & measurement enabled by AI, robust demand should continue to drive 
upward trends with ad pricing. 

• Convergence of eCommerce & Advertising. New eCommerce capabilities are 
coming and 2020 could be the year of shopping on Facebook and Google. These 
tools could improve ad yields, or enable new eCommerce commission models. 

• Big event year.  With the presidential election and Olympics in 2020, we think 
social media companies will generally benefit from positive usage and incremental 
event ad spend in 2020 vs a soft event year in 2019.    

• Regulatory change, adolescence to maturity.  New regulatory probe 
announcements seeming have less impact on stocks.  However, there are several 
important regulatory topics on the 2020 docket including DOJ and FTC regulatory 
probes, consumer data privacy regulation enforcement and new EU digital tax plans. 

For 2020, we recently raised our global growth forecast to 15% our 2020 global ad 
estimate at $341bn, vs our prior $327bn.  We expect China to be the fastest growing 
major market with 19% growth, with Russia growing from a relatively small base at 
17%.  We estimate the US up 16% and Western Europe up 12%, which will likely be 
driven primarily by Facebook and Google.  While currency was a headwind in 2019, we 
expect FX to be a modest tailwind into 2020.   
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Primary risks within the sector include: 1) margin headwinds from platform (data center) 
and video content investment; 2) cuts in ad spending from start-ups / privately funded 
companies; 3) Online time spent and ad spend saturation; 4) 2020 election sentiment 
uncertainty; 5) regulatory surprises, and 6) macro/recession risk. 

Table 18: Global Internet Advertising ($mn) – in US$ 

in $ millions 2017 2018 2019E 2020E 2021E 
United States $87,570 $105,365 $123,740 $143,684 $162,995 

Y/Y Change 24% 20% 17% 16% 13% 
Share 41% 41% 42% 42% 43% 

Canada $5,226 $5,788 $6,078 $6,442 $6,829 
Y/Y Change 26% 11% 5% 6% 6% 
Share 2.4% 2.3% 2.0% 1.9% 1.8% 

Western Europe $48,056 $54,378 $59,845 $66,834 $73,585 
Y/Y Change 15% 13% 10% 12% 10% 
Share 22% 21% 20% 20% 19% 

China $29,999 $42,110 $53,047 $63,371 $73,866 
Y/Y Change 21% 40% 26% 19% 17% 
Share 13.9% 16.4% 17.8% 18.6% 19.3% 

Russia (included in Central and Eastern Europe) $2,850 $3,228 $3,800 $4,484 $5,247 
Y/Y Change 41% 13% 18% 18% 17% 
Share 1.3% 1.3% 1.3% 1.3% 1.4% 

Asia Pacific (ex-China) $32,592 $35,670 $40,088 $43,863 $47,470 
Y/Y Change 19% 9% 12% 9% 8% 
Share 15.2% 13.9% 13.5% 12.9% 12.4% 

Central and Eastern Europe  $5,202 $6,199 $6,992 $7,771 $8,603 
Y/Y Change 20% 19% 13% 11% 11% 
Share 2.4% 2.4% 2.3% 2.3% 2.2% 

Latin America $6,424 $6,988 $7,831 $8,775 $9,786 
Y/Y Change 5% 9% 12% 12% 12% 
Share 3.0% 2.7% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 

Global Internet Advertising Spending $215,068 $256,498 $297,621 $340,740 $383,134 
Y/Y Change 19.8% 19.3% 16.0% 14.5% 12.4% 

Global Total Major Media Advertising Spending $562,991 $598,034 $624,162 $651,067 $678,378 
Y/Y Change 6.0% 6.2% 4.4% 4.3% 4.2% 
Online Share 38.2% 42.9% 47.7% 52.3% 56.5% 

Source: BofA Global Research, IAB, Zenith 

Per Zenith, digital ad spend is still lagging overall time share approximately 4 points, 
while several traditional media platforms such as print (magazines and newspapers) 
remains over-monetized (vs time share). The disconnect depicted in the chart below 
suggests both growing TAM for overall digital media and incremental opportunities for 
emerging platforms (Instagram, Snapchat).  

Chart 82: eMarketer time share vs ad spending share (US, 2019E) 

 
Source: eMarketer November 2019, Zenith, BofA Global Research 
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Facebook & Amazon share gainers in 2019 
Google and Facebook continue to dominate the US online advertising market with 
combined share up to 72% in 2019 from 70% in 2018.  Facebook is tracking to 2 points 
share gain in 2019 benefiting from both solid underlying trends at core Facebook and 
incremental gains by Instagram. We expect WhatsApp, Messenger, and Instagram will 
further drive 1 point share gain for Facebook in 2020 and 2021 respectively. For Google, 
after maintaining share relatively constant in 2018 and 2019 due to rapid growth of 
Facebook, we assume share will increase slightly by 1 point by 2021; key puts and takes 
include YouTube strength, offset with potential search saturation & regulatory risks that 
limit Google’s ability to make search results changes. 

For Twitter, we assume a slight share gain (+0.01%) in 2020 benefiting from MAP 
launch, easier 2H comps and 2020 Olympics.  While we expect Snap and Pinterest to 
gain the most share from improving monetization, though their scale is still relatively 
small vs Facebook and Google.  We expect platforms like Pandora, Oath and Yelp to lose 
market share. 

Table 19: US advertising market share for the top online advertising players ($mn) 

 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019E 2020E 2021E 
Google US ad revenue, net $26,635  $32,740  $39,361  $47,692  $55,700  $65,156  $75,770  
% of Total US Ad Spend 11.1% 13.1% 14.9% 17.1% 19.0% 21.0% 23.2% 
% of Online US Ad Spend 45% 46% 45% 45% 45% 45% 46% 
        
Facebook US/Canada ad revenue $8,385  $13,558  $19,484  $26,489  $33,457  $40,500  $47,684  
% of Total US Ad Spend 3.5% 5.4% 7.4% 9.5% 11.4% 13.0% 14.6% 
% of Online US Ad Spend 14% 19% 22% 25% 27% 28% 29% 
        
Twitter US ad revenue $1,277  $1,361  $1,159  $1,354  $1,611  $1,885  $2,186  
% of Total US Ad Spend 0.53% 0.54% 0.44% 0.49% 0.55% 0.61% 0.67% 
% of Online US Ad Spend 2.2% 1.9% 1.3% 1.3% 1.3% 1.3% 1.3% 
        
Amazon US Ad Revenue $799  $1,643  $2,663  $5,798  $7,613  $9,279  $10,661  
% of Total US Ad Spend 0% 1% 1% 2% 3% 3% 3% 
% of Online US Ad Spend 1.4% 2.3% 3.0% 5.5% 6.2% 6.5% 6.5% 
        
Snap North America ad revenue $56  $361  $663  $824  $1,202  $1,700  $2,185  
% of Total US Ad Spend 0.02% 0.14% 0.25% 0.30% 0.41% 0.55% 0.67% 
% of Online US Ad Spend 0.1% 0.5% 0.8% 0.8% 1.0% 1.2% 1.3% 
        
Pinterest US ad revenue   $449  $715  $1,012  $1,319  $1,630  
% of Total US Ad Spend   0.17% 0.26% 0.35% 0.42% 0.50% 
% of Online US Ad Spend   0.5% 0.7% 0.8% 0.9% 1.0% 
        
Pandora ad revenue $933  $1,072  $1,075  $1,091  $1,181  $1,234  $1,300  
% of Total US Ad Spend 0.39% 0.43% 0.41% 0.39% 0.40% 0.40% 0.40% 
% of Online US Ad Spend 1.6% 1.5% 1.2% 1.0% 1.0% 0.9% 0.8% 
        
Yelp ad revenue $457  $626  $748  $880  $951  $1,069  $1,194  
% of Total US Ad Spend 0.19% 0.25% 0.28% 0.32% 0.32% 0.34% 0.37% 
% of Online US Ad Spend 0.8% 0.9% 0.9% 0.8% 0.8% 0.7% 0.7% 
        
Oath ad revenue   $4,200  $7,647  $7,369  $7,185  $7,005  
% of Total US Ad Spend   1.59% 2.74% 2.52% 2.31% 2.15% 
% of Online US Ad Spend   4.8% 7.3% 6.0% 5.0% 4.3% 
Source: Company reports, BofA Global Research estimates, Zenith 

It’s worth noting that the aggregate ad revenue growth of companies in the above table 
implies 17% 2020 y/y growth, which is above our 16% top down estimate. At face value, 
this would seem to suggest either our forecast has upside potential, or some individual 
vendors are poised for some downward revisions throughout the year. Both options are 
possible, though we note that the bottom up build above excludes some of the slower 
growing Internet platforms, which are also having an impact.  
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eCommerce Sector Overview 
The eCommerce industry remains relatively underpenetrated vs media and travel, and we 
think investors with longer-term horizons should look to get exposure.  Globally, for 2020 
and 2021, and assuming no recession, we estimate $3.7tn and $4.3tn in eCommerce 
activity, up 19% in 2020 and 16% y/y in CY21.  China is the largest eCommerce market 
in the world and one of the fastest growing.  At an estimated $1.73tn in GMV in ’19, 
China’s eCommerce market will be 2.8x the size of the US.  We forecast China’s 
eCommerce growth will remain strong at 24% in ’19 and 22% in ’20, with growth driven 
by increasing disposable income for the middle class.  For the US, we expect 13% in 
2020, down from 14% in 2019.  We expect European eCommerce growth to hold steady 
in the low-teens over the next three years, with European eCommerce GMV for 2019 of 
$454bn (up 9% y/y, up 15% y/y FX-neutral) and our 2020 estimate is $515bn (up 13% 
y/y). 

Chart 83: Global eCommerce estimates ($bn) 

 
Source: Euromonitor, BofA Global Research estimates 

China continues to be a significant driver of global eCommerce growth, accounting for 
65% of incremental growth in 2020.  We estimate that the US will remain healthy and 
grow at low-teens rates in 2020 and 2021, contributing 13% of total global eCommerce 
growth.  We expect Europe to account for 10.5% of incremental eCommerce growth in 
2020 and 10.1% in 2021, based on 13% growth in 2019-20 in USD terms.    

Chart 84: Share of incremental eCommerce growth in US$ 

 
Source: BofA Global Research estimates 
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Table 20: Global eCommerce estimates ($ mn) 

          
Global Retail eCommerce Sales (mn) 2014A 2015A 2016A 2017A 2018A 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E 
Global eCommerce in USD $1,285,959 $1,460,572 $1,741,158 $2,169,877 $2,646,070 $3,151,926 $3,731,112 $4,320,606 $4,969,166 

Amazon Global (incl. 3P GMV, ex-WFM) $141,176 $173,953 $229,441 $287,168 $343,265 $400,579 $453,257 $528,552 $610,689 
eBay Global GMV (ex. Vehicles) $82,953 $81,717 $83,559 $88,403 $94,580 $90,646 $91,109 $93,140 $95,934 
Alibaba GMV (US $) $368,517 $469,041 $542,773 $674,954 $831,313 $931,772 $1,056,352 $1,218,905 $1,389,552 
JD.com GMV (US $) $42,167 $73,552 $98,867 $135,605 $180,443 $213,952 $250,759 $302,146 $356,532 
           

United States eCommerce in USD $303,024 $346,965 $397,307 $461,034 $523,644 $597,785 $672,549 $751,090 $833,738 
Amazon US (incl. 3P GMV, ex-WFM) $87,091 $109,592 $143,123 $177,034 $208,451 $246,033 $276,645 $319,317 $365,482 
eBay US GMV (ex. vehicles) $32,593 $33,435 $34,582 $36,282 $37,517 $35,285 $35,112 $35,463 $35,817 
Walmart US (incl. 3P GMV) $8,000 $8,850 $9,518 $15,900 $23,373 $30,565 $39,224 $48,273 $56,994 

          
European eCommerce in USD $332,413 $265,353 $289,603 $342,977 $416,767 $453,998 $514,984 $575,260 $636,505 

British eCommerce in USD $69,170 $71,140 $69,693 $75,482 $84,979 $89,275 $97,239 $104,345 $111,283 
German eCommerce in USD $48,927 $45,161 $50,688 $57,954 $65,566 $68,870 $75,894 $83,136 $89,880 
France eCommerce in USD $33,745 $31,993 $35,973 $42,076 $48,996 $52,396 $57,761 $63,555 $69,424 
Italy eCommerce in USD $8,441 $8,250 $9,994 $13,872 $17,967 $20,868 $24,995 $29,610 $34,029 
Russia eCommerce in USD $15,718 $10,729 $12,135 $16,033 $17,585 $20,660 $24,725 $29,285 $34,343 

          
Asia Pacific eCommerce in USD $599,621 $795,449 $993,718 $1,288,800 $1,615,262 $1,990,061 $2,409,973 $2,835,019 $3,312,168 

China eCommerce in USD $466,148 $652,608 $823,591 $1,091,258 $1,380,442 $1,716,572 $2,091,858 $2,467,144 $2,886,558 
Australia eCommerce in USD $13,610 $13,158 $15,239 $18,755 $21,314 $22,360 $24,728 $27,220 $29,823 
Japan eCommerce in USD $64,251 $59,809 $73,585 $76,863 $84,276 $92,209 $101,355 $110,921 $120,904 
South Korea eCommerce in USD $33,797 $37,684 $44,917 $57,155 $71,747 $87,251 $102,698 $118,519 $134,660 
India eCommerce in USD $4,642 $12,983 $14,662 $18,599 $26,369 $34,841 $46,093 $60,573 $80,861 
Other Asia eCommerce in USD $17,173 $19,207 $21,723 $26,169 $31,114 $36,828 $43,241 $50,642 $59,361 

          
LatAm eCommerce in USD $29,286 $28,661 $31,174 $39,491 $43,856 $53,816 $66,603 $80,368 $95,228 

Brazil in USD $15,553 $13,275 $14,505 $18,445 $18,622 $21,898 $25,706 $29,763 $33,749 
          
Other Countries (Canada, NZ, MEA) in USD $21,615 $24,143 $29,357 $37,576 $46,541 $56,266 $67,003 $78,868 $91,526 
          
Growth Y/Y 2014A 2015A 2016A 2017A 2018A 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E 
Global eCommerce in USD 25% 14% 19% 25% 22% 19% 18% 16% 15% 

Amazon Global (incl. 3P GMV, ex-WFM) 21% 23% 32% 25% 20% 17% 13% 17% 16% 
eBay Global GMV (ex. Vehicles) 9% -1% 2% 6% 7% -4% 1% 2% 3% 
Alibaba GMV (US $) 47% 27% 16% 24% 23% 12% 13% 15% 14% 
JD.com GMV (US $) 106% 74% 34% 37% 33% 19% 17% 20% 18% 

United States eCommerce in USD 15% 15% 15% 16% 14% 14% 13% 12% 11% 
Amazon US (incl. 3P GMV, ex-WFM) 23% 26% 31% 24% 18% 18% 12% 15% 14% 
eBay US GMV (ex. vehicles) 7% 3% 3% 5% 3% -6% 0% 1% 1% 
Walmart US (incl. 3P GMV)  11% 8% 67% 47% 31% 28% 23% 18% 

European eCommerce in USD 14% -20% 9% 18% 22% 9% 13% 12% 11% 
Asia Pacific eCommerce in USD 40% 33% 25% 30% 25% 23% 21% 18% 17% 

China eCommerce in USD 50% 40% 26% 33% 27% 24% 22% 18% 17% 
Australia eCommerce in USD 6% -3% 16% 23% 14% 5% 11% 10% 10% 
Japan eCommerce in USD 7% -7% 23% 4% 10% 9% 10% 9% 9% 
India eCommerce in USD 120% 180% 13% 27% 42% 32% 32% 31% 33% 

LatAm eCommerce in USD 6% -2% 9% 27% 11% 23% 24% 21% 18% 
Other Countries (Canada, NZ, MEA) in USD 20% 12% 22% 28% 24% 21% 19% 18% 16% 
          
eCommerce Share 2014A 2015A 2016A 2017A 2018A 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E 
Amazon Global eCommerce share 11.0% 11.9% 13.2% 13.2% 13.0% 12.7% 12.1% 12.2% 12.3% 
eBay Global eCommerce share 6.5% 5.6% 4.8% 4.1% 3.6% 2.9% 2.4% 2.2% 1.9% 
Alibaba Global eCommerce share 28.7% 32.1% 31.2% 31.1% 31.4% 29.6% 28.3% 28.2% 28.0% 
JD.com Global eCommerce share 3.3% 5.0% 5.7% 6.2% 6.8% 6.8% 6.7% 7.0% 7.2% 
          
Amazon United States eCommerce share 29% 32% 36% 38% 40% 41% 41% 43% 44% 
eBay United States eCommerce share 11% 10% 9% 8% 7% 6% 5% 5% 4% 
Walmart United States eCommerce share 3% 3% 2% 3% 4% 5% 6% 6% 7% 
          
Alibaba China eCommerce share 79% 72% 66% 62% 60% 54% 50% 49% 48% 
JD.com China eCommerce share 9% 11% 12% 12% 13% 12% 12% 12% 12% 
Source: BofA Global Research estimates, Euromonitor 
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Similar to other regions, the largest companies in China continue to gain share, with 
Alibaba capturing an estimated 54% of the market in ’19, much of it on mobile devices. 
This translates to 30% share of global eCommerce (vs 13% share for Amazon, 3% for 
eBay, 1.4% for Walmart including Flipkart).  JD.com is expected to capture 12% of China 
eCommerce, or 7% of the global market in 2019.   We expect Alibaba will account for 
20% of incremental global GMV growth in 2019 (though, a rapid decline from 33% share 
of growth in ’18) and 20% in 2020, while Amazon will account for 13% in 2019 and 13% 
in 2020.  Further International expansion for both companies may accelerate their share 
of incremental eCommerce growth.  

Chart 85: Alibaba and Amazon % of incremental annual Global GMV growth (in US$) 

 
Source: BofA Global Research estimates 

Top themes and risks in eCommerce for 2020 
We expect the following themes to shape the eCommerce industry in 2020 & support 
industry growth: 1) Faster shipping speeds with ramp of Free Prime One Day Delivery 
from Amazon and Shipt from Target; 2) Offline big box retailers driving their customers 
Online with buy Online pick up in store convenience; 3) Grocery continuing to shift 
online, increasing industry TAM; 4) Artificial intelligence and machine learning improving 
inventory management & opening new channels like Voice; 5) Expanding private label & 
exclusive product initiatives; 6) New subscription and service business models unlocking 
more eCommerce; and, 7) The convergence of eCommerce and advertising business 
models.  

Primary risks to global eCommerce growth include: 1) Tariff pressure & related supply 
chain changes; 2) Recession risk; 3) Increasing regulatory scrutiny; 4) Implementation of 
state sales taxes and other taxes like the French digital tax; 5) New competition from 
Google shopping and other Online media sites building checkout capabilities.  
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Online travel sector overview 
Online penetration continues to be a positive driver for OTA bookings growth, and this 
tailwind should continue in 2020-2022.  However, with online penetration near 50%, we 
expect slower growth than other Internet sectors such as Online media and eCommerce.  
From a top down perspective, we expect 4.6% y/y global travel bookings growth in 2020 
(in US$) to reach $1.3tn, driven by 4% growth in the US, 2% growth in Europe (four 
point swing y/y aided by FX stabilization), 6% growth in Asia, and 7% growth in LATAM.  
We expect Online bookings to grow 8% in 2020 and reach $652bn, representing 51% 
penetration of total bookings.  Find a link to our ’20 Online Travel Overview here. 

Based on our estimates, we expect the US to reach 52.3% online penetration in 2020 
(up from 51.6% in 2019), Europe to reach 52.5% (up from 50.9%), APAC to reach 49.5% 
(up from 46.9%), and LatAm to reach 40.8% (up from 38.9%).   

Chart 86: US, Europe, APAC & LatAm Total Travel Market Size ($bn) 

 
Source: BofA Global Research, Phocuswright 

 

 Chart 87: US, Europe, APAC, & Latam Online Penetration 

 
Source: BofA Global Research, Phocuswright 

 

The travel accommodation market breakdown 
The accommodation segment of travel is the key profit engine for OTAs and the market 
we focus on most. We separate the global accommodation market into three segments – 
hotel, vacation rentals and primary residence rentals. We estimate 2020 global hotel 
bookings at $531bn, the Vacation Rental market at $126bn, and the Primary Residence 
market at $58bn and growing. All together, we estimate that the global hotel, vacation 
rental and primary residence rental markets or the total accommodation market will 
reach $715bn and $761bn in 2020 and 2021, with growth over the past 5 years aided by 
the emergence of online alternative accommodations bookings (Airbnb).   

Table 21: Global Hotel, Vacation Rental and Primary Residence Bookings: 
US$bn 2015E 2016E 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E 
U.S Hotel Bookings $143.8  $147.3  $153.9  $162.2  $169.0  $176.0  $183.9  $191.3  
Asia Hotel Bookings  $110.2  $116.9  $120.3  $126.3  $132.0  $137.9  $146.9  $154.5  
Europe Hotel Bookings $125.8  $132.6  $144.7  $156.7  $154.9  $162.7  $169.7  $175.7  
Rest of World Hotel Bookings $39.6  $41.3  $44.6  $47.7  $51.0  $54.1  $57.3  $60.7  
Global Hotel Bookings $419.4  $438.0  $463.5  $492.9  $506.9  $530.7  $557.8  $582.3  
   y/y growth - U.S. Hotel Bookings 8% 2% 4% 5% 4% 4% 4% 4% 
   y/y growth - Asia Hotel Bookings -4% 6% 3% 5% 5% 4% 7% 5% 
   y/y growth - Europe Hotel Bookings -12% 5% 9% 8% -1% 5% 4% 4% 
   y/y growth - Rest of World Hotel Bookings 2% 4% 8% 7% 7% 6% 6% 6% 
   y/y growth - Global Hotel Bookings -2% 4% 6% 6% 3% 5% 5% 4% 
         
Global Vacation Rental Bookings (secondary residence) $101.4  $105.0  $108.7  $114.1  $119.8  $125.8  $132.1  $138.7  
   y/y growth 4% 4% 4% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 
                 
Primary Residence Rental Bookings $8.8  $17.1  $25.0  $34.6  $45.5  $58.0  $70.7  $83.1  
   y/y growth 120% 94% 46% 39% 32% 27% 22% 17% 
                 
Total Hotel, Vacation Rental and Primary Residence Rental Bookings $529.6  $560.1  $597.1  $641.6  $672.3  $714.4  $760.7  $804.0  
   y/y growth 0% 6% 7% 7% 5% 6.3% 6.5% 5.7% 
Source: BofA Global Research, Phocuswright 
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Global accommodation share analysis 
To estimate the accommodation market opportunity and market share, we adjust the 
market size for managed corporate travel, a segment of the market that is less relevant 
for the OTA companies, which are largely focused on leisure/unmanaged business travel. 
Phocuswright data suggests that managed corporate travel is roughly 30% of total hotel 
bookings in the U.S. and we estimate it is one-quarter of global hotel bookings. In the 
tables below, we present our adjusted market size estimates based on Phocuswright 
data as well as other sources.   

Table 22: Global Adjusted Accommodation Market (In US$bn), excluding managed corporate travel 
 2015E 2016E 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E 
Global Hotel Bookings $419.4  $438.0  $463.5  $492.9  $506.9  $530.7  $557.8  $582.3  
Leisure/Unmanaged Travel % of Global Hotel Bookings 75% 75% 75% 75% 75% 75% 75% 75% 
Addressable Global Hotel Bookings Market $314.54  $328.5  $347.6  $369.7  $380.2  $398.0  $418.38  $436.70  
                  
Global Leisure Alternative Accommodations Bookings $109.61  $120.5  $130.89  $144.21  $158.52  $173.9  $189.4  $204.3  
         
Total Addressable Accommodations Market $424.2  $449.0  $478.5  $513.9  $538.7  $571.9  $607.8  $641.0  
         
Total Global OTA Accommodation Bookings         
Booking $53.8  $66.2  $79.2  $90.7  $93.7  $100.3  $107.9  $115.8  
Expedia $30.9  $39.5  $48.4  $57.8  $63.8  $71.1  $79.6  $88.1  
Airbnb $7.4  $13.7  $19.9  $26.2  $33.6  $41.0  $48.8  $56.2  
Total $92.2  $119.3  $147.6  $174.7  $191.2  $212.4  $236.3  $260.0  
         
Market Share         
Booking 12.7% 14.7% 16.6% 17.6% 17.4% 17.5% 17.8% 18.1% 
Expedia 7% 9% 10% 11% 11.8% 12% 13% 14% 
Airbnb 2% 3% 4% 5% 6% 7% 8% 9% 
Total 22% 27% 31% 34% 35% 37% 39% 41% 
Source: BofA Global Research estimates, Phocuswright 

 

Chart 88: Booking, Expedia and Airbnb 2015 share of Addressable 
Accommodation Market (excluding managed corporate travel) 

 
Source: BofA Global Research estimates, Phocuswright, company reports 

 

 Chart 89: Booking, Expedia and Airbnb 2022 share of Addressable 
Accommodation Market (excluding managed corporate travel) 

 
Source: BofA Global Research estimates, Phocuswright,, company reports Note: Expedia market share 
includes VRBO online vacation rental bookings 

 

Please note that you can find vacation rental and alternative accommodations specific 
market share estimates in the 2020 Disruptor of the year: Airbnb section on page 40. 
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Key Opportunity in 2020: Experiences & Connected Trip 
One important lever for OTA growth and increasing direct traffic is the connected trip; 
the opportunity that consumers will use the OTA and metasearch apps and sites 
regularly during their travel to book tours, activities, restaurants and ground 
transportation. The vision behind what Booking calls the connected trip is to leverage the 
OTA platforms into a form of digital concierge, complete with personalization and 
booking options for local services and activities.   While connected trip activity may not 
have a material impact on bookings, it could lead to more loyal customers and increasing 
direct traffic, less dependence on Google and higher overall margins.  

Skift in 2018 estimated $150 billion in spending on tours and activities, with 20% 
online.  If we take Skift’s figure as the jump-off point for our estimates and project 2% 
annual growth with 3% penetration gains online each year, we estimate about $5bn of 
bookings and $1bn of incremental revenue opportunity each year.  (Our estimates do not 
consider restaurant reservations or ground transport, each of which may push revenue 
estimates higher).  We based our revenue take rate assumptions on news articles that 
suggest that Airbnb’s take rate in its experiences business is 20%.  

Table 23: Experiences market size estimates 

 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 
Market Size $150.0  $153.0  $156.1  $159.2  $162.4  $165.6  
   y/y growth  2% 2% 2% 2% 2% 
Online Market $30.0  $35.2  $40.6  $46.2  $52.0  $58.0  
 20% 23% 26% 29% 32% 35% 
% Penetration Gain  3% 3% 3% 3% 3% 
       
Take rate assumption 20% 20% 20% 20% 20% 20% 
       
Potential OTA Revenue $6.00  $7.04  $8.12  $9.23  $10.39  $11.59  
Y/Y Change  17% 15% 14% 13% 12% 
$ Change y/y  $1.04  $1.08  $1.12  $1.16  $1.20  
Source: BofA Global Research 

Assuming Booking, Expedia, Airbnb, Trip.com and TripAdvisor take 50% or more of the 
Online share gains each year, the market could translate to $100+ million in incremental 
annual revenue for each, evenly split.  Restaurant bookings and ground transportation 
(likely referrals) would be largely incremental to these estimates. We note the size of 
TripAdvisor’s business here, at $454 million estimated for 2019, up from $372 million in 
2018. Another reference point may be OpenTable, Booking’s restaurant reservation 
service, which we estimate to generate $371 million in 2019 revenues.  
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Key Risks in 2020: Competition and Google  
Google 
While not a new risk, Google’s travel tools continue to rise in sophistication, and there is 
ongoing risk of potential disruption to the flow of traffic to OTAs.  This risk was 
highlighted recently as Google raised the profile of metasearch modules in search 
results, shifting traffic away from organic results.  This change resulted in 80bps of 
unexpected S&M deleverage in Expedia’s 3Q results, and also impacted TripAdvisor.  
Google’s new metasearch offering in alternative accommodations/vacation rentals is 
also a wildcard, with Expedia & Airbnb participating while Booking currently sits out 

Chart 90: Desktop web traffic by source (worldwide, %) 

 
Source: BofA Global Research, SimilarWeb 

 

 Chart 91: Booking performance advertising spending % of sales  

 
Source: BofA Global Research, Company Disclosure  

 

Competition 
We also see regional competition intensifying for the OTAs amid rising Online bookings 
penetration, OTA initiatives to expand their market share in new markets, and the 
emergence of Airbnb.  Historically, the OTA market has largely been consolidated around 
three key players, each with leading market share in a different region: Booking (Europe), 
Expedia (US), and Trip.com (China). As top-line growth has been tougher to generate in 
more penetrated home markets, the OTAs are looking for market share expansion in new 
markets to drive growth.   Key competitive initiatives include: 

• Ctrip/Trip.com is seeing competition from Meituan at home and the company’s 
recent 20th anniversary presentation suggest increasing focusing on driving 
outbound bookings and International growth via its rebooted Trip.com brand. 
We also note a new strategic partnership with TripAdvisor (China JV, content 
distribution and a board seat) and another partnership with Despegar (makes 
Despegar’s Latam inventory available to Trip.com).   

• Starting in 2017, Expedia has made a push to increase inventory availability in 
select International markets (mostly Europe), hoping to build a flywheel effect 
to benefit both bookings growth and direct traffic. 

• Booking is pursuing growth in Asia and alternative accommodations through 
brand spend, partnerships/investments in Trip.com, Didi, Grab and Meituan and 
increasing merchandising initiatives that could impact take rates.  

• Airbnb is building direct traffic to its brand, and recently made changes to its 
fee structure to potentially enable greater hotel participation on its site in 
International markets. Its push into Asia also shows in its Olympics sponsorship 
commitment (2020 in Japan, 2022 in Beijing). According to the company, Airbnb 
listings in China doubled in 2018 and guest arrivals to Airbnb listings in China 
grew 200% in 1Q19. The company also plans to double its marketing 
investment in India during 2019. 
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FANG outlook for 2020 
Core sector fundamentals, such as increasing time-spent with online video and higher 
eCommerce penetration are intact, and we continue to like the group on a relative 
growth basis.  We expect 15% growth in Online media, 19% growth in eCommerce and 
8% in Online Travel as each sector moves further along the online penetration curve.  
Despite regulatory risk, we are staying constructive on large-caps in the group given the 
views of our US economics team (for slowing but still growing GDP), strong eCommerce 
& Online/streaming video time-share growth, a robust 2020 event outlook, strong data 
driven demand for cloud services, and a 5G backdrop that could eventually lead to 
multiple expansion for the group as investors contemplate new services in the sector.  

For 2020 we favor mega caps given that the economy is late in the business cycle.  We 
think the set up for Netflix is positive with the Street anticipating a similar level of net 
subscriber adds in 2020 vs 2019, despite fewer headwinds from price increases.  Netflix 
should also have fastest revenue growth in the group, and margin expansion.  Amazon is 
a long-term favorite on expectations of rapidly growing data demand for AWS services 
and retail share growth leading to long-term pricing power and better margins, though 
we think Street will have to digest another cut to margin estimates in 2020 on Prime 
One Day investment.  For SMID caps stocks we prefer Match, Twitter, and Wix, each of 
which has potential for a reacceleration in growth in 2020. 

Exhibit 26: NFLX and FB Screen Most Favorably In Our FANG Stock Screen 

 
Source: BofA Global Research, Bloomberg, *Note: GOOGL excl. ~$2.1bn fine; FB excl. ~$5bn FTC fine 

High level thoughts on each FANG stock (more to come in year-ahead reports): 
Amazon – Recent stock pressure partially due to a multiple re-rating on lower expected 
4Q growth driven by the following factors: 1) higher saturation in gift categories, 2) 
conservatism on holiday competition, and 3) timing of delivery logistics investments. 
Most of these headwinds will abate by 1H’20, though concerns on 4Q and 2020 margins 
could remain elevated given potential that Amazon accelerates retail investments for 1-
Day shipping.  We think the stock could see better relative performance after 4Q is 
reported as the Street will have better visibility on 2020 investment initiatives, and can 
look forward to easier 2Q’20 retail margin comps and AWS comps (though unit growth 
comps are tougher). Assuming the economy is stable, as Street valuation frameworks 
move out to 2021, we would expect valuation support for the stock, which currently 
trades at around 15x 2021E EBITDA. We maintain our Buy rating. 

Facebook – After reporting a positive 3Q quarter, Facebook guided for mid-to-high 
single digit revenue deceleration in 4Q and above-consensus expenses in 2020, which 
lead to a 3% cut to Street 2020 EPS estimates.   However, core FB usage appears to 
have stabilized, and we see potential for estimate upside on numerous “green shoots” 

Metric FB GOOGL +/- AMZN NFLX +/-
Revenue Growth (% Y/Y) 21% 19% FB 18% 24% NFLX

Growth Deceleration (in bp Y/Y) -530bp -180bp GOOGL -230bp -340bp AMZN

Margin Expansion (in bp Y/Y, GAAP)* -460bp -120bp GOOGL -140bp 500bp NFLX

EPS Growth (% Y/Y, GAAP)* 13% 9% FB -20% 75% NFLX

Adj. P/E Multiple (2-Yr Forward, 2020E) 20x 22x FB 44x 48x AMZN

Valuation -Discount or +Premium (vs. 3-Year Avg.) 6% 16% FB -12% -21% NFLX

Regulatory/Business Risk (High, Moderate, Low) High High N/A Moderate Low NFLX

Upside to Price Target (BofA) 21% 7% FB 21% 35% NFLX

Most-Preferred FB NFLX

Digital Media Consumer Discretionary
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monetization initiatives, positive 2020 event exposure (Olympic and Political advertising 
and usage), potential that messaging value is not reflected in the stock price, and an 
attractive 2020 ex-cash P/E at 20x (1x P/E/G on 2020 revenue growth).  We are higher 
than the Street for 2020 EPS at $9.43 vs $9.18.   On 2021, valuation is attractive at 9x 
EBITDA (or 18x GAAP EPS, 16x ex-cash).  The biggest driver of sentiment improvement 
could be estimate upside, improving monetization of FB Watch or messaging, or new ads 
with eCommerce capabilities.  The biggest sentiment risk is regulatory pressure, with 
news reports suggesting the FTC could file an injunction against Facebook’s app 
integration in January. Assuming the economy is stable, we think investors will 
increasingly appreciate Facebook’s growth differential to the S&P. We maintain our Buy 
rating. 

Alphabet – Alphabet has had improved stock performance recently (stock up 25% in 
2H’19 vs NASDAQ up 12%) on positive estimate revisions post 2Q results, more 
confidence that ad growth is sustainable, and growing optimism on the Cloud business.  
Over the past two years, Alphabet has spent over $58bn on capex, which should provide 
the company with an AI/ML advantage that can be applied across Alphabet’s businesses.  
Heading into 2020, we think Google’s search ads business will remain healthy and the 
company has more opportunities to increase ad monetization than in recent years given 
a number of ad format initiatives.  It also appears cloud business traction has improved 
under new CEO Thomas Kurian, with several recent client-wins and an opportunity to 
break the $10bn run-rate in 4Q’19 or 1Q’20.  We also think recent management changes 
could evolve Google’s corporate philosophy to be more "Street friendly" over time.  We 
see the biggest near-term risk as the CFO’s commentary on the 3Q call, which 
suggested (but did not clearly indicate) potential for some volatility in growth in 4Q.   

Netflix – We thought 2019 was a year of uncertainty for Netflix as price increases and 
new competition impacted subscriber trends and outlook.  More competition is coming 
in 2020, but we see opportunity for subscriber upside, moving past peak cash flow 
losses, operating margin improvement, and potential for new subscriber models in 
developing markets as key positive stock drivers in 2020.   Within the FANGs, we see 
Netflix as having the most risk (most direct business model competition, need for 
financing), but also the most long-term upside (at scale Netflix should have most 
leverage on its asset base), and therefore could be the highest Beta stock.  On a longer-
term basis, we continue to believe Netflix will see significant leverage on its global 
content investment, which should support a premium valuation.  We maintain our Buy 
rating. 
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Exhibit 27: FANG Final Four  

 
Source: BofA Global Research 
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FANG top idea: Netflix 
Our top pick among the FANG stocks for 2020 is Netflix as we switch from Facebook in 
2019.  We see a compelling combination of: 1) somewhat derisked 2020 subscriber 
growth expectations; 2) operating margin growth (unique among FANGs) and inflection 
of the cash flow burn curve; 3) what we see as overstated competitive risks; 4) U.S. 
growth headroom amid potential demographic tailwinds; 5) potential upside drivers in 
developing markets; and 6) 35% upside to our price objective amid a P/S multiple 
valuation that trails that of the (more hit driven) video game publishers. 

We also see Netflix facing less overhang from regulatory and antitrust scrutiny than 
Google, Facebook and Amazon.  As well, we note enhanced subscriber disclosure in 2020, 
which shows North America, EMEA, APAC and Latam regions. We think investor 
sentiment could benefit from disclosure of fast growth in developing regions like Asia 
and Latin America, showing a payback to investments in localized content. Finally, we 
think that Netflix’s wide 2Q’19 subscriber miss, which resulted in a stock re-rating, 
represented a perfect storm of negative headwinds, with price hikes in the U.S. and 
Western Europe simultaneously, the airing of the final season of Game of Thrones and a 
relatively weak lineup of Originals contributing to churn and soft gross additions. We 
think this is unlikely to repeat in ’20.  

Derisked 2020 Subscriber Growth Expectations  
We see diminished risk for a negative subscriber growth surprise in 2020 for a number 
of reasons, including: 

• Consensus expectations for paid adds have fallen meaningfully through and are now 
flat vs. 2019 (26.8mn vs. 26.7mn); 

• We expect much of the headwind to 2019 subs was driven by churn relating to large 
price increases across the U.S., Europe and elsewhere. With ARPU growth set up 
through 2H20, we don’t expect significant ’20 price hikes and expect churn to 
continue to normalize toward 2018 levels. 

• International headroom: Netflix has a tidal wave of international local language 
content coming. The company has said it has 130 local language series for 2020, 
which compares to roughly 70 in 2019.  We think penetration in Asia and LATAM 
remains low and that Netflix has plenty of low hanging fruit in terms of partner 
distribution agreements and potential pricing plans to help stoke subs.  

• We see competitive risks as overstated. See page 89 for more detail. 

Chart 92: Consensus for Netflix 2020 paid subscriber additions 

 
Source: Visible Alpha, Data from 1st of each month except December, which is 12/11/2019  
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Overall, the Street estimate for 26.7mn subscriber adds in 2020 seems conservative to 
us given Netflix is estimated to add 26.8mn subs in 2019 despite significant price 
increases and media focus on Disney+ and Apple launches. 

Chart 93: Netflix paid subscriber additions consensus 

 
Source: Visible Alpha  

Cash flow inflection may improve enthusiasm on outlook 
We think consensus for Netflix free cash flow trend improvement in 2020 are likely 
accurate and we see moving past peak cash flow losses as a positive milestone for the 
stock.  The key drivers will be expanding net income margins as Netflix continues to gain 
leverage on operating expenses and an expectation that cash spend on content will 
begin to grow at/below the pace of revenue growth.  

We think that as investors gain visibility on an improving cash flow curve into 2021 and 
beyond, enthusiasm will rise on the long term cash generation potential of Netflix. This, 
along with what we see as healthier subscriber trends in ’20 may renew enthusiasm in 
the structural outlook for longer term profit generation, which we think was dented by 
choppy subscriber figures and increased cash burn in 2019. 

Qualitatively, we see signals in moves that Netflix has made from a content spending 
perspective that it is increasing discipline in spending in pursuit of reducing cash burn. 
We note at least 26 Netflix original TV series that were either cancelled or saw a final 
season announcement in 2019. Cancellations may mark a second phase for Netflix, 
where it is able to begin benefiting from an archive of IP behind its early waves of 
originals, even as cancellations allow it to move on to new creative to expand its library.  
Also, the upcoming loss of licensed titles like Friends, The Office, Netflix’s five Marvel 
series and other programming made negative competitive headlines, but is likely cash 
flow positive.  

We note Chief Content Officer Ted Sarandos’s comments from a conference in 
December, clarifying statements from the 3Q19 earnings call which suggested content 
inflation was running around 30%. He said this figure was only for the most competitive 
projects, while the vast majority of content production (including less-expensive global 
originals) was much more stable.  Therefore, we think the combination of freed up 
spending on cancelled originals and dropped licensed content can be reinvested -- and 
not necessarily at a 30% higher clip for the same amount of product. This suggests 
Netflix can manage its cash content spending to a level at or below revenue growth – 
which consensus sees at 22% for ’20. 
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Chart 94: Netflix consensus free cash flow 

 
Source: Bloomberg  

 

 Table 24: List of Netflix originals: cancelled or final season announced 
Tuca & Bertie (S1) Friends From College 
The OA (S2) Santa Clarita Diet (S3) 
Orange Is The New Black (S7) Lucifer (S5) 
Chambers (S1) The Rain (S3) 
Glow (S4) Dark (S3) 
Trinkets (S2) Travelers (S3) 
She's Gotta Have It (S2) Fuller House (S5) 
One Day At A Time (S3) The Ranch (S4) 
Series Of Unfortunate Events No Good Nick (S1) 
Bojack Horseman (S6) Designated Survivor 
American Vandal (S2) 13 Reasons Why (S4 
Gracie & Frankie (S7) Dear White People (S4) 
Mystery Science Theatre 3000 Daybreak (S1) 
Source: Press sources 

 

 
We see competitive concerns as likely overstated  
As we note in our OTT theme section on page 20, we see competitive risks to Netflix, 
from both a churn and subscriber addition perspective, as muted.   Internationally, we 
see very limited incremental competition, especially vs Netflix’s 130 local language 
series planned for release. 

The U.S. may be more competitive, yet only 2.5mn of Netflix’s 26.8mn paid net adds are 
expected to come from the U.S. in 2020.  Even still, early signs for Netflix in the U.S. 
since Disney and Apple’s launch are positive, with Netflix mobile app download trends 
improving in November and Bloomberg reporting that Netflix internal data shows no 
increase in cancellations.  Our high level call is that, in the US, we think the price 
increase in 2019 would have a bigger impact on churn that competitive launches in 
2020.   

Disney+: 
We outline three main reasons why we are less concerned on International Disney+ 
competition in ‘20.  

1. The service is seeing a staggered international rollout, and will only launch in 
Latam in 4Q20, Eastern Europe in 4Q21 and Asian countries over the next two 
years.  

2. Press reports show Disney+’s originals lineup, announced at its launch, will roll 
out gradually over a two year period. This suggests it isn’t delivering new 
content at the same cadence as Netflix.  We also see little in the way of local-
language content on the service so far and are skeptical that its library of 
largely family-oriented content is a one-for-one substitute for Netflix.  

3. Finally, Disney+ does not currently benefit from an established base of Hulu and 
ESPN+ users internationally. While Hulu plans to expand overseas, Disney may 
not see the same impact from a bundling strategy with this service that it does 
in the U.S., where it has a $12.99 bundle with Dis+, Hulu and ESPN+ (the same 
price as Netflix’s standard plan). We note that Hulu boasts over 30mn US users. 
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Table 25: Reported Disney+ originals launch dates  
Diary of a Female President January 2020 
Star Wars: The Clone Wars (S7) February 2020 
The Falcon and the Winter Soldier Late 2020 
Monsters at Work 2020 
Big Red 2020 
Loki Early 2021 
WandaVision Mid 2021 
What If…? Late 2021 
Untitled Cassian Andor series 2021 
Moon Knight 2021 
Ms. Marvel 2021 
She-Hulk 2021 
Big Shot 2021 
Lizzie McGuire  TBA 
Love, Simon TBA 
Obi-Wan Kenobi Series TBA 
Source: Press sources 

Apple TV+ 
There are two main reasons we don’t think Apple TV+ will impact Netflix in 2020. The 
first is that the service is limited to originals and has no licensed programming. This 
means it will take Apple some time to build up a library and we see Apple as a higher 
churn service, where subscribers sign up to watch a show and then sign back off.  

The second reason is that in developed markets outside of the U.S., Japan and U.K., 
Apple’s device penetration generally runs ~30% or less. While there are confounding 
factors such as the higher income of Apple device owners and the ability to watch Apple 
TV+ off Apple devices, we generally see its lower international device penetration as a 
headwind to growth.  

HBO Max and Peacock 
The other new competitors, Comcast’s Peacock and AT&T’s HBO Max are hindered by 
their late launches (both in 2Q20) and what is likely also a gradual overseas rollout. 
Similarly to Disney, we don’t see them with the same scale of local-language content as 
Netflix. As well, both services distribution advantage internationally may lag compared to 
the U.S. (although Comcast benefits from Sky and AT&T does have some overseas 
operations).  

Quibi 
Quibi is an upcoming video platform focused on mobile and short form content. The 
company was founded by Jeffrey Katzenberg and has Meg Whitman as CEO. The 
company is planning to spend over $1 billion on original content in the first year.  

We see Quibi’s short form content as marginally competitive with Netflix in the U.S. to 
the extent it draws away millennial engagement. We generally see Quibi as more 
competitive to Snap, which relies on engagement for ad sales growth and has a directly 
competitive offering in its Discover feature. The service is set to launch in April, 2020. 

Levers for international subscriber upside: 
New subscription tiers and options in developing markets: 
We think Netflix has levers in international markets to capture incremental subscribers 
by leveraging new subscription plans. We note that the company is offering a reduced 
cost, mobile-only, subscription in India and Malaysia. While subscription costs are lower, 
the subscriptions are harder to share.  This could be expanded to populous developing 
countries like Brazil, Indonesia and the Philippines to knock in incremental subscribers as 
needed. We think these plans can help seed adoption and meet developing market 
consumers where they are, fueling long-term growth. 
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We also note Netflix’s experimentation with upfront subscriptions in India. The company 
is offering 3 month, 6-month and 12 month plans to new users at a discounted rate, 
with savings ranging from 20-50%, according to The Economic Times. We also see this 
positive as Netflix pushes to garner adoption in key markets that will drive its long term 
subscriber growth.  

Still low-hanging fruit in international distribution partnerships: 
We note that Netflix is only approaching in Western Europe the scope of distribution 
partnerships that it boasts in the U.S. We think this suggests that there is headroom in 
key emerging markets like Asia and Latin America. Netflix’s agreements with Sky (2018) 
and Canal+ (2019) bring it into most U.K. and French pay-TV households.  Netflix has had 
a distribution deal with T-Mobile in the U.S. since 2017 and Comcast since 2016, which 
we think have been successful, and similar deals in new regions could boost subscriber 
growth. 

We think there are many outstanding distribution partnerships in APAC and LATAM that 
have yet to be tapped that could help drive up Netflix’s penetration in key markets. With 
130 local-language series coming to Netflix in 2020, we think the company’s value 
proposition as a partner to foreign pay-TV providers and telecom operators is likely on 
the rise and can result in a virtuous cycle of more distribution and more subscribers. 

Chart 95: Netflix paid subscribers by geography (mn) 

 
Source: BofA Global Research, Company Disclosure  

Advertising-tier? 
While Netflix is perennially dismissive of the idea of launching an ad-supported tier or 
syndicating some of its older original content, it remains an outside possibility in some 
geographies, and we suspect it would be lauded by the Street. Hulu with ads costs 
$5.99/mo, while the ad-free version costs $11.99, standalone. This compares to Netflix’s 
Basic tier ($8.99, 1 screen) and Premium tier (4 screens, $15.99) in the U.S. (Both Hulu 
tiers offer two screens simultaneously).  While we appreciate Netflix’s ongoing 
commentary that it won’t enter the advertising space, we do think that this model could 
serve as an effectively lower price for the basic tier to consumers in certain geographies, 
expanding access, while potentially remaining revenue neutral.   
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Generational shift provides headroom for U.S. growth 
We think two key demographic trends will be a tailwind for Netflix’s US subscriber 
growth over the next 5+ years. The first is the Echo Boom millennial cohorts entering 
their prime household formation years. The second is Boomer cohorts entering 
retirement. 

Chart 96: US population age 35-49 (000s) 

 
Source: Euromonitor  

 

 Chart 97: US population age 65+ (000s) 

 
Source: Euromonitor 

 

Echo Boom household formation to reduce shared accounts? 
The first trend we see is a cohort of millennials aged ~25-33, the Echo Boomers. This 
cohort has significantly larger population per birth year than the cohorts ahead of and 
behind it. The cohort has an average population of 4.65 million per year. This is about 
11% higher than the population cohorts currently aged 35-45.  

The average age of first marriage in the U.S. is 28 and we think these Echo Boomers are 
likely entering prime household formation years. The potential uptick in household 
formation holds the potential to knock in subscribers who may currently be on sharing 
plans with roommates or family. We think the household formation trend can also 
increase motion to upgrade to Netflix’s higher tier plans (more simultaneous screens). 
We note 9% of our overall survey pool said the way they accessed Netflix was via 
sharing on someone else’s account. We think this number could be even higher and has 
the potential to be reduced by household formation. We also note that Millennials over-
index to Netflix usage, based on our survey data.  
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Chart 98: US absolute population by age (2018) 

 
Source: U.S. Census Bureau  

  

 Chart 99: Over the last six months I did the following with my Netflix 
subscription: 

 
Source: BofA Global Research, Survey Monkey, N=1076, 4Q19  

 

Netflix uptake by Boomers could rise in retirement 
We think with connected TV household penetration in the US now approaching that of 
broadband and Pay TV, there could be a tag on impact for Boomer adoption of Netflix 
subscriptions. We note that our survey data around Netflix and Connected TVs suggest 
lower penetration among Boomers. We believe that with connected TV’s becoming the 
norm in US households, this can be a boon for rising Netflix penetration among older-
demographics. As well, we see retirement and the impact of increased leisure time as a 
likely driver of Netflix engagement and uptake by older cohorts.  
 
Chart 100: U.S. connected TV penetration (households) 

 
Source: eMarketer  

 

 Chart 101: U.S. penetration rates (4Q19 BofA Streaming Survey) 

 
Source: BofA Global Research, Survey Monkey  
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35% upside vs. PO and multiple matches video game cos.  
Finally, we see Netflix’s valuation as compelling in the wake of a selloff that started in 
July in the wake of 2Q’s subscriber miss. Netflix’s price to forward sales multiple now 
trails those of the video gaming companies, whose growth can be hit driven. We think 
this provides a compelling entry point for Netflix as we continue to see its growth in a 
structural uptrend, with cash burn inflecting and margins expanding towards 20% in 
2021.  

Chart 102: Netflix forward P/S trails video game peers (blended 24 months forward multiple) 

 
Source: Bloomberg  

Our $426 price objective implies a 35% return vs Netflix’s 12/17 closing price of 
$315.48.  Our valuation is based on a peak penetration sum-of-the-parts analysis which 
discounts back future EPS at peak penetration by 10%. We assume domestic streaming 
peaks at 75mn subscribers in four years while the international segment reaches 300mn 
within twelve years. We assume 40% contribution margin for both the domestic and 
international businesses. We assume a US tax rate of 25% and an international tax rate 
of 22%. At peak penetration, we assume a 17x S&P500 average multiple.   

Our $426 PO would represent a 6.3x multiple on ‘21 sales, which compares to the 
ATVI/EA average at 5.6x.  Given Netflix superior growth, high contribution margin 
potential shown with the domestic business already topping 40%, and arguably less hit-
driven model, we think there is a compelling argument that Netflix should trade at a 
premium.  
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Top SMID Caps 
For 2020, our top SMID cap picks are Match, Twitter, and Wix.  We see all three stocks 
as exposed to a near term growth concerns which limits optimism on potential 
outperformance on 2020 consensus estimates.  Both Wix and Match also saw one-time 
expense ramp ups in 2H. We think these could increasingly roll off exiting ’20, leading to 
investor enthusiasm around margin expansion into 2021.  From a valuation perspective, 
looking out to 2021 (which is where we see investors beginning to comp companies in 
early ’20) we see these three stock multiples as reasonable vs. history and attractive vs. 
peers in the wake of (distinct) 2H selloffs.  

Match 
Why we like it structurally: 
We see Match as well entrenched in a structural growth trend for online dating, With 
600 million singles globally and Match boasting 9.6mn daily average subscribers in 3Q, 
we think there’s room to more than double its user base even if peak penetration for 
paid subscribers is 5%-10% with 50% market share. Further, we have seen little impact 
in data or pop culture from Facebook Dating’s launch in the U.S to suggest that it will 
impact Tinder or Match’s other brands. We also see Match as recession-resistant with a 
value proposition would see few consumers give it up in the event of a spending shock.  

Why revenue growth can outperform in 2020: 
We think Match’s revenue growth can reaccelerate in ’20 for a number of key reasons. 
Match’s preliminary guidance for revenue growth is traditionally conservative and we 
think this could be the case in an outlook for high-teens growth. We note acceleration in 
each of the past three quarters for growth outside the U.S. and Western Europe, which 
could push ’20 numbers higher.  Also, it’s Match’s expectation that its non-Tinder brand 
portfolio will return to growth as brands like Hinge and Pairs grow quickly and legacy 
platforms like Match.com and Meetic remain stable.   Finally, Match should benefit from 
better comparisons for foreign currency headwinds, which should aid reported ARPU 
growth. 

We also note that changes to Apple iOS giving users more control over subscriptions 
impacted Tinder net additions in 3Q and the 4Q outlook. Yet, this change flowed through 
to lower net additions in ’20 for Tinder, (Visible Alpha consensus for ’20 net adds is 
down 6% vs. pre-3Q ests.) We think this is overly conservative as most of the impact of 
iOS changes would be felt over a 3-6 month term, given the short duration of Tinder 
subscriptions. Our Tinder net add est. of 1.37mn is above the Street’s 1.16mn. 

Chart 103: Tinder net sub add consensus estimates & actuals 

 
Source: Visible Alpha, company reports  
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Why profit growth can accelerate into 2021: 
We think investors could become more enthusiastic about Match’s profit picture through 
2020 and heading into 2021 for two reasons. The first is that many recent expenses are 
one-time in nature and could roll off after 2020.  We estimate around $70mn of 
legal/regulatory costs (class action, Tinder equity, Bumble IP, French digital tax) and $10 
million in spin-out costs are embedded in ’20 guidance.  Without these costs, we think 
Match’s adjusted EBITDA margin could be north of 40%.  As ’20 progresses, we expect 
many of these one-time issues to be settled, including the spin, which may raise investor 
enthusiasm on increased visibility on margin expansion heading into 2021. 

Second, we note above that we see consensus for a 25% plus decline in Tinder net 
additions as conservative, as well as qualitative guidance that Tinder may add the same 
amount of revenue in 2020 as it did in 2019. We note that Tinder boasts a better margin 
profile than the core brands as it sees much lower marketing and customer acquisition 
costs due to the nature of its viral adoption.  If Tinder were to grow faster than 
consensus, it would pull up the margin profile in ’20 by virtue of increased mix.  

Why we see valuation as compelling: 
We see Match at a compelling entry point amid somewhat derisked expectations for ’20 
and discretionary expenses masking underlying EBITDA margin expansion. With the 
share price retreat from 3Q highs driving multiple compression and Match trading at a 
discount to growth peers on a ’21 EV/Ebitda basis, we see a valuation opportunity.  We 
see 34% upside from the 12/17/19 closing price of $71 to our price objective of $95, 
based on 26x our ’21 EBITDA. 

Chart 104: Match 3-year forward EV/Sales multiple 

 
Source: Bloomberg  

 

 Chart 105: Match 3-year forward EV/EBITDA multiple 

 
Source: Bloomberg  

 

 
Twitter 
While Twitter has a difficult set up to start 2019 as Street estimates may not have 
enough 2020 expense growth, we think the stock is set up for a strong run from 
February through 3Q.  We see Twitter as well positioned to continue to benefit from the 
secular tailwind off linear TV time shifting online, and a combination of healthy 
engagement trends and heavy 2020 event calendar.  Key positives include: 1) 
accelerating mDAU growth (3 consecutive quarters of accelerating y/y mDAU growth; 2) 
strong event calendar, which includes the Olympics in Japan (largest International 
market) & the US Presidential election; 3) improved MAP product launch; 4) easing 
comps in back half of ’20 when y/y ARPU trends should flip from a headwind to tailwind; 
5) an attractive multiple vs history at 4.4x 2021 sales (5.0x 2020) vs 3-year range of 3.5x 
-10.0x.   We expect Twitter’s revenue growth to accelerate in 2Q’20. 
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Chart 106: Twitter Advertising Revenue y/y growth (ex-FX) 

 
Source: BofA Global Research estimates, company report 

Product enhancements leading to improving user metrics 
While revenues missed in 3Q, Twitter increased mDAUs by 6mn in 3Q’19 marking the 3rd 
consecutive quarter of accelerating y/y mDAU growth (from 9% y/y in 4Q’18 to +17% 
y/y in 3Q’19). User growth has steadily accelerated in both the US and International 
markets driven in large part to product improvements including better relevance in 
Home timelines and new features on Twitter.  We believe user reach and growth is a top 
concern for long-term investors (see Twitter & Snap Bull / Bear debate takeaways and 
survey results), and positive trends can help sentiment. Per Sensortower, downloads in 
4Q (through Nov 30) are up 18% y/y (vs up 11% y/y in 3Q).  We note that downloads are 
not always indicative of reported monthly users, though we are encouraged by continued 
strength in trends.  

Chart 107: What is the biggest risk for Twitter? 

 
Source: BofA Global Research Investor Survey  

 

 Chart 108: Total Twitter mDAU growth (Y/Y) 

 
Source: Company Filings, BofA Global Research  

 

Twitter highlighted several ongoing product improvements driving engagement on their 
experimental app during the 2nd quarter earnings call. In August, it was reported that 
Twitter was adding more functionality around topics giving users the ability to see top 
Tweets on topics they follow from their Home timeline. Topics are special interests 
including technology, games, TV shows, etc. that are curated by Twitter and 
implemented in the search tab. While many of these product changes have yet to be 
rolled out to the public we continue to believe ongoing product changes at Twitter will 
continue to driver improved engagement and provide a solid foundation for the heavy 
2020 event calendar.  
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New MAP (Mobile Application Promotion) product 
Historically, Twitter has underperformed social peers in the direct response ad market 
due to both ad product and targeting capabilities.  Twitter has invested more in its 
mobile app promotion (MAP) platform in 2019 as part of a broader effort to help grow 
its direct response advertising business.  On the 3Q earnings call and shareholder letter, 
Twitter discussed issues with its “legacy” MAP technology used to help advertisers 
promote downloads and usage of mobile apps. The company said these issues impacted 
its ability to target ads and share data with measurement and ad partners. The company 
said a second, improved version of MAP is being built, but the company has not revealed 
the expected timing of a MAP launch.  For 2020, we think the MAP product launch is a 
priority at Twitter, and anticipate that an improved MAP product will be launched during 
the year.  If the product is launched in 1H’20, we think MAP could help reaccelerate 
Twitter’s revenue growth in 2H’20 given easy event comps and the Olympics in Japan.  

Positive on 2020 events calendar 
Users and advertisers launching campaigns around major events come to Twitter around 
events.  For example, during the 2019 Super Bowl, 30 of the 38 broadcast TV advertisers 
also launched a campaign on Twitter.  In 2020 the Olympics & US Elections should 
provide a tailwind to user engagement, while we would anticipate additional advertising 
spend from the Olympics.  

Chart 109: Twitter y/y download growth 

 
Source: SensorTower, BofA Global Research  

Olympics 
The 2016 Summer Olympics in Rio added an estimated $2.0bn to the global ad market 
per Zenith estimates. Assuming a 20% increase in ad spend (consistent with global ad 
growth from 2016-2020) we estimate the 2020 Japan Olympics (July 24th – August 9th) 
could generate $2.4bn in global ad spend. Assuming global social media spending is 30% 
of total ad spend (up from 20% in 2016) we estimate north of $700mn global Online 
media ad spend during the 2020 Olympic games in Japan and see Twitter as well 
positioned to capture incremental ad dollars when compared to 2016.  

In 2016 Twitter did not acknowledge any meaningful impact from the 2016 summer 
Olympics stating “There’s less that 100,000 DAU over that 17-day time period 
attributable to the Olympics” on the 3Q’16 call.  However, looking ahead to the 2020 
Olympics, we have several reasons to be more positive: 1) Twitter has rolled out a major 
update that simplifies the photos/video integration process since the last Olympics in 
February of 2018, 2) Japan is the second largest market for Twitter, and that 3) Twitter 
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is partnering up with NBC for live coverage (Snap saw a nice benefit from its NBC deal 
in 2018 that we estimate at 5-10% of revenue or $12-23mn). Given these three factors, 
we think the impact of the 2020 Olympics is likely to be more visible and impactful.  (We 
note that the last Mens World Cup for Twitter generated an estimated $50mn in 
revenues over two quarters.) 

Election 
With Politicians increasingly using Twitter for campaign messaging we expect heavy 
engagement on the platform running up to the election in November. In October, Twitter 
officially banned political ads from the platform, though total political ad revenue has 
historically accounted for a very small portion of total revenue (less than 1%), but we 
believe other advertisers will come to the platform to target the increased user 
engagement during the election.   

Risks 
Potential for 2020 estimate reset on higher expenses: Twitter has a tough set up in 
early 2020 for both early 2020 y/y margin pressure and Street estimates, which is one of 
the reasons we think the sell off after the 3Q miss has been so severe. Street is looking 
for around 15% expense growth in 2020, and with ongoing headcount growth (21% 
growth in 3Q), pay raises, technical issues & ongoing content monitoring and platform 
improvements we would not be surprised with early management commentary 
suggesting 20% expense growth. This difference could represent an additional $80mn in 
expenses in 2020. We expect y/y margins to be down in 1H’20 (non-GAAP operating 
margins down 350bps y/y to 17.8% in 1H’20) which could be a 1Q sentiment headwind 
that we would expect to dissipate by 2Q. The best time to buy could be after the 4Q call 
when expense estimates are reset. 

Execution Issues: Twitter missed 3Q estimates as user data issues for both targeting 
and reporting impacted revenues. Twitter indicated that user data was being used for 
targeting and measurement despite some user’s opt-out, after discovery of the bug 
Twitter took steps to remediate the bugs; however this affected their ability to target 
ads and share data with measurement and ad partners. Management estimates this bug 
impacted y/y revenue growth by 3+ points in 3Q. While fixes and workarounds are being 
made for reporting issues, some of the ad targeting issues will likely remain a revenue 
headwind through 1H’20. While see 3Q issues as primarily executional nature and not 
indicative of an ongoing competitive or regulatory shift, Twitter’s multiple could remain 
low vs peers if investors are concerned on recurring execution issues.  

Valuation 
At the current price of $30.70, Twitter currently trades at 15x forward EV/EBITDA which 
is below the 3 year historical average (16x average with a range of 10x - 26x) and in-line 
with the Internet media peer group median (15x). On an EV/Sales basis Twitter is 
currently trading at 5.2x 2020 sales which is below the Internet media peer group at 6.7x 
and Twitter’s 3 year historical average of 5.7x. 
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Chart 110: Twitter forward EV/EBITDA 

 
Source: Bloomberg  

 

 Chart 111: Twitter & Facebook forward EV/Sales 

 
Source: Bloomberg  

 

Our $39 price objective is based on 20x our 2020E adj EBITDA of $1.36bn and would 
represent 7x our 2020 revenue estimate of $3.93bn. Our EBITDA valuation reflects a 
premium to our peer group target given product improvement opportunity and revenue 
upside potential in 2020 on positive event comps. 

 

Wix  
Why we like it structurally: 
We see Wix transitioning from a self-serve sales motion, targeting individuals and small 
businesses directly, to a mixed model, adding agency channels during 2020. This change 
opens up a market that Wix sees as 10x as large as the do-it-yourself market. We think 
this could parallel Intuit TurboTax moving from focusing on individuals, to serving tax 
professionals. We see the push fueling Wix’s growth over a five year period and note 
assertions that it expects: 1) subscriber net add acceleration for several years; and 2) 
that much more than 50% of sales should come from pros over the longer term. 
Importantly, it’s likely that these sales are just as profitable as those to individuals, given 
larger overall deal sizes, despite upfront investments in customer service, sales and 
product to support the effort.  

Why revenue growth can outperform in 2020: 
Wix executed meaningful changes to its pricing structure in August, 2018 and May, 
2019. These have led to a reduction in net subscriber additions in 2019 as increased 
churn (as expected) impacts the metric. While the near-term downside to subscribers 
has been counterbalanced by faster growth in average annual revenue per subscription, 
we think it could be weighing on near term sentiment as investors wait to see proof of 
subscriber reacceleration in ’20.  

We think rising subscriber net additions and collections per subscriber could combine 
help accelerate growth as 2020 progresses. On the product side, Wix officially launched 
the Wix Partner Program in 3Q, combining the product, customer service and channel 
sales efforts behind its push into agencies. Early signals suggest higher retention rates 
and more subscriptions purchased per subscriber. We also see the pricing change related 
churn as likely to wear off in 2Q20 as the changes are lapped, adding to subscriber 
acceleration. We think this could drive an acceleration of revenue growth by 2H20.  
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Chart 112: Historical and BofA-Est Wix Net Subscriber Additions (000s) 

 
Source: BofA Global Research,  company disclosure 

Why profit growth can accelerate into ‘2021:  
Wix has seen margin compression in ’20 as investments in customer service and 
developing its agency sales channel have suppressed gross margin and added to sales 
and marketing costs. As well, the growth of its payments platform for website 
customers is recognized gross and has a lower gross margin compared to its 80%+ 
software and services business (we think below 15). Sales of GSuite subscriptions, for 
which Wix is a channel partner, also weigh on gross margin.  
 
Yet, Wix described its investment in customer service as a one-time step up investment, 
meaning leverage may improve into 2020 as collections increasingly convert to revenue. 
Wix had described the investment in customer service as a $15mn-$20mn annual 
investment that it expected to deliver a 3x return (on a collections basis) in 2020. With 
’20 gross margins derisked, we think there could be upside here. Finally, if Wix’s partner 
solutions drive revenue acceleration for the core web-building business, we think the 
differential between growth of payments revenue and core subscription revenue may 
narrow, which would be a boon for gross margin trajectory.  As well, product and 
marketing investments to support Wix’s agency push may also see leverage in ’20 as 
sales growth catches up with these upfront investments.  
 
Chart 113: Wix actual, estimated gross margin 

 
Source: BofA Global Research Estimates, company reports 

 

 Chart 114: Wix adj. operating income 

 
Source: BofA Global Research Estimates, company reports 

 

Why valuation is compelling:  
Wix currently trades at 7x ‘21 EV/Sales and 9.5x ’21 EV/Gross profit, well below Shopify, 
Wix’s closest comp, at 15x/28x, despite Wix’s similar double-digit growth and higher 
expected margin.  Our $160 price objective (34% return from current prices) closes 
some of this gap with a target multiple EV to Sales/Gross Profit multiples of 9.5x/13x, 
high multiples compared to most industries but only slightly above the current SaaS 
group median of 9x/11x despite Wix’s fasted predicted growth.  
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Table 26: Stocks mentioned 

BofA Ticker Bloomberg ticker Company name Price Rating 
GOOGL GOOGL US Alphabet A US$ 1354.89 B-1-9 
GOOG GOOG US Alphabet C US$ 1355.12 B-1-9 
AMZN AMZN US Amazon.com US$ 1790.66 B-1-9 
ARLO ARLO US Arlo Technologies US$ 4.26 C-3-9 
BKNG BKNG US Booking Holdings US$ 2001.87 B-2-9 
DBX DBX US Dropbox US$ 17.16 C-1-9 
EBAY EBAY US eBay Inc US$ 35.9 B-2-9 
EXPE EXPE US Expedia US$ 111.51 B-2-7 
FB FB US Facebook US$ 198.39 B-1-9 
GRUB GRUB US GrubHub US$ 45.79 C-3-9 
IAC IAC US IAC InterActive US$ 223.24 B-1-9 
TREE TREE US LendingTree US$ 285.22 C-1-9 
MTCH MTCH US Match Group US$ 71.04 C-1-9 
NFLX NFLX US Netflix US$ 315.48 C-1-9 
QUOT QUOT US Quotient US$ 11.15 C-3-9 
RDFN RDFN US Redfin Corp US$ 20.53 C-2-9 
SNAP SNAP US Snap Inc US$ 15.1 C-1-9 
TRIP TRIP US TripAdvisor US$ 29.21 C-3-9 
TRVG TRVG US Trivago US$ 2.74 C-3-9 
TWTR TWTR US Twitter US$ 30.7 C-1-9 
W W US Wayfair US$ 83.64 C-2-9 
WIX WIX US Wix.com US$ 119.6 C-1-9 
ZG ZG US Zillow A US$ 42.72 C-3-9 
Z Z US Zillow C US$ 43.29 C-3-9 
Source: BofA Global Research 

 
    
Price objective basis & risk 
Alphabet (GOOGL / GOOG) 
Our price objective of $1,450/$1,450 is based on 22x 2002E core Google GAAP EPS 
(excludes other bets losses) plus cash of $168, or around 17.5x our core 2020E Google 
non-GAAP EPS, plus cash. Alphabet has traded at 17-24x forward P/E over the last five 
years and we think our multiples are reasonable given 20%+ top-line growth. 
 
Downside risks to our PO are: 1) Search revenue growth decelerates faster than 
anticipated due to market maturity, 2) mobile transition drives negative search behavior 
changes, 3) revenue growth pressure from competitor initiatives, 4) margins disappoint 
due to revenue mix and investment initiatives, and 5) negative regulatory changes, 
including EU antitrust. The stock has been subject to heavy volatility in the past based 
on revenue growth and margin trends and this volatility could increase if economic 
conditions deteriorate. 

Amazon.com (AMZN) 
Our PO of $2,160 is based on our SOTP analysis that values the retail business at 
$610bn (1.3x 2020 GMV), AWS at $362bn (8.0x 2020 Sales), and the advertising 
business at $129bn (7.0x 2020 Sales). For 2020E, our 8.0x AWS multiple is relatively in 
line with our SaaS comps at 8.0x, our 1.3x GMV multiple is a premium to our retail 
comps at 1.0x, and our 7.0x advertising multiple is a premium to our digital advertising 
comps at 6.3x. We think the premiums are warranted given gross profit growth in excess 
of revenue growth, which is in-excess of peers. Our price objective implies 3.3x 2020E 
Price/Sales, near the high end of Amazon's historical range of 1.0-3.5x. 
 
Downside risks to our price objective are a increasing competition from offline retailers, 
rich P/E multiple, margin or growth pressure from the digitization of media, hardware 
strategy, AWS investments and/or price cuts, Prime Instant Video content costs, and 
decelerating growth. The stock has been subject to heavy volatility in the past, based on 
margin trends, and this volatility could increase due to economic uncertainty. 
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Arlo Technologies Inc (ARLO) 
Our $3.00 price objective is based on 0.50x 2020E price/sales. A discount to consumer 
device peers (1x) for the device sale driven revenue (product, prepaid) and a discount to 
the consumer subscription peer multiple (3x) for the subscription business given limited 
visibility on Arlo Smart adoption. 
 
Upside risk: Arlo successfully ramps their high margin Arlo Smart subscription business 
or their high price point Arlo Ultra hardware system. Very favorable terms of partnership 
with Verisure. 
 
Downside risks: competition (particularly Amazon, Google), commoditization, slower than 
expected Arlo Smart subscription ramps. 

Booking Holdings Inc (BKNG) 
Our price objective is $2,160, based on 18x our 2020 adj. EPS estimate plus $74.5/share 
in net cash & investments. The 18x multiple is near the middle of Booking Holdings' 
historical multiple range of 13-23x. We think a 18x forward P/E multiple is appropriate 
given higher quality of non-GAAP earnings that includes SBC, low teens EPS growth, 
strong FCF generation, and increased access to the China market via the Ctrip, Meituan, 
and Didi investments. 
 
Risks to our PO are 1) a global economic downturn, especially macro-weakness in Europe 
and Asia, leading to fewer travel bookings and pressure on room rates, 2) competition 
for traffic lowering the company's growth or margin opportunity, 3) hotels favoring their 
own distribution channels, 4) FX volatility, 5) increased competition from Expedia, 
TripAdvisor, CTrip, Airbnb and potentially Google, and 6) the impact of terrorism/disease 
on global travel trends. The stock has been subject to heavy volatility in the past based 
on travel industry trends and this volatility could increase due to greater economic 
uncertainty, especially with macro-trends in Europe. 

Dropbox (DBX) 
We see Dropbox as well positioned for ongoing consumer migration to the cloud and 
should trade at a multiple closer to in-line with SAAS Peers. Our $32 PO is based on a 
blended average enterprise value multiples of 7x 2020E sales and 35x 2020E FCF 
(adjusted for capital leases + one-time earnbacks) given double digit revenue growth and 
healthy FCF generation. This compares to peer medians multiples of 8.5x and 45x, 
respectively. 
 
Risks to our PO are: deceleration in subscriber growth, slower upsell transition of 
customers to higher price plans, commoditization in consumer markets, competition and 
vertical integration in enterprise markets, macro and security headwinds. 

eBay (EBAY) 
Our $42 price objective is based on 19x our 2020E GAAP EPS. This implies a 14x 2020E 
non-GAAP P/E multiple vs. the historical range of 11x-18x and the retail comp group 
average of about 17.4x. We would expect the multiple to stay at the lower half of eBay's 
historical range until y/y ex-FX GMV growth stabilizes or the company can articulate a 
way to unlock value for shareholders. 
 
Risks to our price objective are: 1) competition from Amazon, Walmart, and other new 
Marketplaces in the U.S., competition from Amazon, Alibaba and local incumbents in 
International markets, and competition from multi-channel retailers that are aggressively 
investing in the online channel, 2) vulnerability to future Google search ranking changes, 
3) eCommerce market share declines, and 4) currency risk including FX volatility impact 
on cross border trade. The stock has been subject to heavy volatility in the past based on 
GMV growth and market share trends and this volatility could increase in periods of 
economic uncertainty. 
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Expedia (EXPE) 
Our $129 PO is based on a 50-50 blend of P/E and sum-of-the-parts valuation based on 
2020 estimates. On a sum-of-the-parts basis (based on EBITDA multiples), our valuation 
is $138 as we lower our 8.5x Core OTA multiple to 8x on increased profit growth 
visibility (and maintaining the same 15x multiple on VRBO), while our P/E valuation is 
$120, based on an lowered 17x 2020 P/E multiple and reduced EPS estimates for '20 on 
sluggish profit growth trends. 
 
Downside risks to our PO are: 1) economic downturn leading to fewer travel bookings, 2) 
competition traffic lowering the company's growth or margin opportunity, 3) more 
aggressive hotel direct booking initiatives 4) Google disintermediation 5) further or 
sustained slowdown in VRBO growth. 
 
Upside risks to our PO are: 1) Resolution of Brexit uncertainty and/or U.S.-China trade 
war positively boost optimism on travel trends into 2020, 2) marketing changes reduce 
reliance on Google for traffic, 3) a value focused shareholder base that focused on FCF 
yield, 4) anticipation of easier comps in 2H'20 drives multiple expansion in early 2020. 

Facebook (FB) 
Our $240 price objective is based on 25x 2020E GAAP EPS (slightly below the three-year 
average '18-20 revenue growth, a discount to social and online media peers) plus $18 
cash. Our valuation reflects a moderate discount to the peer group given our view of a 
slowing profit growth outlook, though it reflects a premium to anticipated EPS growth 
as we see potential upside and several assets potentially under-monetized (Messenger, 
stories, video). 
 
Risks are: 1) declines in user activity impacts revenue growth, 2) margin profile of the 
company is more negative than expected as FB diversifies away from core news feed, 3) 
privacy issues or pushback on Facebook's policy changes impact revenue generation, 4) 
Messenger & WhatsApp monetization fails to materialized as expected, 5) potential for 
higher investment to negatively impact margins, and 6) a macroeconomic impact on 
advertising pricing. 

GrubHub (GRUB) 
Our PO is $30 based on 18x our 2021E EBITDA estimate which is in-line with our 
internet marketplace comps, also at 18x 2021 EBITDA. We believe Grubhub should be in 
line with its peers given the margins of the core business, long-term growth potential, 
and growing addressable market. 
 
Upside risks are: 1) Comps ease significantly in 2020, 2) Grubhub is only profitable 
player in industry, 3) industry is ripe for consolidation, which could alleviate competition. 
 
Downside risks are: 1) competition had compressed margins due to customer coupons 
and courier bonuses, 2) Grub is no longer the market share leader in the US, 3) 
Regulations and new fees (like AB5 in CA) have the potential to impact the business 
model 

IAC InterActive (IAC) 
Our $321 PO is based on our sum of parts valuation. We estimate 6x EBITDA for 
Applications & Emerging/Other, 6x EBITDA for Dotdash, and 3x revenue for Vimeo, 
combined with 87% ownership in publically traded ANGI. Our PO values IAC's stake in 
Match based on our $95 value (26x 2021E EV/EBITDA) and 80% ownership. 
 
Risks to our PO are failure to grow stub assets and failure to source new opportunities 
for the IAC portfolio. 

LendingTree (TREE) 
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Our $390 price objective is based on 19x '21E EV/EBITDA. We see this valuation as 
justified given peers at 16x plus a premium for a $29bn TAM opportunity and upside 
potential in FY20 from improvements to conversion and organic marketing. 
 
Risks to achieving our price objective are: 1) interest rate risks given the demand for 
leads for mortgage and other loan products, 2) competition with other consumer finance 
sites and ad networks, 3) potential for search engine disintermediation and traffic 
competition, 4) potential for recessionary impact on loan products (lower traffic and 
demand for leads) and credit card markets, 5) premium valuation vs. lead generation and 
marketplace peers, and 6) acquisition risk. 

Match Group (MTCH) 
Our PO of $95 is based on 26x our estimated 2021E EBITDA, which is a premium to 
peers due to its superior growth outlook and potential for faster than expected profit 
margin expansion. 
 
Downside risks are: market share losses to an emerging dating business, potential for 
higher acquisition costs on mobile, lower conversion rates that lead to lower PMC 
growth, the need to acquire competing sites to maintain growth or market share, and 
higher-than-expected International investments. The biggest downside risk is lower 
revenue if Tinder experiences a decline in popularity or public perception. 

Netflix, Inc. (NFLX) 
Our $426 price objective is based on a peak penetration sum-of-the-parts analysis which 
discounts back future EPS at peak penetration by 10%. At peak penetration, we assume 
domestic streams peak at 75mn subscribers in four years while the international 
segment reaches 300mn within twelve years. We assume 40% contribution margin for 
both the domestic and international businesses. We assume a US tax rate of 25% and an 
international tax rate of 22%. At peak penetration, we assume a 17x S&P500 average 
multiple. 
 
Downside risks to our price objective are: 1) increasing content costs, 2) potential new 
competitors in the company's streaming business, 3) execution challenges and 
competition potentially limiting growth in new markets, 4) U.S. saturation point 
approaching more quickly than expected, and 5) net neutrality repeal causing ISPs to 
look to recoup higher rents from Netflix's high bandwidth requirements for streaming. 
 
Upside risks to our price objective are: 1) content costs rising more slowly than 
expected, 2) total subscriber growth is faster than expected, and 3) international 
expansion into new large markets (e.g. China). 

Quotient Technology Inc (QUOT) 
Our $10 price objective is based on a 10x 2020E EBITDA (vs. SaaS comps at 22x). 
Quotient is an operator in online couponing, has a strong technological platform, 
relationships with CPGs and a platform that is slowly spreading across grocers in the 
U.S. However, several large CPG clients have decreased spending on the platform. 
 
Downside risks are: 1) further delays in point-of-sale system rollout with retailers, 2) loss 
of major retailers or CPG, 3) higher-than-expected R&D and S&M costs due to 
investment, and 4) limited float may contribute to volatility. 

Redfin Corp (RDFN) 
Our $22 price objective is based on a 2x 2020E EV/Sales multiple, which is above the 
brokerage industry average but slightly below peers like Re/max and Zillow which trade 
at 6x EV/Sales and have much higher EBITDA margins. 
 
Upside risks: 1) faster than expected new product uptake expanding long term margins, 
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2) faster market share growth in core markets, 3) new product announcements driving 
stronger automation, and 4) housing market upswing. 
 
Downside risks: 1) housing market recession, 2) stronger price competition from 
traditional brokers, 3) slower market share growth in core markets, and 4) lock-up 
expiration post IPO. 

Snap (SNAP) 
Our $18 PO is based on an 11x 2020e EV/Sales multiple, above its closest peers (7.4x), 
which we believe is warranted given faster revenue growth and bigger ARPU 
monetization opportunity. Snap is in early stages of ad monetization with potential for 
higher growth and future leverage in the business model, but user growth uncertainty 
and execution risk offset. 
 
Downside risks to our PO are: 1) further deceleration in user growth that would raise 
concerns on long-term revenue opportunity, 2) pressure on usage due to competing 
services, and 3) "concept" valuation that has less support than peers. 

TripAdvisor (TRIP) 
Our price objective of $30 is based on 17x our 2020 non-GAAP EPS estimate. This 
multiple is broadly in line with peers for improving profitability, though struggling top-
line trends. 17x is below the company's historical range of 20x-40x, which we think is 
appropriate given sluggish growth trends. 
 
Downside risks to our price objective are: 1) increasing competition (e.g. Yelp, Google, 
Trivago), 2) macro-economic and political factors impacting the travel industry, 3) 
challenges to the credibility of online reviews, 4) mobile monetization headwinds, 5) 
growth and monetization headwinds as company updates user experience. 
 
Upside risks to our price objective are: 1) improved mobile monetization 2) higher non-
hotel shopper dollar capture, 3) successful brand marketing campaign, and 4) improved 
global macro environment. 

Trivago NV (TRVG) 
Our PO of $2.50 is based on a 10x 2020E EV/EBITDA multiple, near the middle of the 
range where peer TripAdvisor has traded over the last three years and amid a similar 
outlook for low sales growth and risks to profit. We use EV/EBITDA for valuation as 
Trivago has shifted its focus from top-line growth to profitability. On a price to sales 
basis, the stock has traded at a range of 1.0-3.0x forward year P/S, and our valuation 
represents a multiple below the low end of the recent historical range, reflecting 
challenged growth trends. 
 
Downside risks to our price objective are: 1) Growing competition, 2) Elevated marketing 
spend, 3) High customer concentration, 4) Macro and FX risks, and 5) Potential for loss 
of hotel inventory. Upside risks to our price objective are: 1) Takeout potential from 
Expedia buying out remaining 40% of stock it does not already own, 2) TRVG 
reaccelerates revenue growth in late 2018 after lapping tougher comps, 3) Lower 
customer concentration results in greater bid liquidity. 

Twitter (TWTR) 
Our $39 price objective is based on 20x 2020E adj EBITDA (and would represent a 39x 
2020E non-GAAP P/E). Our EBITDA valuation reflects a premium to our peer group 
target given product improvement opportunity, revenue upside potential in 2019 despite 
tough comps, and potential for positive sentiment in 2H'19 on positive event comps in 
2020. 
 
Downside risks to our PO are: 1) pressure on monthly users that may raise concerns on 
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long-term revenue opportunity, 2) pressure on usage due to emergence of competing 
services, 3) potential for declining margins due to need for investments in platform 
security, and 4) on an P/E and EV/EBITDA basis, stock is subject to significant multiple 
compression if revenue growth slows or new competition/regulatory concerns emerge. 

Wayfair (W) 
Our price objective of $100 is based on 0.8x 2020E EV/Sales. We continue to focus on 
EV/Sales, given Wayfair's lack of profitability to date. Our 0.8x 2020 target multiple is a 
discount to Wayfair's eCommerce comp group (ex-eBay and Etsy) at 1.4x and the retail 
peer comp group at 1.1x given high exposure to macro uncertainty (tariff risk) and 
increasing EBITDA losses expected in the near term (due to tariffs, increased ad spend, 
and hiring). 
 
Downside risks are: 1) GAAP operating losses expected through 2020, making valuation 
analysis more complex, 2) competition from several well-capitalized companies, 
including Amazon, 3) brand complexity (five brands), 4) category limitations, 5) partner 
segment revenue headwinds and 6) execution risk on International expansion. 

Wix.com (WIX) 
Our $160 PO is based on 9x 2020E EV/Sales. We think the multiple is justified given the 
consistency of the subscription model, upside potential from new products, high average 
growth, and predictable free cash flow generation. Wix model is highly leverageable with 
potential for new products and services to drive solid free cash flow growth. 
 
Downside risks to our PO are: 1 ) competition and limited barriers to entry, 2) low 
profitability near term, 3) limited pricing power, and 4) an undiversified product line. 

Zillow (ZG / Z) 
Our $35 price objective is based on a sum of the parts valuation. We value the IMT & 
Mortgages businesses combined on a 20x 2020E EV/EBITDA ratio, while crediting the 
Instant Offers business with $2 of per share value based on our growth model assuming 
5% returns, 6% discount rate, and 75% leverage. Our IMT business multiple is roughly in 
line with online real estate lead generation sites in other developed countries. In 
addition, this multiple represents a relative discount given Zillow's higher sales growth 
and a larger US TAM in comparison to its peers in smaller developed markets like 
Australia and Japan. 
 
Downside risks are: 1) traffic cannibalization between Zillow properties, 2) new lawsuits 
again Zillow, 3) potential for multiple compression, 4) a U.S. housing market down turn, 
and 5) lack of profitability support for valuation. 
 
Upside risks are: 1) faster-than-expected growth and S&M leverage, 2) Zillow Diggs 
monetization, 3) accelerated grow the in rentals market, and 4) new market expansion. 
   
Analyst Certification 
We, Justin Post and Nat Schindler, hereby certify that the views each of us has 
expressed in this research report accurately reflect each of our respective personal views 
about the subject securities and issuers.  We also certify that no part of our respective 
compensation was, is, or will be, directly or indirectly, related to the specific 
recommendations or view expressed in this research report. 
 
 
Special Disclosures 
BofA Securities is currently acting as financial advisor to TripAdvisor, Inc. in connection 
with its proposed strategic partnership to expand global cooperation, including a joint 
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venture, global content agreements and a governance agreement with Trip.com Group 
Limited, which was announced on November 6, 2019. 
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US - Internet Coverage Cluster 
Investment rating Company BofA Ticker Bloomberg symbol Analyst 
BUY 
 Activision ATVI ATVI US Ryan Gee 
 Alphabet GOOGL GOOGL US Justin Post 
 Alphabet GOOG GOOG US Justin Post 
 Amazon.com AMZN AMZN US Justin Post 
 Cardlytics CDLX CDLX US Nat Schindler 
 Carvana Co CVNA CVNA US Nat Schindler 
 Chewy Inc CHWY CHWY US Nat Schindler 
 Dropbox DBX DBX US Justin Post 
 Everquote EVER EVER US Nat Schindler 
 Facebook FB FB US Justin Post 
 Fiverr FVRR FVRR US Nat Schindler 
 IAC InterActive IAC IAC US Nat Schindler 
 LendingTree TREE TREE US Nat Schindler 
 Match Group MTCH MTCH US Nat Schindler 
 Netflix, Inc. NFLX NFLX US Nat Schindler 
 Peloton PTON PTON US Justin Post 
 Snap SNAP SNAP US Justin Post 
 Take-Two Interactive TTWO TTWO US Ryan Gee 
 Twitter TWTR TWTR US Justin Post 
 Uber UBER UBER US Justin Post 
 Wix.com WIX WIX US Nat Schindler 
NEUTRAL 
 Booking Holdings Inc BKNG BKNG US Justin Post 
 eBay EBAY EBAY US Justin Post 
 Electronic Arts EA EA US Ryan Gee 
 Expedia EXPE EXPE US Justin Post 
 Pinterest PINS PINS US Justin Post 
 Redfin Corp RDFN RDFN US Nat Schindler 
 Revolve RVLV RVLV US Justin Post 
 The RealReal REAL REAL US Justin Post 
 Wayfair W W US Justin Post 
 ZYNGA ZNGA ZNGA US Ryan Gee 
UNDERPERFORM 
 Arlo Technologies Inc ARLO ARLO US Nat Schindler 
 GrubHub GRUB GRUB US Nat Schindler 
 Quotient Technology Inc QUOT QUOT US Nat Schindler 
 SciPlay SCPL SCPL US Ryan Gee 
 TripAdvisor TRIP TRIP US Nat Schindler 
 Trivago NV TRVG TRVG US Nat Schindler 
 Zillow ZG ZG US Nat Schindler 
 Zillow Z Z US Nat Schindler 
 

     
Disclosures 
Important Disclosures  
     
Equity Investment Rating Distribution: Media & Entertainment Group (as of 30 Sep 2019) 
Coverage Universe Count Percent  Inv. Banking Relationships* Count Percent 
Buy 28 41.18%  Buy 15 53.57% 
Hold 17 25.00%  Hold 7 41.18% 
Sell 23 33.82%  Sell 8 34.78%  
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Equity Investment Rating Distribution: Technology Group (as of 30 Sep 2019) 
Coverage Universe Count Percent  Inv. Banking Relationships* Count Percent 
Buy 151 55.72%  Buy 92 60.93% 
Hold 53 19.56%  Hold 37 69.81% 
Sell 67 24.72%  Sell 30 44.78%   
Equity Investment Rating Distribution: Global Group (as of 30 Sep 2019) 
Coverage Universe Count Percent  Inv. Banking Relationships* Count Percent 
Buy 1517 50.30%  Buy 964 63.55% 
Hold 680 22.55%  Hold 434 63.82% 
Sell 819 27.16%  Sell 408 49.82% 
* Issuers that were investment banking clients of BofA Securities or one of its affiliates within the past 12 months. For purposes of this Investment Rating Distribution, the coverage universe includes only stocks. A stock 
rated Neutral is included as a Hold, and a stock rated Underperform is included as a Sell.       

FUNDAMENTAL EQUITY OPINION KEY: Opinions include a Volatility Risk Rating, an Investment Rating and an Income Rating. VOLATILITY RISK RATINGS, indicators of potential 
price fluctuation, are: A - Low, B - Medium and C - High. INVESTMENT RATINGS reflect the analyst’s assessment of a stock’s: (i) absolute total return potential and (ii) 
attractiveness for investment relative to other stocks within its Coverage Cluster (defined below). There are three investment ratings: 1 - Buy stocks are expected to have a total 
return of at least 10% and are the most attractive stocks in the coverage cluster; 2 - Neutral stocks are expected to remain flat or increase in value and are less attractive than 
Buy rated stocks and 3 - Underperform stocks are the least attractive stocks in a coverage cluster. Analysts assign investment ratings considering, among other things, the 0-12 
month total return expectation for a stock and the firm’s guidelines for ratings dispersions (shown in the table below). The current price objective for a stock should be referenced 
to better understand the total return expectation at any given time. The price objective reflects the analyst’s view of the potential price appreciation (depreciation). 
Investment rating Total return expectation (within 12-month period of date of initial rating) Ratings dispersion guidelines for coverage cluster* 

Buy ≥ 10% ≤ 70% 
Neutral ≥ 0% ≤ 30% 

Underperform N/A ≥ 20% 
* Ratings dispersions may vary from time to time where BofA Global Research believes it better reflects the investment prospects of stocks in a Coverage Cluster. 

INCOME RATINGS, indicators of potential cash dividends, are: 7 - same/higher (dividend considered to be secure), 8 - same/lower (dividend not considered to be secure) and 9 - pays 
no cash dividend. Coverage Cluster is comprised of stocks covered by a single analyst or two or more analysts sharing a common industry, sector, region or other classification(s). A stock’s 
coverage cluster is included in the most recent BofA Global Research report referencing the stock.   
 
Price charts for the securities referenced in this research report are available at https://pricecharts.baml.com, or call 1-800-MERRILL to have them mailed. 
BofAS or one of its affiliates acts as a market maker for the equity securities recommended in the report: Alphabet A, Alphabet C, Amazon.com, Arlo Technologies, Booking Holdings, Dropbox, 
eBay Inc, Expedia, Facebook, GrubHub, IAC InterActive, LendingTree, Match Group, Netflix, Quotient, Redfin Corp, Snap Inc, TripAdvisor, Trivago, Twitter, Wayfair, Wix.com, Zillow A, Zillow C. 
BofAS or an affiliate was a manager of a public offering of securities of this issuer within the last 12 months: Expedia Inc, GrubHub, IAC/Interactive, Match Group, Twitter, Zillow. 
The issuer is or was, within the last 12 months, an investment banking client of BofAS and/or one or more of its affiliates: Alphabet, Amazon.com, Booking Holdings, Dropbox, eBay Inc, Expedia 
Inc, Facebook, GrubHub, IAC/Interactive, LendingTree, Match Group, Snap Inc, TripAdvisor, Trivago, Twitter, Wayfair, Wix.com, Zillow. 
BofAS or an affiliate has received compensation from the issuer for non-investment banking services or products within the past 12 months: Alphabet, Amazon.com, Booking Holdings, Dropbox, 
eBay Inc, Expedia Inc, Facebook, GrubHub, IAC/Interactive, LendingTree, Match Group, Netflix, Quotient, TripAdvisor, Trivago, Twitter, Wayfair. 
The issuer is or was, within the last 12 months, a non-securities business client of BofAS and/or one or more of its affiliates: Alphabet, Amazon.com, Booking Holdings, Dropbox, eBay Inc, 
Expedia Inc, Facebook, GrubHub, IAC/Interactive, LendingTree, Match Group, Netflix, Quotient, Snap Inc, TripAdvisor, Trivago, Twitter, Wayfair, Wix.com, Zillow. 
BofAS or an affiliate has received compensation for investment banking services from this issuer within the past 12 months: Alphabet, Booking Holdings, eBay Inc, Expedia Inc, GrubHub, 
IAC/Interactive, Match Group, TripAdvisor, Trivago, Twitter, Wayfair, Wix.com, Zillow. 
BofAS or an affiliate expects to receive or intends to seek compensation for investment banking services from this issuer or an affiliate of the issuer within the next three months: Alphabet, 
Amazon.com, Booking Holdings, Dropbox, eBay Inc, Expedia Inc, Facebook, IAC/Interactive, LendingTree, Match Group, Snap Inc, Trivago, Wayfair. 
BofAS together with its affiliates beneficially owns one percent or more of the common stock of this issuer. If this report was issued on or after the 9th day of the month, it reflects the 
ownership position on the last day of the previous month. Reports issued before the 9th day of a month reflect the ownership position at the end of the second month preceding the date of 
the report: Alphabet, eBay Inc, Expedia Inc, IAC/Interactive, Match Group, Wayfair, Wix.com. 
BofAS or one of its affiliates is willing to sell to, or buy from, clients the common equity of the issuer on a principal basis: Alphabet A, Alphabet C, Amazon.com, Arlo Technologies, Booking 
Holdings, Dropbox, eBay Inc, Expedia, Facebook, GrubHub, IAC InterActive, LendingTree, Match Group, Netflix, Quotient, Redfin Corp, Snap Inc, TripAdvisor, Trivago, Twitter, Wayfair, Wix.com, 
Zillow A, Zillow C. 
The issuer is or was, within the last 12 months, a securities business client (non-investment banking) of BofAS and/or one or more of its affiliates: Alphabet, Amazon.com, Booking Holdings, 
Dropbox, eBay Inc, Expedia Inc, Facebook, GrubHub, IAC/Interactive, LendingTree, Match Group, Netflix, Quotient, TripAdvisor, Trivago, Twitter, Wayfair, Wix.com, Zillow. 
BofA Global Research personnel (including the analyst(s) responsible for this report) receive compensation based upon, among other factors, the overall profitability of Bank of America 
Corporation, including profits derived from investment banking. The analyst(s) responsible for this report may also receive compensation based upon, among other factors, the overall 
profitability of the Bank’s sales and trading businesses relating to the class of securities or financial instruments for which such analyst is responsible.  
  
Other Important Disclosures 
From time to time research analysts conduct site visits of covered issuers. BofA Global Research policies prohibit research analysts from accepting payment or reimbursement for travel 
expenses from the issuer for such visits. 
Prices are indicative and for information purposes only. Except as otherwise stated in the report, for the purpose of any recommendation in relation to: (i) an equity security, the price referenced 
is the publicly traded price of the security as of close of business on the day prior to the date of the report or, if the report is published during intraday trading, the price referenced is indicative 
of the traded price as of the date and time of the report; or (ii) a debt security (including equity preferred and CDS), prices are indicative as of the date and time of the report and are from various 
sources including BofA Securities trading desks. 
The date and time of completion of the production of any recommendation in this report shall be the date and time of dissemination of this report as recorded in the report timestamp. 
 
Recipients who are not institutional investors or market professionals should seek the advice of their independent financial advisor before considering information in this report in connection 
with any investment decision, or for a necessary explanation of its contents. 
Officers of BofAS or one or more of its affiliates (other than research analysts) may have a financial interest in securities of the issuer(s) or in related investments. 
BofA Global Research policies relating to conflicts of interest are described at https://rsch.baml.com/coi 
"BofA Securities" includes BofA Securities, Inc. ("BofAS") and its affiliates. Investors should contact their BofA Securities representative or Merrill Global Wealth Management 
financial advisor if they have questions concerning this report or concerning the appropriateness of any investment idea described herein for such investor. "BofA Securities" is a 
global brand for BofA Global Research. 
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Information relating to Non-US affiliates of BofA Securities and Distribution of Affiliate Research Reports: 
BofAS and/or Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith ("MLPF&S") may in the future distribute, information of the following non-US affiliates in the US (short name: legal name, regulator): Merrill 
Lynch (South Africa): Merrill Lynch South Africa (Pty) Ltd., regulated by The Financial Service Board; MLI (UK): Merrill Lynch International, regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) and 
the Prudential Regulation Authority (PRA); BofASE (France): BofA Securities Europe SA is authorized by the Autorité de Contrôle Prudentiel et de Résolution (ACPR) and regulated by the ACPR 
and the Autorité des Marchés Financiers (AMF); BAMLI DAC (Milan): Bank of America Merrill Lynch International DAC, Milan Branch, regulated by the Bank of Italy, the European Central Bank 
(ECB) and the Central Bank of Ireland (CBI); Merrill Lynch (Australia): Merrill Lynch Equities (Australia) Limited, regulated by the Australian Securities and Investments Commission; Merrill Lynch 
(Hong Kong): Merrill Lynch (Asia Pacific) Limited, regulated by the Hong Kong Securities and Futures Commission (HKSFC); Merrill Lynch (Singapore): Merrill Lynch (Singapore) Pte Ltd, regulated 
by the Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS); Merrill Lynch (Canada): Merrill Lynch Canada Inc, regulated by the Investment Industry Regulatory Organization of Canada; Merrill Lynch (Mexico): 
Merrill Lynch Mexico, SA de CV, Casa de Bolsa, regulated by the Comisión Nacional Bancaria y de Valores; Merrill Lynch (Argentina): Merrill Lynch Argentina SA, regulated by Comisión Nacional de 
Valores; Merrill Lynch (Japan): Merrill Lynch Japan Securities Co., Ltd., regulated by the Financial Services Agency; Merrill Lynch (Seoul): Merrill Lynch International, LLC Seoul Branch, regulated by 
the Financial Supervisory Service; Merrill Lynch (Taiwan): Merrill Lynch Securities (Taiwan) Ltd., regulated by the Securities and Futures Bureau; DSP Merrill Lynch (India): DSP Merrill Lynch 
Limited, regulated by the Securities and Exchange Board of India; Merrill Lynch (Indonesia): PT Merrill Lynch Sekuritas Indonesia, regulated by Otoritas Jasa Keuangan (OJK); Merrill Lynch (Israel): 
Merrill Lynch Israel Limited, regulated by Israel Securities Authority; Merrill Lynch (Russia): OOO Merrill Lynch Securities, Moscow, regulated by the Central Bank of the Russian Federation; Merrill 
Lynch (DIFC): Merrill Lynch International (DIFC Branch), regulated by the Dubai Financial Services Authority (DFSA); Merrill Lynch (Spain): Merrill Lynch Capital Markets Espana, S.A.S.V., regulated 
by Comisión Nacional del Mercado De Valores; Merrill Lynch (Brazil): Bank of America Merrill Lynch Banco Multiplo S.A., regulated by Comissão de Valores Mobiliários; Merrill Lynch KSA Company: 
Merrill Lynch Kingdom of Saudi Arabia Company, regulated by the Capital Market Authority. 
This information: has been approved for publication and is distributed in the United Kingdom (UK) to professional clients and eligible counterparties (as each is defined in the rules of the FCA 
and the PRA) by MLI (UK), which is authorized by the PRA and regulated by the FCA and the PRA - details about the extent of our regulation by the FCA and PRA are available from us on request; 
has been approved for publication and is distributed in the European Economic Area (EEA) by BofASE (France), which is authorized by the ACPR and regulated by the ACPR and the AMF; has 
been considered and distributed in Japan by Merrill Lynch (Japan), a registered securities dealer under the Financial Instruments and Exchange Act in Japan, or its permitted affiliates; is issued 
and distributed in Hong Kong by Merrill Lynch (Hong Kong) which is regulated by HKSFC; is issued and distributed in Taiwan by Merrill Lynch (Taiwan); is issued and distributed in India by DSP 
Merrill Lynch (India); and is issued and distributed in Singapore to institutional investors and/or accredited investors (each as defined under the Financial Advisers Regulations) by Merrill Lynch 
(Singapore) (Company Registration No 198602883D). Merrill Lynch (Singapore) is regulated by MAS. Bank of America N.A., Australian Branch (ARBN 064 874 531), AFS License 412901 (BANA 
Australia) and Merrill Lynch Equities (Australia) Limited (ABN 65 006 276 795), AFS License 235132 (MLEA) distribute this information in Australia only to 'Wholesale' clients as defined by 
s.761G of the Corporations Act 2001. With the exception of BANA Australia, neither MLEA nor any of its affiliates involved in preparing this information is an Authorised Deposit-Taking 
Institution under the Banking Act 1959 nor regulated by the Australian Prudential Regulation Authority. No approval is required for publication or distribution of this information in Brazil and its 
local distribution is by Merrill Lynch (Brazil) in accordance with applicable regulations. Merrill Lynch (DIFC) is authorized and regulated by the DFSA. Information prepared and issued by Merrill 
Lynch (DIFC) is done so in accordance with the requirements of the DFSA conduct of business rules. Bank of America Merrill Lynch International DAC, Frankfurt Branch (BAMLI DAC (Frankfurt)) 
distributes this information in Germany and is regulated by BaFin, the ECB and the CBI. BofA Securities entities, including BAMLI DAC and BofASE (France), may outsource/delegate the 
marketing and/or provision of certain research services or aspects of research services to other branches or members of the BofA Securities group. You may be contacted by a different BofA 
Securities entity acting for and on behalf of your service provider where permitted by applicable law. This does not change your service provider. Please use this link 
http://www.bankofamerica.com/emaildisclaimer for further information. 
This information has been prepared and issued by BofAS and/or one or more of its non-US affiliates. The author(s) of this information may not be licensed to carry on regulated activities in your 
jurisdiction and, if not licensed, do not hold themselves out as being able to do so. BofAS and/or MLPF&S is the distributor of this information in the US and accepts full responsibility for 
information distributed to BofAS and/or MLPF&S clients in the US by its non-US affiliates. Any US person receiving this information and wishing to effect any transaction in any security 
discussed herein should do so through BofAS and/or MLPF&S and not such foreign affiliates. Hong Kong recipients of this information should contact Merrill Lynch (Asia Pacific) Limited in 
respect of any matters relating to dealing in securities or provision of specific advice on securities or any other matters arising from, or in connection with, this information. Singapore recipients 
of this information should contact Merrill Lynch (Singapore) Pte Ltd in respect of any matters arising from, or in connection with, this information. 
General Investment Related Disclosures: 
Taiwan Readers: Neither the information nor any opinion expressed herein constitutes an offer or a solicitation of an offer to transact in any securities or other financial instrument. No part of 
this report may be used or reproduced or quoted in any manner whatsoever in Taiwan by the press or any other person without the express written consent of BofA Securities. 
This document provides general information only, and has been prepared for, and is intended for general distribution to, BofA Securities clients. Neither the information nor any opinion 
expressed constitutes an offer or an invitation to make an offer, to buy or sell any securities or other financial instrument or any derivative related to such securities or instruments (e.g., options, 
futures, warrants, and contracts for differences). This document is not intended to provide personal investment advice and it does not take into account the specific investment objectives, 
financial situation and the particular needs of, and is not directed to, any specific person(s). This document and its content do not constitute, and should not be considered to constitute, 
investment advice for purposes of ERISA, the US tax code, the Investment Advisers Act or otherwise. Investors should seek financial advice regarding the appropriateness of investing in financial 
instruments and implementing investment strategies discussed or recommended in this document and should understand that statements regarding future prospects may not be realized. Any 
decision to purchase or subscribe for securities in any offering must be based solely on existing public information on such security or the information in the prospectus or other offering 
document issued in connection with such offering, and not on this document. 
Securities and other financial instruments referred to herein, or recommended, offered or sold by BofA Securities, are not insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation and are not 
deposits or other obligations of any insured depository institution (including, Bank of America, N.A.). Investments in general and, derivatives, in particular, involve numerous risks, including, 
among others, market risk, counterparty default risk and liquidity risk. No security, financial instrument or derivative is suitable for all investors. In some cases, securities and other financial 
instruments may be difficult to value or sell and reliable information about the value or risks related to the security or financial instrument may be difficult to obtain. Investors should note that 
income from such securities and other financial instruments, if any, may fluctuate and that price or value of such securities and instruments may rise or fall and, in some cases, investors may 
lose their entire principal investment. Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance. Levels and basis for taxation may change. 
This report may contain a short-term trading idea or recommendation, which highlights a specific near-term catalyst or event impacting the issuer or the market that is anticipated to have a 
short-term price impact on the equity securities of the issuer. Short-term trading ideas and recommendations are different from and do not affect a stock's fundamental equity rating, which 
reflects both a longer term total return expectation and attractiveness for investment relative to other stocks within its Coverage Cluster. Short-term trading ideas and recommendations may 
be more or less positive than a stock's fundamental equity rating. 
BofA Securities is aware that the implementation of the ideas expressed in this report may depend upon an investor's ability to "short" securities or other financial instruments and that such 
action may be limited by regulations prohibiting or restricting "shortselling" in many jurisdictions. Investors are urged to seek advice regarding the applicability of such regulations prior to 
executing any short idea contained in this report. 
Foreign currency rates of exchange may adversely affect the value, price or income of any security or financial instrument mentioned herein. Investors in such securities and instruments, 
including ADRs, effectively assume currency risk. 
UK Readers: The protections provided by the U.K. regulatory regime, including the Financial Services Scheme, do not apply in general to business coordinated by BofA Securities entities located 
outside of the United Kingdom. 
BofAS or one of its affiliates is a regular issuer of traded financial instruments linked to securities that may have been recommended in this report. BofAS or one of its affiliates may, at any time, 
hold a trading position (long or short) in the securities and financial instruments discussed in this report. 
BofA Securities, through business units other than BofA Global Research, may have issued and may in the future issue trading ideas or recommendations that are inconsistent with, and reach 
different conclusions from, the information presented herein. Such ideas or recommendations may reflect different time frames, assumptions, views and analytical methods of the persons who 
prepared them, and BofA Securities is under no obligation to ensure that such other trading ideas or recommendations are brought to the attention of any recipient of this information. 
In the event that the recipient received this information pursuant to a contract between the recipient and BofAS for the provision of research services for a separate fee, and in connection 
therewith BofAS may be deemed to be acting as an investment adviser, such status relates, if at all, solely to the person with whom BofAS has contracted directly and does not extend beyond 
the delivery of this report (unless otherwise agreed specifically in writing by BofAS If such recipient uses the services of BofAS in connection with the sale or purchase of a security referred to 
herein, BofAS may act as principal for its own account or as agent for another person. BofAS is and continues to act solely as a broker-dealer in connection with the execution of any transactions, 
including transactions in any securities referred to herein. 
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Copyright and General Information:  
Copyright 2019 Bank of America Corporation. All rights reserved. iQprofile℠, iQmethod℠ are service marks of Bank of America Corporation. iQdatabase® is a registered service mark of Bank of 
America Corporation. This information is prepared for the use of BofA Securities clients and may not be redistributed, retransmitted or disclosed, in whole or in part, or in any form or manner, 
without the express written consent of BofA Securities. BofA Global Research information is distributed simultaneously to internal and client websites and other portals by BofA Securities and 
is not publicly-available material. Any unauthorized use or disclosure is prohibited. Receipt and review of this information constitutes your agreement not to redistribute, retransmit, or disclose 
to others the contents, opinions, conclusion, or information contained herein (including any investment recommendations, estimates or price targets) without first obtaining express 
permission from an authorized officer of BofA Securities. 
Materials prepared by BofA Global Research personnel are based on public information. Facts and views presented in this material have not been reviewed by, and may not reflect information 
known to, professionals in other business areas of BofA Securities, including investment banking personnel. BofA Securities has established information barriers between BofA Global Research 
and certain business groups. As a result, BofA Securities does not disclose certain client relationships with, or compensation received from, such issuers. To the extent this material discusses 
any legal proceeding or issues, it has not been prepared as nor is it intended to express any legal conclusion, opinion or advice. Investors should consult their own legal advisers as to issues of 
law relating to the subject matter of this material. BofA Global Research personnel’s knowledge of legal proceedings in which any BofA Securities entity and/or its directors, officers and 
employees may be plaintiffs, defendants, co-defendants or co-plaintiffs with or involving issuers mentioned in this material is based on public information. Facts and views presented in this 
material that relate to any such proceedings have not been reviewed by, discussed with, and may not reflect information known to, professionals in other business areas of BofA Securities in 
connection with the legal proceedings or matters relevant to such proceedings. 
This information has been prepared independently of any issuer of securities mentioned herein and not in connection with any proposed offering of securities or as agent of any issuer of any 
securities. None of BofAS any of its affiliates or their research analysts has any authority whatsoever to make any representation or warranty on behalf of the issuer(s). BofA Global Research 
policy prohibits research personnel from disclosing a recommendation, investment rating, or investment thesis for review by an issuer prior to the publication of a research report containing 
such rating, recommendation or investment thesis. 
Any information relating to the tax status of financial instruments discussed herein is not intended to provide tax advice or to be used by anyone to provide tax advice. Investors are urged to 
seek tax advice based on their particular circumstances from an independent tax professional. 
The information herein (other than disclosure information relating to BofA Securities and its affiliates) was obtained from various sources and we do not guarantee its accuracy. This information 
may contain links to third-party websites. BofA Securities is not responsible for the content of any third-party website or any linked content contained in a third-party website. Content 
contained on such third-party websites is not part of this information and is not incorporated by reference. The inclusion of a link does not imply any endorsement by or any affiliation with BofA 
Securities. Access to any third-party website is at your own risk, and you should always review the terms and privacy policies at third-party websites before submitting any personal information 
to them. BofA Securities is not responsible for such terms and privacy policies and expressly disclaims any liability for them. 
All opinions, projections and estimates constitute the judgment of the author as of the date of publication and are subject to change without notice. Prices also are subject to change without 
notice. BofA Securities is under no obligation to update this information and BofA Securities ability to publish information on the subject issuer(s) in the future is subject to applicable quiet 
periods. You should therefore assume that BofA Securities will not update any fact, circumstance or opinion contained herein. 
Subject to the quiet period applicable under laws of the various jurisdictions in which we distribute research reports and other legal and BofA Securities policy-related restrictions on the 
publication of research reports, fundamental equity reports are produced on a regular basis as necessary to keep the investment recommendation current. 
Certain outstanding reports or investment opinions relating to securities, financial instruments and/or issuers may no longer be current.  Always refer to the most recent research report relating 
to an issuer prior to making an investment decision. 
In some cases, an issuer may be classified as Restricted or may be Under Review or Extended Review. In each case, investors should consider any investment opinion relating to such issuer (or 
its security and/or financial instruments) to be suspended or withdrawn and should not rely on the analyses and investment opinion(s) pertaining to such issuer (or its securities and/or financial 
instruments) nor should the analyses or opinion(s) be considered a solicitation of any kind. Sales persons and financial advisors affiliated with BofAS or any of its affiliates may not solicit 
purchases of securities or financial instruments that are Restricted or Under Review and may only solicit securities under Extended Review in accordance with firm policies. 
Neither BofA Securities nor any officer or employee of BofA Securities accepts any liability whatsoever for any direct, indirect or consequential damages or losses arising from any use of this 
information.     
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